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FOREWORD 
This document was prepared by the Martin 
Mariet ta  Corporation under Contract NAS~-10761, 
DR L Line Item 8, "Architectural/Environmental 
Handbook for  Ex t ra te r res t r i a l  Design", f o r  the 
Manned Spacecraft Center of the National Aero- 
nautics and Space Administration. The work was 
administered under the technical direction of the 
Spacecraft  Design Office with Mr. Clarence D. 
Council a s  the Technical Manager. 
N O T I C E  
T H I S  DOCUM-ENT HAS B E E N  R E P R O D U C E D  
FROM T H E  B E S T  COPY FURNISHED US B.Y 
T H E  S P O N S O R I N G  A G E N C Y .  A L T H O U G H  IT - 
I S  RECOGNIZED THAT C E R T A I N  PORTIONS 
A R E  I L L E G I B L E ,  I T  I S  BEING R E L E A S E D *  
I N  T H E  I N T E R E S T  OF MAKING A V A I L A B L E  
A S  MUCH INFORMATION A S  P O S S I B L E .  
. iii 
' ABSTRACT 
This handbook defines the environmental and space utili- 
zation cr i ter ia  for  extra terres t r ia l  design of spacecraft and 
the effect of related environmental elements for  providing an 
optimum habitat for man in space. Standards were developed 
for  the specific environmental e lemei ts  of Lighting, Acoustics, 
Temperature, Color, and Volume. The related environmental 
elements, Texture and Design, Hygiene and Mess Provisions, 
Dual Room Usage, Gravity, and Interrelated Environments, 
wePe analyzed and their  effect on the habitability for extrater  - 
r e  s t r  ial habitats and vehicles. This effort was accomplished 
under DRL Line Item 8 of Contract NAS9-2076L, 
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I INTRODUCTION . . 
The data and concepts presented in this  handbook have 
been selected and developed fo r  the purpose of e s t ab  - 
lishing desirable s tandards of habitabiiity f o r  ex t ra te r -  
r e s t r i a l  habitats and vehicles. The minimumvalues  
given a r e  t o  be used only when power is cr i t ica l  and 
performance can be compromised o r  in emergency 
situations. It should a l so  be noted that the designer 
could se lec t  a l l  optimum environmental values for  a 
specific a r e a ,  but because of mission objectives o r  the 
c rew ' s  personal  taste ,  the a r e a  is not the optimum habi- 
tat. Therefore,  the c r i t e r i a ,  as presented, a r e  not in- 
# tended t o  be construed a s  absolute requirements ,  but I 
a r e  to  be used a s  a guideline in determining the bes t  
habitat fo r  the d e s i g i ~ e r ' s  part icular  mission objective. 
Another consideration is that the designer should pro-  
vide a var ie ty  in long t e r m  spacecraft  by purposely 
changing environmental c r i t e r i a  and the decor. 
S o  that the s tandards would have a broad range of appli- . 
* cation to  ex t ra te r res t r i a l  vehicles over the next twenty 
y e a r s ,  a l l  s tandards of c r i t e r i a  a r e  plotted fo r  c rews  
f r o m  2 t o  100 and f o r  mission durations f r o m  7 t o  1040 
days. The rationale f o r  the c r i t e r i a  presented in this 
r e p o r t  is based upon a combination of t e r r e s t r i a l  modu- 
l e s ,  s tandards,  and the bes t  known psychophysiological 
data on personnel confined in t e r r e s t r i a l  environments. 
This  data has been extrapolated to cover ex t ra te r res t r i a l  
environments of long duration. The establishment of 
these c r i t e r i a  was made with the consideration of person- 
nel f i r s t ,  equipment second. 
Since the re  is not a n  exact  e a r t h  model that will simulate 
both the type of personnel and the long-duration closed 
environment experienced in ex t ra te r res t r i a l  missions,  it 
will be necessary  to  continually evaluate the standards r e -  
commended herein. F o r  example, in the a r e a  of zero-gra-  
vity s tandards,  i t  i s  essent ia l  that a g rea t  deal of data be 
gathered relative t o  spat ial  perception, visual orientation, 
modes of t ransportat ion f o r  individual and groups,  etc.  A s  
new data  becomes avajiablc, the handbook can be updateci 
i n  that specific a r e a  w i t t~ou t  af fec t ing  the r e s t  of the handbsok. 
2.0 , F o r m a t  
/- -- 
The handbook is organized a s  s imply as possible,  using 
the sect ion number and  subsection alphabetical notation 
as the bas ic  organizational element.  The subsection al- 
phabetical notation is organized in numbered paragraphs 
and subparagraphs fo r  e a s e  of re ference  and use. To 
facil i tate cross-referencing between this  handbook and 
the Rationale Handbook, identical sect ions and subsection 
headings a r e  used in  both books. 
I l lustrative m a t e r i a l  such as table,  nomographs, drawings,  
and f igures  a r e  presented a s  integral  pa r t s  of the sections 
and subsections.  They a r e  identified by the number of the 
section, the alphabetical le t te r  of the subsection, and the 
number they appear  in the section o r  subsection by con- 
secutive numbers.  Tables  and f igures  a r c  each  numbered 
separa te ly  to  avoid confusion with re ferences .  
Reference m a t e r i a l  such as technical repor ts ,  journal 
a r t i c l e s ,  b ~ ~ j k ~ ,  etc., ape assigned alphanunleric idesiii- 
- fication in sequence for  the sect ion o r  subsection they 
f i r s t  appear .  The l e s t  of re ferences  will be a t  the end 
of each  subsection and wil l  be r e f e r r e d  to  by identification 
only; e. g. ,  "Ref. A .  7.. . " o r  Ext rac ted  in par t  f r o m  Ref. 
G.  3 . .  . ' I ,  as appropriate. '  
3 .0  Use of Handbook 
! 
The handbook is divided i'nto four sect ions,  t o  ref iect  the 
intended use of the handbook by the user., 
Introduction, Section I 
This sect ion gives the purpose and the intended use of 
the handbook. In addition, the fo rma t  is d iscussed  and 
a s u m m a r y  of the type of data in  each  of the remaining 
% t h ree  sect ions is presented. 
1 
3.2 Genera l  Design Cr i t e r i a ,  i ec t ion  - I1 
The individuals desir ing inforn-~aticn as  related t o  one 
specific c r i t e r i a  such a s  acoustics, would cltilize Sect ion 
11, G e n e r a l  Design Cr i t e r i a .  In this section the data a n d  
co:~cepts are presented by c r i t e r i a .  Those individuals 
desir ing information relat ive t o  the data sources  rationale . 
which served  as a bas i s  f o r  the recommendations present - '  
e d  should r e f e r  t o  the rationale volume which is organized 
by paragraph numbers  para l le l  t o  the handbook gene ra l  . 
design. 
Crew Area  Cr i t e r i a ,  Section I11 
F o r  designers  requi r ing  c r i t e r i a  relating t o  a specif ic  
act ivi ty  center  such  as the dining a r e a ,  Section I11 is 
S O  organized. This  sect ion has  been organized i n  th i s  
manner  to  reduce redundancy in  looking up the var ious  , 
c r i t e r i a  each  time the design init iates would have ques-  : 
t ions on a new activity a r e a  o r  each  t ime  the miss ion  - 
p a r a m e t e r s  change. 
3.4 Cr i t e r i a  Usage, Section IV 
This skction provides a n  example of how the c r i t e r i z  
provided in Sections II and I11 c a n  be  applied t o  a speci-  
fic m-iasioa ir~ndr2 spec L-ficatio~, A s  presented f P the 
example,  one should start with the optimum requi rements  
with the flexibility t o  compromise as the governing r e s -  
t r ic t ions become known. 
The following two tab les ,  Table 1-1, "Frequency of Uszge 
b y  Mission Model", and Table 1-2, "Crew A r e a s  by. Mis-  
s ion Model", a r e  included to  provide a reference  f o r  c r e w  
t ime  by a r e a  and miss ion  model. These a r e  not intended 
t o  be concrete requi rements ,  but  w e r e  to  be  used as a 
guide f o r  determining the s tandards  and concepts of this  
study. I 
! 
occur on Logistics Spacecraft  than 2 l-rours pey d a y  - 
tilne i n  a r ea  would depe t~~!  
on duties f4r that day )  
i 
Table 1-2 Crew Areas  by  Mission Model 
-- 
Passageways 
Study o r  Library  
Bedroom 
Bathroom 
Conference 
FOOD PREPARATION 
AND SERVICE 
Kitchen 
Dining Room 
Food Storage 
Snack Bar  
SERVICES 
Laundry 
Briefing Room 
Locker Room 
Theater  
Dispensary 
Chapel 
Barber  
supply 
Maintenar-ce 
Equipment 
Gym 
Power  
WORK AREAS 
Control Room 
Airlocks 
Inspection 
Photographic Support 
Animal Housing 
Doc king 
Agricul tural  Study 
C ompute r 
Offices 
Laboratory 
Shops 
C ornmunications 
LEGEND: R = required 
NR = not required 
D = des i rable  but not absolutely required 
R 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NF. 
NR 
E?E? 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
: Fl 
' R  
NR 
NR 
NR 
R 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
R 
D 
R 
D 
D 
D 
. R 
D 
R 
R 
R 
R 
D 
R 
R 
R 
D 
R 
D 
R 
D 
R 
D 
R 
R 
D 
R 
D 
R 
D 
D 
D 
R 
D 
R 
D 
R 
R 
D 
R 
R 
R 
D 
D 
D 
R 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
'i 
I1 GENERAL DESIGN CRITERIA . 
1.0 Introduction 
This section has been developed in order  t o  provide the 
designer  with a genera l  understanding of the effect and 
importance of the below l is ted environmental d e m e n t s  
on habitability: 
Specific Environmental Elements Related Environmental Elements 
A. Lighting F. Texture arrd Design 
B. Acoustics G. Hygiene and Mess Provisions 
C. Tempera ture  
D. - Color 
H. Dual Room Usage 
I. Gravity 
E. Volume J. Interrelated Environments 
Each  of the specific environmental elements,  A through 
E, is discussed ,in relation to  applicable terminology, \ 
physiological and psychological effects of the environ- 
ment  on man,  and how man  is t o  control these elements 
in  o rde r  t o  optimize his  environment. The related en- 
vironmental elements ,  F through J, a r e  discussed and 
the i r  effects in  creating a n  optimum environment fo r  
m a n  i n  a confined spacecraft .  These related elements  
a r e  m o r e  subjective than the specific elements s ince 
the re  a r e  no specific values for  such i tems as the 
interrelationship of the environmental elements.  How- 
ever ,  these related environmental elements cannot be 
t overlooked when determining a n  optimum environment 
f o r  man. 
il. 1 Background Data 
Background data i n  terms of references and concept 
development a re  p r ~ v j d e d  is a separate r a t i o ~ a l e  book. 
The rationale book will present the justification for  
the standards and concepts presented in this handbook. 
- To facilitate cross-refere.ncing between the Handbook 
. and the rationale book, identical section, subsection, 
and paragraph headings a r e  used .in both. 
LI-A 
1.0 
LIGHTING 
Introduction 
Both the proper  quantity and proper  quality of light 
within a n  enclosed habitat  and in the total  seeing environ- 
ment  crea te  a n  atmosphere which has a positive effect on 
the health, safety and comfort of the personnel. Thus, 
proper  lighting improves personnel morale ,  motivation, 
and output efficienqy. Poor  visual environments caused 
by low levels of illumination, glaring fixtures,  and high- 
l y  reflective surfaces  will  affect personnel visual  p e r  - 
formance. This direct ly affects the speed and accuracy 
with which he must  pe r fo rm his required tasks.  In addi- 
8 tion, it will a l so  cause reduced a ler tness  due t o  eyes t ra in  
and fatigue, thus increasing the change of a n  accident. 
It is therefore apparent, lighting design encornpas s e s  
considerably m o r e  than the specification of illumination 
levels. It collectively involves consideration of the total  
luminous environment in which inhabitants of the closed 
environment must  live and perform the i r  various tasks.  
Definitions 
2.1 Light 
That pa r t  of the radiant energy spect rum which can  be  
seen  by the human eye. The electromagnetic spec t rum 
includes radiant energy of many wavelengths, but only a 
narrow ,band, f r o m  about 400 t o  700 millimicrons, is 
visible t o  the normal  eye for  vision. 
2.2 . Candela 
Unit of luminous intensity of a light source  i n  a specified 
direction. Defined a s  1/60 the intensity of a square  centi- 
me te r  of a black body radia tcr  operated at the freezing 
point of platinum (2047OK). 
,- 
. 2.3/ Lumen 
A unit to  measure the intehsity of luminous output of 
lamps and luminaires. Defined a s  the rate at which 
light falls on a 1 square foot a r e a  surface which is 
equally distant one foot from' a source whose intensity 
is one candela. 
2.4 Illumination 
Amount of light incident upon a surface measured in 
foot candles. 
2.5 ' Foot Candle 
The measure of illumination at any point that is a distance 
of one foot f rom a uniform point source of one candle 
power. It i s  also equivalent to  a density of one lumen 
unf.forn?ly distrfbl~ted ovey an area of orre ~;qt i ; i~e  foot ,  
2.6 Brightness 
That which the eye actually sees  and is the result of 
light being reflected or  emitted by a surface directly 
into the eye. Measured in foot lamberts or  candelas per 
square inch. 
i 
2.7 Foot Lambert ! 
The measure of brightness of a surface, when viewed 
f rom a particular direction, emitting, o r  refIecting 
one lumen per square foot. 
Contrast 
! A measure of the brightness of an object conlpared to 
its immediate surroundings. 
2.9 Reflectance 
The ratio of the f l u  reflected by a sur face  o r  medium 
t o  the incident f lux.  In simplifiec? t e r m s  it is the ratio 
of. the brightness t o  the i l l umina t ion .  
2.10 Gla re  
-
/ 
The sensation produced by br ightness  within the v isua l  
f ie ld  that  a r e  sufficiently g r e a t e r  than the luminance to  
/- 
A ~ -  which the  eyes  a r e  adapted t o  cause  annoyance, d iscom-  
,.- f o i t  o r  l o s s  i n  v isua l  performance and visibility. 
, 
2.11 Visual  Acuity 
The  abili ty to  distinguish fine details.  Quantitatively, 
t h e  rec iproca l  of the angular s i ze  in  minutes of the 
c r i t i ca l  detai l  which is just  l a r g e  enough t o  be  seen. 
I 
Lamp Source 
A gener ic  t e r m  f o r  an  ar t i f ic ia l  source  of light. 
Luminaire  
A complete lighting unit consisting of a lamp, or  lamps  
together  with the pa r t s  designed to  dis t r ibute  the light, 
t o  position and protect  the lamps ,  and t o  connect the 
l amps  t o  the power supply. 
Color  Tempera ture  . , 
As applied to  a l ight source ,  r e f e r s  t o  the absolute t em-  
pe ra tu re  in  degrees  Kelvin of a theoretical black body o r  
fu l l  rad ia tor  whose color  appearance matches that  of the 
source  in question. 
i 
F a c t o r  Detailed Discuss  ion 
Genera l  
i Lighting s tandards  tend t o  emphasize only the quantity J 
aspec t s  of lighting design. Of equal, o r  perhaps,  grea t& 
importance is the attention given t o  the quality and the 
integration of the total  seeing environment. No amount 
of light can  compensate f o r  poorly placed lighting o r  
I 
poorly shielded sources .  The optimum condition fo r  1 
g la re ,  e i ther  d i r ec t  o r  ref lected,  i s  total  absence o r  
elimination. Most s tandards f o r  quality in lighting a r e  
concealed in the var ious  recommended lighting prac t ices  
publications. However, the ru les  a r e  quite s imple and 
easy  t o  follow. 
Quantity of Lighting 
The quantity of light should be tai lored t o  the seeing 
t a sks  involved. This is accomplished by specifying the 
illumination on a surface a s  measured  in foot candles. 
Table 11-A-1 presents  some genera l  illumination levels 
f o r  various seeing tasks. See  Section 111'of this docu- 
ment  fo r  part icular  c r e w  a r e a  illumination requirements.  
Quality of Lighting 
The quality of light r e f e r s  to  the proper  distribution and 
control of light within the habitat. This requi res  the 
p;oper balance of brightness in the whole visual environ- 
ment. 
3.3.1 Brightness Ratios 
Excessive brightness ra t ios  in the field of view, o r  
brightness contrasts  between adjacent surfaces,  even 
though not severe  enough to  be called g lare ,  may be 
ser ious ly  detrimental t o  lighting quality. A high bright- 
ness  of the t a sk  with a c.omparatively low brightness of 
the surroundings is undesirable, s ince it forces  continual 
adjustments of the eyes f r o m  one brightness level  t o  the 
other. Brightness in the peripheral  field higher than the 
brightness of the tzsk  tends t o  a t t r ac t  the eye away f r o m  
the task. F o r  these reasons  it is desirable t o  maintain 
a comfortable balance of perceived luminances in  the 
luminous environment t o  prevent eye fatigue. 
The brightness o r  luminance of a surface can be appro- 
ximated by taking a reading with a standard light me te r  
held approximately 2 t o  4 inches f r o m  the surface.  If 
the m e t e r  reading frorn the t a s k  i s  LOO and a reading 
f r o m  the surrounding surface is 50, the brightness ra t io  
is 100:50 o r  2 to 1. Recommended maximum brightness 
rat ios  a r e  provided in  Table 11-A-2. 
Table 11-A-1 General Illumination Levels for Various Tasks . 
Task 
Illumination 
1 Desirable1 
General 
(Seeing) 
Casual 
Functional 
Description I lax. Range 
I I 
Medium Detail 
Min . 
General lighting requi- 
rements for proper iden- 
tification of items and 
general maintenance. 
Suitable for relaxing 
or reading. More de- 
tailed maintenance and 
movement of people. 
Emphasis placed on effi 
ciency and functional 
aspects. Investigation 
and observation of ex- 
periments and animals. 
Detail inspection and 
human patients. Gene- 
rally short duration. 
Fine Detail 
, 
Table 11-A-2 Maximum Brightness Ratios 
reading small markings. 
Fine detail on intri- 
cate tasks exsizining 
Condition Between Task and 
~urfaces/Surroundings 
Adjacent darker surroundings 
Adjacent lighter surroundings 
Remote darker surfaces 
Remote lighter surfaces 
Luminaires and surfaces adjacent 
Within normal field of view 
1000 
Maximum Brightness Ratio for 
Optimum Seeing Conditions 
3 t o 1  
1 to 3 
10 to 1 
1 to 10 
20 to 1 
40 to 1 
500-1000 100 
3 . 3 . 2  Glare 
, /--- 
Substantial losses in task contrast, hence, in visibility 
and visual performance, can result when light sources 
a r e  reflected in specular or  semi-specular visual tasks. 
This effect can be insidious in the fact that it can occur 
even in seemingly matte -type tasks. Table 11-A-3 l is ts  
types of surface reflectance$. Table 11-A -4 l is ts  types 
of glare and provides suggestive reduction methods. 
3 . 3 . 3  Reflectance 
The reflectance of the ceilings, walls, floors and fur-  
nishings contribute significantly to the general illumina - 
tion level. As .the reflectance of a surface is increased, 
its brightness is a lso  increased. This makes it essen- 
t ial  to  pay particular attention to  the brightness rat io 
of all visible surfaces s o  visual comfort is maintained. 
See Section I11 of this d ~ c u m e n t  for particular crew area  
reflectance requirements. (Ref. 11- J-4, 11- J-5, 11- J-6) 
3 . 4  - 1ll.umination Methods 
There a r e  five general illumifiation methods a s  shown 
in Table 11-A-5. \ 
3.5 Lamp Sources 
The various lamp sourqes a r e  shown in Table 11-A-6. 
Table 11-A-7 i s  an indication of these lamp sources per- 
formance characteristics and Table 11-A-8 is  an evalua- 
tion of the various lamp sources. The results of the 
lamp source evaluation i s  provided in the summary, 
Table 11-A -9. 
3.6 Luminaire Types ! 
t The types of luminaires that will distribute light a r e  
described in Table 11-A-10 and evaluated in Table 11-A-11. 
3 . 7  : Light Loss C a u s e s  
Table IT-A-12 lists various csuses  cf illulmination re- 
duction levels . 
Table 11-A- 3' Types of Surface Reflectances 
(matte 
.surf aces) 
Compound 
Surf ace 
Rough, irregular particles 
Indicent light on polished surface such as 
mirror, that is reflected at an angle equsl 
to angle of incidence. 
Surfaces which are a combination of diffuse: 
and specular . 
Table 11-A -4 Glare Reduction Methods 
Type 1 Description 
Direct I (source) 
Indirect 
Reduction Methods 
Avoid bright light sources within 60 degrees 
of the center of the visual field, 
Use indirect lighting. , I 
Use several low-intensity sources rather than 
one high-intensity source. I 
Lights placed high and directly above task 
I 
area. 
Use shields, hoods, and visors to keep direct! 
light from source out of viewers eyes. 
, 
Use diffuse light. i / 
Use dull, unpolished surfaces. 1 1 
Place. direct light source so that viewing j 
of task area is not equal to the angle of 1 
incldent . ! 
Table 11-A -5 Illumination Methods 
I 
Comments 
90-100% of the output travels di- 
rectly from the source to the task 
area. Maximum light, but has un- 
desirable characteristic~ of bright- 
ness contrasts,-shadows and glares. 
90-100% of the output is directed 
toward ceiling or away from task 
area. Less efficient since more 
power required for same illumina- 
t t i n  level. Eliminates shadows and 
glare and distributes light evenly. 
Source enclosed in translucent bowl 
so that light is scattered evenly. 
More efficient than indirect but 
docs cause glare and shadows. 
60-90% directed toward task area. 
Combines advantages of direct and 
diffused illuminarion methods. 
10-40% directed toward task area. 
Combines advantages of indirect 
and diffused illumination methods. 
Method Description 
Direct 0-10'7, 
00% 
Indirect (surface) 90-100% 
Diffused 
Semi - 
Direct 
S emi - 
Indirect 
L 
0-10% 
(task area) 
, l:&y 40-LO% 
/ 
-- 
(l=Pj \ 
\' (tasd 'akka) 40- 0% 
Table 11-A-6 Lamp Sources 
r 
Lamp I Description 
Incand escen t  - 
genera l  s e rv ice  
Inca 
tung 
Fluorescent  
High Intensity 
Discharge (HID) 
A lamp in which light is produced by a f i lament  
heated t o  incandescence by  a n  e l ec t r i c  cur rent .  
A regenerat ive l a m p  in  which light is produced by 
heating of a me ta l  filament. It contains a halo- 
gen (Iodine) a tmosphere  enclosed in quartz.  This  
provides redeposition of tungsten back t o  the fi la- 
men t  to  achieve extended fi lament life. 
A low-pressure m e r c u r y  electr ic-discharge l a m p  
in  which a fluorescing coating (phosphor) t r a n s -  
f o r m s  some  of the ultraviolet  energy generated 
b y  the discharge into light. Colors  a r e  p ~ o d u c e d  
by  use of spec ia l  phosphors which convert  the 
ultraviolet  energy  within the lamp t o  visible light 
of the des i red  wavelengths. 
Lamp that produces light by  establishing an a r c  
between two e lec t rodes  located a few inches a -  
p a r t  in opposite ends of a small, sealed,  t r a n s -  
lucent o r  t r anspa ren t  a r c  tube. The a r c  of e lec-  
t r i c i ty  genera tes  heat and p r e s s u r e  high enough 
t o  vaporize the a toms of var ious metall ic e lements  
contained within the a r c  tube. This vaporization 
causes  the a toms t o  emi t  l a rge  amounts of e lec-  
t romagnet ic  energy  in  the visible range. These 
types include mercury ,  me ta l  halide and high 
p r e s s u r e  sodium types. 
'. 
Table II-A-7 General L a m p  Source Performance Characteristics . 
\ 
S O U R C E  
Luminous Efficient Max. Lumen . 
Power Max. Lumen/ Maintenance ixb~l (% at end of life) 
Incandescent I I I I 
a) general service / 1 1 :: 1 
b) tungs ten-halogen 
Fluorescent I I I I 
High Intensity Discharge 
Deluxe White Mercury 
Metal Halide 
High Pressure Sodium 
Life at 
~ a t e d  voltage 
(hr) 
I 
I 
Table 11-A - 8 L a m p  Source Evaluation 
r . 
Source 
- 
Incandescent - 
general service 
$ 
@ 
. 
1 
Incandescent - 
tungs ten-halogen 
Evaluation 
Color acceptance is excellent, Flattering to skin 
tones. Source is strong in the red end of spec- 
trum (longer wavelengths), weak in the blue end of 
the spectrum. 
Compact source lending itself to optical systems 
and projection. 
Available in any wattage and physical size and 
shape. 
Brightness is readily controlled over infinite 
range by simple voltage control (dimmer). 
Operates on DC or AC (any frequency) equally well. 
Susceptible to shock and vibration (filament sag- 
ging or shorting) . 
Relatively insensitive to operating environment 
temperature. 
Vibration and rough service lamps are available. 
Additional filament supports cool filament tem- 
perature and reduce luminous efficacy. 
No radio interference with equipment. 
No hazard other than broken glass; no mercury con- 
tamination. Lamps available with protective non- 
shattering plastic coating, 
Available in most common voltages. 
Excellent heat source. 
Same comments as for general service except as 
follows: 
No bulb blackening due to tungsten-halogen cycle. 
Bulb temperature must be maintained at 2 5 0 ~ ~  mini- 
mum temperature for cycle to operate. Lamp (long, 
linear filament types) must be operated within 4O 
of horizontal; not a necessary limitation with 
short, compact f i l a m e n t  types. 
2 -14. 
i 
Table  11-4-8 Lz~np Source  Eval la t ion  (continued) 
r - 
Sorzrce 
Incandescent - 
tungsten-halogen 
(continued) 
Fluorescent 
I 
.-.-- --- ---a * 
Evaiua t ion 
- 
- 
Available i n  double-ended, l i nea r  bulb configura- 
t ion ;  increasing expansion of product l i n e  includes 
jacketed lantps, r e f  l ec to r  lamps, and compact sou- 
r ce  lamps tha t  csn be operated i n  any posi t ion.  
S l igh t  danger t o  W r ad i a t i on  (quzrtz envelope) e s -  
pec i a l l y  when operated a t  wer-.ooltage o r  high 
color t e -qera ture ,  ' 
More rugged than general service  lamps due t o  addi-  
t i o n a l  f i lament supports. 
Requires a u x i l l i a r y  equipment (ba l las t )  f o r  s t a r t -  
ing and l imi t ing  of lamp current .  
Range of colors  ava i lab le  i s  excellent .  Standard 
cool white and warm white lamps have very good 
color  acceptance although object  colors  tend t o  
have n washed out  appearance. Skin complexions 
can be sallow, Excellent  color  rend i t ion  can be 
achieved wich deluxe color  lamps a t  the  expense of 
approximately 30% reduction i n  luminous output. 
Lamps a r e  long, l i nea r ,  low brightness source which 
does not  lend itse1.f t o  op t i ca l  systems o r  projec-  
t ion.  Lamp brightness must s t i l l  be shielded f o r  
g la re  control .  , 
DC operation is  poss ible  but l imited by po la r iza -  
t i o n  of lamp and r e l a t i v e  ineff ic iency of cur ren t  
l imi t ing  device (ba l las t ) .  Development of so l i d -  
s t a t e  inverters '  has allowed e f f i c i e n t  operation of 
f luorescent  lamps from DC supplies.  Low vol tage 
systems ava i lab le  on same basis .  
Operation a t  high frequency r e s u l t s  i n  improved 
luminous eff icacy.  Ba l las t  s i z e  and weight i s  r e -  
duced. 
Possible mercury contamination i f  lamp 'envelope 
would break. 
Dimming poss ible  with properly designed 'auxi l iary  
equipment although not as f l e x i b l e  and r e l i a b l e  
a s  incandescent dimming. 
Table  11-A-8 
Source 
?luorescent 
[continued) 
3igh In t ens i t y  
l ischarge - mercury 
rapor 
Lanlp Source  E v a l u a t i ~ n  (continued) 
Evaluation 
Some 'minor. amounts of W radia t ion;  g lass  envelope 
zontains most. Specia l  composition g lass  envelopes 
svai lable  f o r  passing W rad ia t ion  f o r  photo-biolo- 
g ical  needs i f  required.  
Fluorescent lamps a r e  very s ens i t i ve  t o  ambient 
temperature changes wi th  l i g h t  f a l l i n g  off  wi th  
e i ther  increased o r  decreased temperatures from 
?p t imum . 
Electrodes a r e  f a i r l y  rugged and r e s i s t a n t  t o  , 
shock and vibrat ion.  
Possible radio-frequency interference wi th  s ens i -  
t i v e  equipment; proper shie lding of lamp and f i l -  
t e r i ng  of power supply can el iminate.  
Requires aux i l i a ry  equipment (ba l las t )  f o r  s t a r t -  
ing  and operation. 
Clear lamp i s  exce l ien t  compact source f o r  o p t i c a l  
systems and project ion but color i s  unacceptable 
due t o  blue-green appearance (lack of red color) .  
Phosphor coated lamps ( spec i f ica l ly ,  Deluxe White) 
has color  rend i t ion  comparable o r  s l i g h t l y  b e t t e r  
than Standard Cool White f luorescent ,  but phosphor 
coating increases  the source s i z e  s i gn i f i c an t l y  t o  
reduce i t s  e f f i c iency  i n  op t i ca l  and pro jec t ion  
systems. ' 
Extremely rugged construction.  I 
Cannot be dimmed. 1 
DC operation would require  so l id -s ta te  i nve r t e r  
systems, S t ra igh t  DC operation would requ i re  
spec i a l  lamp construction t o  avoid po la r iza t ion  
lamp electrodes.  
Operation a t  higher frequencies r e s u l t s  i n  highc 1, 
-4 e f f i cac i e s .  Rowever, a t  c e r t a in  frequencies staad 
ing waves occur i n  the  a r c  tube which ext inguis4 
the  arc.  I 
High Intensity 
Discharge - mercury 
vapor (continued) 
Table 11-A - 8 Lamp Source Evaluation (concluded) 
I 
-- --- 
Momentary power interruption results in lamp being 
extinguished. 10-15 minutes required before lamp 
will restrike, Auxiliary incandescent or fluores- 
cent sources would have to be available during this 
period. 
. 
Double-jacketed lamp construction filters out most, 
if not all, W radiation. Lamp is insensitive to 
ambient temperature variations, although extremely 
low temperature operation would require special low 
temperature ballast for starting, 
Source 
I xercury contamination &uld be a problem. 
Evaluation I 
RF interference might be a problem with certain 
types of electronic equipment. Could be screened 
without much effort. I 
KID Metal Ealide 
and nigh Pressure 
Sodium (additional 
cammen t s) 
-- 
Momentary power interruption results in the lamp 
being extinguished. The high pressure sodium lamp 
restrikes within fieveral minutes; the metal halide 
lanip, 10-15 minutes. 
I 
The high pressure sodium lamp requires a special 
high voltage (20,000 v) surge for starting purposes. 
This is provided by a special circuit within the 
ballast housing. 
Available only in higher wattages. 
Reliability of performance has not been as well 
established as with mercury vapor and fluorescent 
lamps. 
Both are clear jacketed lamps having small compact 
arc tubes that lend themselves to optical systems 
and ,projection, 
Color rendition of the metal halide lamp is very 
good. The high pressure sodium lamp has a defi- 
nite yellow or golden appearance which might 
bother some people in interior applications, 
Table 11-A-9 Lamp Source Evaluation Summary 
Rating Scale  
1 - Optimum 
2 - Acceptable 
3. - Some Compromise 
4 - Undesirable 
5 - Unacceptable 
Eff icacy,  lmslwatt 5 4 1 2 2 1 1  
L i f e ,  r a t ed  
Co.lor 
Acceptable 
F l a t t e r i n g  
Color Rendering 
Opt ical  Cha rac t e r i s t i c s  
Po in t  Source 
Large Source, low brightmess 
Pro j e c t i on  ! 
Appearance 
Warm 
Cool 
Luminaire Cha rac t e r i s t i c s  
Auxi l iary  Equipment ' , 
Size  
Weight 
Lumen Depreciat ion 
i c a s t s ,  f i r s t  
opera t ing 
, Ruggedness 
Ef fec t s  of ambient cond. 
Table 11-A-10 Luminaire Types 
-., ~Ainaire 
Recesried 
Surface Mounted 
Pendant Mounted 
Gone 
Luminoug Ceiling 
Retractable 
1 Portable 
Description 
Mounted above ceiling or behind a wall or 
other surface with the opening of the il- 
luminaire level with the surface. 
I Mounted directly on the ceiling or surface. . I I Mounted on an extension type structure. I 
Comprises light sources shielded by a ledge 
or recess that distributes light over the 
shield (example: over the ceiling and up- 
per wall) 
Ceiling area lighting system comprising a 
continuous surface of transmitting material 
of a dPTfusing or light controlling charac- 
ter with light sources mounted above it. I 
Lighting which can be maneuvered for loca- l 
lized needs. I I Mobile-type lighting for localized needs. I 
Luminaire 
System Merits . Deficiencies 
~ecessed' Luminaires flush with room Generally provide little 
Lighting surfaces, no dangerous light on ceiling to minimize 
projections. Sealed units brightness contrasts. Main- 
to minimize dirt deprecia- tenance from room below 
tion. Available in combi- might be difficult, Requires 
nation air handling units, space above plane of ceiling. 
RF interference can be ef- 
Surface Mount- 
ed Lighting 
8 
Pendant Mount- 
ed Lighting 
Cove Lighting 
Luminous 
Ceilings 
Retractable 
Lighting 
Portable 
Lighting 
fectively shielded. 
Requires no space above 
plane of ceiling. Can 
provide light on adjacent 
ceiling to help improve 
comfort. Maintenance will 
be easy. RF interference 
can be effectively shield- 
ed. 
Maximum utilization of 
light from luminaire. 
Lends itself to indirect 
lighting. Minimizes tem- 
perature problems within 
luminaire. 
May be one of most effec- 
tive, Can be very comfor- 
table, 
Low brightness and excel- 
lent uniformity of light- 
ing levels. 
Combines advantages of 
suspended and recessed 
lighting. Excellent for 
placing localized light- 
ing where needed, 
Excellent for localized 
lighting. 
Appearance may be objection- 
able, not a clean look. Can- 
not be combined with air 
handling equipment. 
Not feasible in low ceiling 
areas. Possible dangerous 
projections within room. 
Cannot be combined with air 
handling functions. 
Design informakon available 
minimal. 
Excellent illumination but 
very bland and uniform, 
Might be too expensive. 
Greater maintenance problems. 
Expensive. Additional weight 
of retracting mechanism, 
Provide means for securing 
in position. Power cord 
necessary, 
,,., Table 11-A-12 Light Loss Causes 
I Cause I Remarks 1 
Luminaire D i r t y  
Lamp Outages 
Lamp Lumen Depre- 
c i a t i o n  
A s  luminaires become d i r t y ,  t h e i r  r e f l e c t a n c e  char-  
a c t e r i s t i c s  a r e  decreased. This  prevents t h e  pro- 
p e r  designed l i g h t  d i s t r i b u t i o n  about the  environ- 
ment. 
A s  shown i n  Table 11-A-7, the re  i s  a normal l o s s  of 
l i g h t  output  a s  the  lamp source ages. To maintain 
the  des i rab le  l e v e l ,  t h e  design foo t  candle level 
should be increased t o  al low f o r  t h i s  aging. 
A s  shown i n  Table 11-A-7, the re  i s  a d e f i n i t e  l i f e  
of a lamp source a s  defined by the  number of  hours 
of l i f e .  This aging i s  a maintenance problem 
which must be considered f o r  both replacement and 
disposal .  
Room Surfaces 
D i r t y  
Luminaire Surface . 
Dete r io ra t ion  
T e q e r s  t u r e  and 
Var ia t ion  
I 
A s  luminaire surfaces  d e t e r i o r a t e ,  l e s s  l i g h t  is  
r e f l e c t e d ,  thus  preventing 1 i g h t . d i s t r i b u t i o n  a s  
o.-< A A ~ ~ t ~ c l l l ~  -<- -  d e ~ i g ~ d .  
A s  wi th  luminaires,  a s  su r faces  become d i r t y ,  
t h e i r  r e f l e c t a n c e s  a r e  changed. This ceuses v a r i a -  
tion of l i g h t  d i s t r i b u t i o n  w i t h  the, origi.na1 de- 
s ign.  
Var ia t ion  i n  vo l t ages  can change the  opera t ing 
temperature of  a lamp source. This can cause 
v z r i a t i o n s  i n  c o l o r  output  of the  lamp t h a t  changes 
the  i l luminat ion-  levels .  
Color Temperature in Lightinp 
All objects will emit  light if they a r e  heated to a suf- 
ficiently high temperature. As the object is ra ised in 
temperature,  the color of the light emitted f rom it will 
change. Table 11-A-13 is  color designations for  various 
black body temperatures. ~ e c h n i c a l l ~ ,  a color tempera- 
tu re  designation can only be applied to  incandescent 
sources and, a s  such, it is the specification of both the 
degree of whiteness and the spectral  energy composition 
of the source. However, the t e r m  "apparent color tern- ' 
perature" i s  often used to specify the degree of white- 
ness of fluorescent lamps as well a s  mercury vapor lamps, 
etc. 
Table 11-A -13 Color Temperature Designations 
Some lamps tend to flatter object colors which is another 
way of saying they empl~asize  the dominant color of the . 
object while deemphzsizing complementary colors. 
Table 11-A-14 a r e  the color atmosphere effects of a 
few fluorescent sources a s  an example. 
1 
C 
Black Body 
Te lnperzture s 
OK 
300 
800 
3000 
5000 
8000 
60,000 
Table 11-A-14 Fluorescent Color Atmosphere Effects 1 
Color Des ignzti or, 
Black 
Red 
Yellow 
White . 
Pale Blue 
Brillant Blue 
Fluorescent Lamp \ Designation I Atmosphere Effectq 
r 
Warm White 
Deluxe Warm White 
1 Cool 'CVhite 
Deluxe Cool White 
WV4 
WWX 
CW 
Warm 
Warm 
Neutral to ~ o d e ~ a t e  - 
I CWX ly Cool Neu t r a l  to Mode rate - I I ly  Cool 
White . 
Dayligl~tJ 
Modera te ly  VJaiqrn L -. i D V e r y  Cool - i 
People a r e  emoti.onally responsive to their surroundings, 
and color is one of the chief characteristics of those sur -  
roundings. Every light source produces light of distinc- 
tive color spectral  characteristics. This requires that 
when selecting o r  comparing colors for  any purpose, uti- 
l ize the type of light source under which the colors a r e  
ultimately to  be seen. 
Crew Area Factors in Lighting 
Table 11-A-15 provides various crew a rea  requirements 
in lighting. 
4.0 Ps ychophysiological Effects 
4.1 General 
I 
The problem of creating a luminous environment that is 
conducive to high pers  onael moralc- and, consequently, 
high productivity, is more than just providing adequate 
lighting level s fo r  perforrrriag individul-1 v:ork tesks . 
Within the framework of required lighting specifications, 
visual interest  mus t  be created. 
Moods 
First impressions of rooms have to be positive to pro- 
vide the proper incentive to  the occupants to encourage 
optimum performance. Tkble 11-A -16 provides various 
psychological moods in lighting. 
4.3 Emphasis 
To create varibus psychological architectural emphasis 
in lighting, refer  to Table 11-A-17. 
Table 11-A-15 C r e w  A r e a  Lighting ' ~ e ~ u i r e m e n t s  
-, Crew Area I Requirements I Applications 
Publ ic  Areas - Re- 
laxa t ion  Includes: 
Lounge, Snack Bar, 
Recreation Room, 
Gym, Locker Room, 
Chapel, and Dining 
Room 
Visual tasks  a r e  not c r i -  
t i ~ a l . ~  Prime emphasis 
Publ ic  Areas - Work 
Areas Includes: 
Communications, 
Computer, Control 
Room, Brief ing 
Room, Library ,  Of- 
f i c e s  and Labora- 
t o r i e s  
Living Areas - In -  
cludes: Bedroom, 
Bathroom and Study 
Room 
Trans i t ion  Areas - 
Includes: Passage- 
ways, Hal ls ,  S t a i r s , a r ea s  
Elevators ,  A i r  
Locks and Docking 
Work i n  psychological as -  
pects  of l i gh t i ng  very 
is on re laxa t ion ,  change 
of pace l igh t ing ,  Light-  
Lag must have capab i l i ty  
of being adjusted o r  
varied.  Localized l i g h t -  
ing f o r  c rea t ing  v i s u a l  
centers.  Lighting l eve l s  
match a c t i v i t i e s .  Deluxe 
colors  des i rable ,  
limited. D i f f i c u l t  t o  
specify  perceived v i s u a l  
pleasantness. 
Visual tasks  a r e  of a 
c r i t i c a l  nature. Light-  
ing l eve l s  must be based 
on e f f ec t i ve  foo t  candles 
which can be measured i n  
ac tua l  s i t ua t i on  (proto- 
type). Lighting plust 
have .subt le  va r i a t i ons  
from space to  space. Lo-, 
ca l ized l i gh t i ng  t o  i n -  
crease l eve l s  on severe 
v i s u a l  tasks  and to  cre-  
a t e  v i s u a l  centers.  De- 
luxe color  lamps enhance 
v i sua l  i n t e r e s t .  
Visual tasks  may or  may 
not be of c r i t i c a l  nature.not 
~ i ~ h t i n ~ '  colors should be 
f l a t t e r i n g  and relaxing.  
Good l i gh t i ng  e s s e n t i a l  
f o r  personal  hygiene. 
Lighting should be adjus- 
t ab l e  t o  individual  t a s -  
t e s  and requirements. 
Lighting must provide . 
smooth t r a n s i t i o n  between 
both i n  l i gh t i ng  
l eve l s  and colors. 
Lighting mist be adequate 
f o r  avoiding obstacles  
and general sa fe ty .  
Veiling r e f l ec t i ons  can 
be severe and reduce e f -  
fect iveness  of l i gh t i ng  
levels .  Uniform l i gh t i ng  
while necessary, can be 
boring o r  monoton,us. 
Deluxe color lamps have 
lower e f f i c a c i e s  . 
' 
. 
Personal l i g h t i n g  should 
i n t e r f e r e  wi th  o r  be 
imposed on o thers ,  
Redundant systems and 
emergency standby power 
should be ava i lab le  to 
provide s a f e  movement i n  
case of c r i s i s .  
Table 11-A-15 C 
Crew Area 
Service Areas - 
~ n c l u d e i :  Kitchen, 
Baybershop, D i s -  
! pensary, Laundry, 
:'hotographic, 
;bops, and Inspec- I ercn 
! 
!ew Area Lighting Requirements 
Requirements . 
General l i gh t i ng  must pro- 
v ide  s u f f i c i e n t  l eve l s  
with supplementary l i g h t -  
ing f o r  s p e c i f i c  v i s u a l  - 
t a sks  of severe nature. 
Lighting i s  funct ional  i n  
concept wi th  a t t e n t i o n  
given t o  maintenance. De- 
luxe color  sources may be 
c r i t i c a l  i n  spec i f i c  app- 
l i c a t i ons .  Lighting i s  
f o r  s a f e ty  of operations 
i n  each area. 
sa fe ty  . 
(continued) 
Applications 
Specular r e f l ec t i ons  froa 
me ta l l i c  surfaces  may 
cause d i f f i c u l t y  i n  see- 
ing tasks,  Specia l  
l i gh t i ng  techniques f o r  
spec i f i c  tasks  and in-  
spection jobs may have 
t o  be provided, Dark- 
room l i gh t i ng  would be 
provided by proper f i l -  
t e r i n g  of standard sou- 
rces.  F i l t e r s ,  especi-  
a l l y  dichroic  types, 
would provide proper 
color  temperature and 
heat  r e j ec t i on  f o r  oper- 
a t i n g  and inspection 
l i gh t i ng  i n  dispensary, 
Maintenance Areas - Lighting leve l s  a r e  gener- 
Includes: Supply, a l l y  minimal with supple- 
n 
I 
rfwer, l.fziiiitenance, ' z e n t s q  l ight ing f o r  cri - 
Lighting l eve l s  must be 
adequate f o r  hygiene an.d 
safe ty ,  Control must be . 
provided f o r  c rea t ing  
t ime-light  cycles. 
Storage and Equip- 
ment 
Rotating equipment may 
be, subject  t o  strobosco- 
p i c  ef fccts  cith dis- 
charge sources. t i c a l  tasks. Emergency 
l i gh t i ng  must be a v a i l -  
ab le  i n  power and equip- 
ment areas. Color code 
equipment and a reas  f o r  
Growth chmbers require  
spec ia l  spec t r a l  compo- 
s i t i o n s  of l i gh t .  I 
I 
Table  11-A -16 Psycholog ica l  Moods i n  Lighting 
i 
Mood 1 .  Lighting I 
I 
Gaiety l ~ i g h e r  l eve l s  of i l luminat ion wi th  color  and move- 1 
Rest fulness  
Act iv i ty  
Warmth 
8 
Coolness 
I - ment. Changing e f f e c t s  of color  and changes i n  il- lumination should not be sudden, but should be smoot d 
land stimulating. I 
Subdued pa t t e rn s  of l i g h t  with emphasis a t  dramatic 
points.  Color should be used sparingly and with a t -  
mospheric e f fec t .  Changes of i l luminat ion should be 
imperceptible, 
Low brightness pa t te rns ,  no v i s i b l e  l i g h t  sources, 
subdued color ,  dark upper ce i l ing ,  and a low wal l  
brightness,  decreasing upward t o  t he  ce i l ing .  
I Higher l e v e l s  of i l lumination,  wi th  proper l o c a l  l i g h t i n g  f o r  the more d i f f i c u l t  v i s u a l  tasks ,  
Colors a t  t he  red end of spectrum: red, red-orange, 
orange, yellow, amber, gold and pink, 
Colors a t  cool end of spectrum, such a s  blue,  
blue-green, green, magenta, v io l e t .  These colors  
I mixed w l t h  white produces var ious  cool t i n t s .  
Human Complexion 
I Prevent Fatigue I Avoid use of in tense  red ,  blue o r  purple l i g h t .  I 
~ i ~ h d  t i n t s  of red,  such a s  pink and rose ,  improve 
human complexion and produce pleasant  e f f e c t s .  
Blue, blue-green, purple and green de t r ac t  from 
the  human complexion, and produce ghastly e f f ec t s .  
Dramatize Color 
of Object 
Spot l ight  by a beam of l i g h t  oY same color.  
Width 
Tab l e  11-A -17 Psycholog ica l  A-rchitectural  E m p h a s i s  
Length 
Accentuate l i n e s  of l i g h t  across  room, on 
both wal l s  and ce i l ings .  
1 
Emphasis on Increasing 
Use l i g h t i n g  l i n e s  t ha t  give perspective 
such a s  p a r a l l e l ,  longi tudinal  l ines .  
Lighting Pa t t e rn  
Height Ver t i c le  l i gh t i ng  pa t t e rn s  from f loo r  t o  , 
cei l ing.  I 
Sample Calculations 
5.1 Illumination Calculations 
Examples a r e  given he re  of the basic calculations used 
in  determining the number of luminaires  necessary  to  
achieve a given illumination level. Of p r imary  impor-  
tance is not the equations themselves,  but the influence 
each factor  in the equation plays in the final determina- 
t ion of the required number of luminaires.  Two methods 
a r e  presented: t h e  lumen method that is generally used 
in  deter  mining the average illumination within the room; 
and the point-by-point method which is used t o  determine 
the illumination a t  a specific point due t o  one o r  m o r e  
luminaires  . 
5.2 The Lumen Method 
No. of Luminaires = E x Area  X (No, of ~ a i n p s  / Luminaire)(Lumens /Lamp) 
(CU) (LLD) (LDD) 
i 
, 
where : 
E = ~ a i n t a i n e d ' f o o t  candles . 
Area = Area in square feet  of the working surface;  
typically room wihth x room length 
\ 
No. of Lam-ps /Luminaire is obtained f r o m  luminaire 
ldescription. 
I 
C U  = Coefficient of Utilization; the percentage of light 
leaving a luminaire and eventually reaching the 
working surface ei ther  direct ly o r  through inter-  
. flections. Luminaire manufacturers  provide this 
information in tabular f o r m  fo r  the i r  equipment,. 
The CU table is calculated f r o m  photometric data 
of the lun~ ina i re .  
LLD. and LDD = Lamp lumen depreciation and luminai re  
d i r t  depreciation. Taken together these  
two fac to r s  re la te  initial foot candles t o  
maintained foot candles. This  informa- 
t ion m a y  come f r o m  the manufac turers '  
catalogs o r  f r o m  typical data  presented  
in  the 4th Edition of the IES Lighting 
Handbook, pages 9-16 and 9-17. 
, 
The lumens p e r  l a m p  o r  luminous efficacy of the l ight 
source  plays a d i r e c t  p a r t  in  determining the  number of 
luminaires .  A high efficacy source ,  such  as the f luores  - 
cent  lamp, would requi re  fewer luminai res ,  and conse- I 
quently, lower power requi rements  than a lower efficacy 
source ,  such as the incandescent lamp. 
The l a m p  lumen depreciation fac tor  (percent  of init ial  
lumens produced at 70% of ra ted  l i fe)  va r i e s  with the 
type of light source.  Typical values fo r  s e v e r a l  differ- 
en t  sources  a r e :  
General  s e rv ice  incandescent 9070 
Tungsten-halogen incandescent 95% 
Phosphor coated m e r c u r y  75-8370 
F luores  cent  , 
Standard Colors  86% 
Deluxe Colors  8 070 
Dir t  depreciation f ac to r s  fo r  luminai res  a l s o  va r i e s  
with the type of luminaire  (open o r  enclosed),  the clean-  
, 
l ines  s of the environment,  and the maintenance schedule. 
Typical fac tors  f o r  mos t  luminai res  a r e  given in the IES 
Lighting Handbook. ! ! 
The Coefficient of Utilization (CU) for  a luminai re  is 
perhaps the one m o s t  significant f igure in  determining 
the overal l  performance of a luminaire .  It is d i rec t ly  
re la ted  t o  the luminai re ls  efficiency. It t akes  into a c -  
count the light distribution and t ransmi t tance  of the 1 1 
luminaire '  s shielding. Computations based on the in te r  - 
flections of radiant enzrgy  withir, enclosures  a r e  used I 
in deriving the CU tables .  These cornputations a re  
pe r f s rmed  by the f ixture rmznufacturer f r o m  the photo- 
m e t r i c  data of the 1uminzi;.e according t o  the IES 
standardized procedure known a s  the Zonal Cavity 
Method. The CU tables  a r e  calculated fo r  various 
r o o m  s izes  and surface ref ectances. 
To en te r  the  C U  table one must  calculate a Room Cavity 
Ratio. This technique mathe&tically determines equi- 
valent room configurations f r o m  the actual room dimen- 
sions and allows standardization of the CU tables. 
5 h, (Room Length + Room Width) Room Cavity Ratio = (Room Length X Room Width) 
wJ:le r e  : hr = height of room cavity f r o m  the working plane t o  
the plane of the luminaires  
5 hc (RoomLength + R o o m w i d t h )  
Ceiling Cavity Ratio = 
I (Room Length X Room Width) 
where: hc = height of ceiling cavity f r o m  the luminaire t o  the 
ceiling. With  a totally d i rec t  light distribution, 
h, = O f u r  r ecessed  o r  surface r;lounlrd iurni- 
naires .  I 
5 h f  (RoomLength-l  Roomwid th )  
Floor Cavity Ratio = (Room Length X Room Width) ' 
where: hf = height of floor cavity f r o m  the floor to  the work- 
ing plane, normally 2-112 feet. 
F r o m  these ra t ios  and the reflectances of the roonl  
surfaces ,  one can determine the effective ceiling and 
f loor  ref lectancesfromtablesintheIES LightingHand- . 
, book, page 9-4. Having determined these effective 
reflectances, one can  then en te r  the CU table to  de ter -  
mine the proper  value t o  use in the illumination calcu- 
lation formula. Although the method seems  cumbersome,  
it is straight-forward in its application. The Zonal 
Cavity Method allows g rea te r  flexibility and accuracy 
in making these illumination calculztionv than previous 
sys tems.  
Ceiling and wall  luminance tab les  a r e  a l s o  available 
which a r e  v e r y  s imi l a r  i n  appearance and used as the  
C U  tables.  These  luminance tables  a r e  important  in  
determining br ightness  ra t ios  within a room f r o m  the 
luminai re  data. 
Point-by-Point Method 
The  point-by-point method of illumination calculations 
is used when it is necessa ry  t o  know the illumination 
at a specific point f r o m  a l imited ntzmber of luminaires .  
It is not generally used f o r  determining average  lighting 
levels  in a room. It is used f o r  calculating the i l lumi- 
nation f r o m  supplementary sources  used to  inc rease  the 
lighting levels  in localized a r e a s .  
The bas ic  formula  is the  inverse square  law: 
I Cos 8 
E = - f o r  Horizontal su r faces  
I s i n  8 
E = 
~2 f o r  Ver t ica l  sur faces  
where :  . 
E = the illumination a t  a par t icu lar  point. 
I = the candlepower intensity of the luminaire  in the 
direct ion . ! 8 is the angle between the luminaire  
and the  point f o r  which the illumination is being 
calculated. 8 is measured  as the  ve r t i ca l  angle,  
O0 being d i rec t ly  below the luminaire.  This candle 
power data  is obtained f r o m  the photometric data  
on the luminaire .  
D = the dis tance f r o m  the luminai re  to  tlie point f o r  
which the  i l lumination is being calculated. 
Illumination values calculated by  this  f o r m h a  a r e  addi- 
tive. When seve ra l  luminai res  a r e  invoiued, the illu- 
mination resul t ing f ro in  each  is added d i rec t ly  to  de te r -  
mine  the illumination f r o m  total .  This method does not 
take into account interflected light. There a r e  s e v ~ r a l  
published papers on the subject which present methods 
.of including interflected light if it is deemed important 
1- enough to consider, 
ACOUSTICS 
Introduction 
In a n  ex t ra te r re  s t r ia1  environment, men will be confined 
in  a limited volume habitat f o r  relatively long periods of 
t ime,  therefore,  part icular  attention must  be given t o  
acoustics t o  insure the safety, well-being, and optimum 
performance of the occupants. High intensity sound can 
produce temporary  or permanent  damage t o  the e a r ,  in-:  
t e r f e r e  with communications and interfere with the perfor  - 
rnance of cr i t ica l  tasks.  Conversely, the oppressive qua- 
l i ty  of the absence of sound can be as exhausting as ex- 
c e s s  ive noise stimulation. 
In order  t o  determine whether a part icular  noise environ- 
ment  is likely to be detr imental  o r  hazardous, the designer  
must  compare the charac ter i s t ics  of the acoustical environ- 
ment  with-the appliczbie c r i t e r i a  (damage r i sk ,  communi- 
cations, annoyance, etc.  ). To make such a comparison 
the designer needs t o  know: 
(a) The sound p r e s s u r e  level  and spect rum of the noise. 
(b) The type of noise (wide band, pure tone, o r  impulsive). 
(c)  The duration and nature of the exposure (continuous, 
intermittent,  etc.  ). 
When the comparison resul t s  in  a n  unfavorable acousti-  
c a l  environment, suitable noise contr 01 techniques mus t  
be  implemented t o  c o r r e c t  this condition. i ! 
Definitions 
.+ 
2.1 Absorption Coefficient 
The sound-absorption coefficient of a surface which i s  
exposed to a sound field is the ra t io  of the sound energy 
-absorbed by the surface t o  t h e  sound energy incident I 
upon the surface. 
Acoustics ' 
The science of sound. 
Articulation Index 
A predictive measure  of speech intelligibility. Formu- 
lation of the articulation index is based on the fraction 
of the total speech band-width to  the listener's e a r  and 
the signal-to-noise rat io at the listener's ea r .  
Attenuation 
Attenuation is the t e r m  used to express the reduction 
in decibels of sound intensity a t  a designated point A 
as compared to sound intensity a t  point B which is 
acoustically farther f rom the source. 
t 
Acoustic In~pedance 
The complex ratio of the effective (rms) sound pressure  
o-,rcr surfzce tc effer,ii:re volcITlp, \r(relsc(:i_t,, J .  '&~olroh - t ~  -- iti 
Characterist ic  1rnpLdance ( P o  C) 
The rat io of the effective sound pressure  a t , a  given 
point to the effective particle velocity a t  that point in 
a f ree ,  plane, progressive wave. 
Dynamic Range (of speech) 
Difference, in decibels, between the pressure  level a t  
which overload occurs (according to some overload 
cri terion) and the pressure  level. of the noise of the 
* 
system. 
Decibel 
The decibel i s  a dimension used for  expressing the rat io 
of t w o  powers and i s  referred to a reference level of 
0.0002 dynes  per square centimeter. Mathematically, 
the ntxrnber c;f decibels is 10 loglO of the power ratio. 
Siuc:e E : G U I ~ ~  pressuri3 is  proportional t o  the square rcot 
of sound power, the nunlh,er of decibels in sountf p r e s s u m  
2 - 3 3  
.. . 
level  rat ios  is expressed as 20 loglO of the ra t io  of the 
two sound p ressures .  
Energy Density 
The average energy per  unit volume in  a medium due t o  
the presence of a sound wave. 
F r e e  -Field 
A field in which the effects of the boundaries a r e  negli- 1 
gible over the region of interest.  
Frequency I 
The ra te  of repetit ion in cycles pe r  second of the sound 
wave. Frequency is equzl to  the rat io of the speed of 
sound t o  the wave length of sound. It is normally ex- 
p ressed  a s  Hertz. Approximate frequency = 
speed of sound 
wzve length of s o u ~ d  
2.12 Hearing Loss 
Hearing loss  i s  the difference in decibels between the 
threshold of audibility for  that e a r  and the normal  th res  - 
hold of audibility a t  the s a m e  frequency. 1 
Intensity 
, The average ra te  at which sould energy is t ransmit ted 
through a unit a r e a  perpendicular to  the direction of wave 
propagation. A decibel sca le  of sound intensities is 
indicated in Figure 11- B-1. 
Intensity Level . 
, Ten t imes  the logari thm t o  the base  10 of the intensity 
under consideration to the reference intensity. 
!2.15 Microbar 
I 
A unit of pressure comrnonly used in acoustics. One 
microhar j s  eqtial to one dyne per ficjuare centimeter. 
\ Figure  IT-B-1 Decibel Scale of Sound Intensit ies 
160 Near Jet-Engine 
r - I 
130 Threshold s f  Painful  Sounds; Limit of Ear ' s  
./- Endurance 
120 Threshold of f e e l i n g  (var ies  with frequency) 
110 18 Feet from Airplane Propel ler  
Express Train passing a t  High Speed 
100 Eoud Automobile Horn 23' away 
80 New Pork Subway 
- 
Motor Trucks 15 '  t o  50' away 
70 Stenographic Room 
- 
60 Average Busy S t r e e t  
Range of Noisy Office o r  Department Store 
Speech Usu- 50 Moderate Restaurant C la t t e r  
a l l y  Heard Average Office 
in Conversa- 40 
t een  Soft Ikd50 !ki;;:',c iii &pzrtmeiit 
Average Residence 
30 
20 Average Whisper 4 ' away 
.a 
10 Rustle of Leaves i n  Gentle Breeze 
L 0 Threshold of Audibt l i ty  
2.16 Noise 
1 
Noise is any undesired sound. As used broadly in acous-  ! 
t i c s ,  this  m a y  include not only a i r c r a f t  noise and indus- 
t r i a l  sounds, such as t raff ic  and machinery,  but a l s o  
speech  and musica l  sounds if they are undesired at any  
par t icu lar  location. 
1 
i 
2.17 Phon 
\- 
'r 
2' 
A unit of loudness level.  The loudness level  of any  sound .i 
is defined as the sound p r e s s u r e  level  of a 1009 her t z  tone 
that  sounds as loud a s  the sound i n  ques t ion .  
Prefer red-  Frequency Speech Interference Level (PSIL) 
The average in. decibels of the sound p ressure  levels of 
a noise .in the three octave bands of frequency centered 
at 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz. 
Reverberation Chamber 
An enclosure in which a l l  the surfaces  have been made 
as sound reflective a s  possible. 
Reverberation Time 
The t ime required fo r  the average sound p r e s s u r e  level, 
originally in  a steady state ,  t o  decrease  60 db af ter  the 
source  is stopped. 
I 
i 
2.21 Sound Power Level (PWL) 
I 
I 
1 
A computed quantity which expresses  the acoustic power 
cf a sou116 sGuree relati-"--e to  a reference power. 
I 
2.22 Sound P r e s s u r e  Level 
Twenty t imes the logari thm (to the base 10) of the ra t io  
of a sound p r e s s u r e  to  the reference  pressure .  
Speech Interference Level (SIL) 
The speech interfekence level of a noise is the average 
in decibels of sound p ressure  levels of a noise in the 
three  octave bands of the frequency 600-1200, 1200-2400, 
and 2400-4800 cycles  (hertz). , 
Specific Acoustic Impedance 
The complex ra t io  of the effective sound p r e s s u r e  a t  a 
point of an  acoustic medium t o  the effective part icle  
velocity a t  that point. 
Spectrum is the c ~ ~ n p o s i t i o n  of the f r e q u e n c y  distribu- 
t ion of a soul~d wa-ve. In noise survey  v7ork, the spectrum 
of p r imary  importance includes frequencies f r o m  20 to  
,, 10,000 cycles per  second. F o r  the purpose of presenting 
,, 
. damage r i sk ,  speech interference, and nuisance levels,  
the  spec t rum is broken down into eight octave bands. 
2.26 Threshold of Audibility 
- The threshold of audibility f o r  a specified signal is the 
minimum effective sound p ressure  of the signal that is 
capable of evoking a n  auditory sensation in a specified 
' fract ion of the t r ia ls .  
2.27 Temporary  ~ h r e s h o l d  Shift 
A shift  in the threshold of audibility af ter  exposure t o  
even a moderate noise level. 
Transmiss ion  Loss 
Transmiss ion  loss  is the ra t io  expressed in decibels of 
the sound energy incident on a s t ruc ture  to  the sound energy 
which is iransli~itted through it. The term is applied br?t!r 
t o  building s t ruc tures ,  such a s  walls and f loors ,  a s  well 
as t o  a i r  passages,  such a s  mr~ff iers  and ducts. 
9 
Fac to r s  Detail ~ i s ' c u s s i o n  3.0 , 
Sound waves can be described by any of severa l  charac-  
t e r i s t i c s ,  such a s  the d i ~ p l s c e i n e n t  of part icles  of the 
medium, the part icle  velocity, o r  the sound presstrre 
measurements  under cer ta in  conditions. 
' The passage of a sound wave is accompanied by a flow 
of sound. 
Frequency 
3.1.1 Types of Spectra  
3.1.1.1 Pure-tone vs  Wide-band Noise - A pure-tone noise' is 
, predominantly made up of pure frequency components 
\ 
such as propellor noise, compressor  whine, and s i rens .  
In wide-band noise t h e  acoustical energy is spread through- 
out the spec t run~ .  In most cases,  especZally wi th in  
ae rospace  vehicles,  the noise is a combination of pure-  
tone and wide-band noise. . Since the re  a r e  different c r i -  ' 
t e r i a  f o r  each  case ,  the des igner  m u s t  decide whether the 
noise is predominantly pure tone o r  wide band. A prac -  
t i ca l  ru le  of thumb is that, if the OB SPL in  a band is 
m o r e  than 3 db  above the adjacent bands, the  noise is 
pure  tone o r  has  narrow-band components. 
3.1.2 Spec t rum Types and Ranges 
'requency Bands - Elec t r i ca l  f i l t e r s  a r e  normally used 
o r  analyzing noise. These  f i l te rs  r e j ec t  s ignals  of , 
requency below a lower "cutoff" frequency and above 
he upper "cutoff" frequency. Signals between these  
wo frequencies  a r e  passed  by  the f i l te r ;  th i s  intermediate  
egion is r e f e r r e d  to  as the passband. The difference 
etween the cutoff frequenciks is normally r e f e r r e d  t o  
s the bandwidth. 
Until! recent ly pas sbands usually included in  f i l t e r s  in- 
tended fo r  noise measuremen t  used the frequency rsnges 
l i s ted  in Table 11-B-1. 
Table II-B-1 Octave Band Frequency Ranges 
'i 
When m o r e  detailed information about a noise spec t rum ! 
requi red ,  then third-octave bands a r e  normally used. 1 These bands a r e  one-third the range of the octave bands. : 
The standard set  of 1/3 octave bands as used by the Acou$- 
t i ca l  Society of Amer ica  i s  indicated i n  Table 11-B-2. 
C 
Lower Cutoff Frequency 
(Hertz)  
37.5 
75 
15 0 
300 
600 
1200 
2400 
4800 
Upper Cutoff Frequency 
(Hertz)  
75 
15 0 
3 00 
600 
12 00 
2400 
4800 
96 00 
Center  Frequency 
(Hertz)  
53 
106 
2 12 3 
Average of 
3406 
6800 
Table II-B-2 One a hird Octave Bands 
N 
Bandwidth Cut-off 
- Frequencies 
fl f 2 
2.2 2.8 
2.8 3.5 
3.5 4.4 
4.5 5.6 
5.6 7.0 - 
7.0 8.8 
8.9 11.2 
11.1 14.0 
14.0 17.5 
17.5 22.0 
Mean Freq. 
24 I 
2 5 
26 
27 
2 8 
29 
30 
3 1 
32. 
33 
34 
35 
3 6 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
4 2 
4 3 
44 
45 
46 
4 7 
Bandwidth 
f 
0.6 
0.7 
0.9 
1.1 
1.4 
1.8 
2.3 
3.0 
3 . 5
25 0 
315 
400 
500 
630 
800 
1000 
1250 
1600 
2000 
2500 
3150 
4000 
5000 I 
6300 
8000 
10,000 
12,500 
16,000 
20,000 
25,000 
31,50G 
40,000 
50,000 
- 
Mean Frequency = 1 N 
In o rde r  t o  make the octave bands consis tent  with the 
accepted 1/3 octave band values indicated i n  Table 11-B-2, 
a new s e t  of octave band p re fe r r ed  frequencies  f o r  acous-  
t i ca l  measurements  has  recent ly  been set fo r th  as A.S.A. 
Standard S-1.6 - 1960. The s tandard octave bands f i t  the  
r a t i o  fh/fl = l o 0  3 = 1.9952. The values are indicated in  
Table I1 -B - 3. 
Table 11-B-3 Standard Octave Band Frequencies  
3 
3.1.2.2 Range of ~ e a r i n ~ / ~ ~ e k c h  \ 
. 
3.1.2.2.1 Hearing - The range  of hear ing fo r  people is of consi-  
derab le  interest .  T e s t s  have indicated that  some  people 
c a n  h e a r  sounds A t  f requencies  as low a s  2 he r t z ,  how- 
e v e r ,  a t  tha t  f requency a sound p r e s s u r e  leve l  of appro-  
ximately 135 db  would b e  necessa ry  t o  produce audibility. 
The  upper limit of hear ing is quite var iable  f r o m  pe r son  
t o  person.  T e s t s  have shown that  young people m a y  h e a r  
up t o  20,000 h e r t z  if the  tone is intense enough. This  
upper  limit tends t o  d e c r e a s e  as people age, with middle 
aged people usually being able  t o  h e a r  only up t o  12,000 to  
. 16,000 her tz .  However, the level  a t  which the tome  is 
t presented ,  is important  in determinifig these  upper and 
lower limits. 
Center  Frequency  ' 
(Hertz  ) 
16. 
31. 5 
6 3 .  
125. 
250. 
500. 
1000. 
2000. 
4000. 
8000. 
16000. 
Y Lower Frequency 
(Hertz)  
11.2 
22.4 
44.7 
89.2 
178. 
355. 
709. 
1410. 
2820. 
5630. 
11200. 
i The audi tory response  t o  the frequency of pure  tones is 
commonly ~ c c e p t e d  a s  falling between about 16 Hz a n d  
20 ,000  Hz c s  indicated in F igure  11-B-2. 
Upper Frequency 
(Hertz)  
22.4 
44.7 
89.2 
178. . 
355. 
709. 
1410. 
2820.. 
5 6 3  0. 
11200. 
22400. 
loo0 
Frequency Hz 
Figure  II-B-2 Absolute Thresholds f o r  Reception of Signals (Ref. B. 1) 
Note: M. A. P. (Minimum Audible P r e s s u r e )  
. M, A. F. (Minimum Audible Field) 
The limits f o r  response  to  intensity v a r y  as a function of 
frequency. They a r e  often different f o r  different indivi- 
duals  and the threshold m a y  v a r y  f r o m  t ime to t ime in 
the s a m e  individual (Ref. B.2). The limits fo r  response  
t o  intensity extend f r o m  the minimum level  (i. e . ,  abso-  
lute threshold)  at which a sound can be  heard  to  intensi- 
t i e s  where  feeling and disconlfort  begin. The minimum 
intensit ies to  which the e a r  will  respond va ry  a s  much 
as 80 db with the g rea te s t  sensit ivity between 2000 and I 
4000 Hz. Individual differences in absolute thresholds 
v a r y  as much as 20 db and can  v a r y  as much as 5 db . 1 
within a shor t  period of t ime.  
The audibility of a s ignal  depends on the duration s ince , i 
the response  of the e a r  is not instantaneous. F o r  pure 4 
tones,  about 200-300 msec .  a r e  requi red  fo r  buildup 
and approximately 140 msec .  tc decay. Thus, tones 
of l e s s  than 200-500 msec.  d o  not sound a s  loud and / 
a r e  not a s  audible i n  noise background a s  sounds  of 
longer duration. 
I 
3.1.2.2.2 Speech - - F o u r  cu rves  relat3ng sound-pressure  l e v e l  to  
f r equency  are  sti.own in  Fjgui*e. 11-3-3. Curve  A shows ,  
A 211taneous f o r  eat11 f r eque l?cy  b a n d  of I Hz xvidth, the inp t  
soj pressures 
Speech peoks 
' Long-time rrns 
pressures . 
60 
50 . 
Speech minima 
OVERALL LEVEL (dB*) 
Data measured one meter from the 
talker in succ~ssive 118-sccond inter- 
vals of time for a period of two 
minutes. 
FREQUENCY (Hz) 
. . 
F i g u r e  11-B-3 Spect rum Level of Instantaneous and RMS 
P r e s s u r e  of Speech (Ref. B. 3, B. 4) : 
i 
, . 
p r e s s u r e  that was exceeded in only l percent  of the i j 8 -  
s e c  intervals,  This curve is, in a sense ,  a "peak-in- 
stantaneous -p ressure f '  curve. Curve B shows, for  each 
frequency band, the root-niean-square p r e s s u r e  that 
was  exceeded in only 10 percent  of the ' l /8-sec intervals.  
One can cal l  this one the curve of "speech peaks". 
Curve C is the long-time-rms pressure .  Curve D shows, 
f o r  each frequency band, the rms pressure  that was ex- 
ceeded in 80 percent  of the 1/8-sec intervals.  Inasmuch 
a s  about one-fifth of ordinary conversational speech is 
dead time, this  lowermost curve  represents ,  in  a sense ,  
the rms p r e s s u r e  of the weakest sounds. One can r e f e r  
t o  this cprve a s  the "speech minima' '  curve. .At the 
right-hand side of the graph a r e  represented the c o r r e s -  
ponding overal l  levels  - the values fo r  unanalyzed, un- 
f i l tered speech. 
3.2 Sources 
t 3.2.1 Types 
Soilnd and noise problems  rise at severa l  points in 
long-terin space operations. These problems can he 
broadly categorized into th ree  phases : 
.I 
,/-. 
a )  Launch and boost  
b) Orbit  and interplanetary c ru i se  (experiment and l i fe  
support  items ) 
c ) .Entry and landing 
Noise sources  during the lauhch and boost phase and 
e n t r y  and landing phase include rocket  engine noise and 
. aerodynamic noise developed during exi t  and entrance 
through the atmosphere.  The duration of exposure is 
usually of the o r d e r  of a few minutes, 
During orb i t  and interplanetary c ru i se  conditions, the 
number and types  of noise sources  a r e  dependent upon 
the  miss ion  requirements .  Cer ta in  sources  of noise a r e  
inherent  in any miss ion  requirement;  for  example,  fans,  
moto r s ,  pumps and compresso r s  associated with the 
envi r  onr~ieiital cont r  a1 s y s  terns,  and te lepr in ters ,  in te r  - 
comrns, etc. assoc ia ted  with communications. 
3 . 2 . 2  Audio Warning Signals 
Auditory signals a r e  often used as a l a r m s  and warning 
devices to  call attention t o  a n  urgent situation that may  
requi re  instant action. Table 11- B -4 summar izes  the 
pr incipal  charac ter i s t ics  and spec ia l  fea tures  of var ious  
. types of auditory alarm and warning devices.  Table 
11-B-5 summar izes  design recommendations for  such  
devices. In select ing and designing s ignals  fo r  a l a r m  
I and warning, use  sounds with frequencies  between 200 
and 5000 he r t z ,  s ince the normal  human e a r  is mos t  
sensi t ive t o  this  middle range. Auditory signals should 
be  used fo r  only a few of the most  urgent warnings. 
3 . 3  Mas lcing Effects 
Because few environments a r e  f r e e  of noise, noise i s  
usually a limiting fac tor  i n  a signal-processing sys tem.  
Design of a signal-processing sys t em must  separa te  
s ignal  f r o m  noise.. Noise mixed with a signal tends t o  
r a i s e  the threshold for  hearing that s i gna l  above the 
ttlri3sIiolr: in  quie t ,  o r  ab so lu t e  thresl-;old. This phenn- 
x e n o n  i s  called m-askil~g,  an6 the elevsted threshold is 
1:nowri as  the  masked thresl jofd.  
Table  11-B-4 C h a r a c  
- i Alarm 
Diaphone 
(foghorn) 
Low t o  high 
- 
Whistle 
I n t ens i t y  
Very high 
Frequency 
Very low 
High 
Buzzer 
Low t o  medium 
Low t o  high 
Chimes and 
Gong 
Low to  
medium . 
Low t o  
medium 
Low t o  medium 
I I 
*Extracted from Ref. R.5 
c . 3 ,  
r .  . -,* - - 
? 
e r i s t i c s  and Spec ia l  F e a t u r e s  of Var ious  A l a r m s *  
\; 
-- -- - - 
Fai r  
Good, i f  i n t e r  - 
mit tent  
Medium t o  
high 
Osc i l l a to r  
i 
Low t o  high 
Special  Features 
Can be designed to  
beam sound d i rcc t -  
ional ly;  can be ro-  
ta ted t o  get  wide 
coverage. 
Can be made di rec-  
t i o n a l  by 'ref l ec to rs .  
Can be coupled t o  
horn f o r  d i r ec t i ona l  
transmission. 
Can be provided with 
manual shutoff t o  
insure  alarm u n t i l  
ac t ion i s  taken. 
Can be provided with 
manual shutoff t o  
insure  alarm u n t i l  
ac t ion  is  taken. 
A t  tention-Getting 
Ab i l i t y  
- 
Good 
Good 
Good, i f  i n t e r -  
mi t tent .  
- 
Very good i f  p i t ch  
r i s e s  and f a l l s .  
Good 
Good 
Fa i r ,  t f  spectrum i s  
su i ted  t o  background 
noise. 
Good, i f  frequency i s  
properly chosen. 
Noise-Penetration 
Ab i l i t y  
Poor i n  low-frequency 
noise ,  good i n  high- 
frequency noise. 
Good 
Good, i f  frequency i s  
properly chosen. 
Very good with r i s i n g  
and f a l l i n g  frequency. 
Good i n  low-frequency 
noise. 
F a i r ,  i f  spectrum is  
su i ted  t o  background 
noise. 
Can be presented 
over intercom system. 
, . 
Table II-B-5 Design Recommendati ns f o r  Auditory A l a r m  and 
warning $evices * 
. I grea t  I que nc ie  s : 
. -- 
Conditions 
If distance t o  l i s tener  is 
Design Recommendations 
Use high intensities and avoid high f r e  - 
If sound must  bend around 
obstacles and pass  through 
partit ions 
I To demand attention 
Use low frequencies (<500 Hz). 
I£ background noise is p re -  
sent  
Modulate signal t o  give intermittent 
"beeps" o r  modulate frequency to  mzh-;I 
pitch r i s e  'and fz l l  a t  r a t e  of about 1-3 I 
Select a l a r m  frequency in  region where 
noise masking is minimal. 
Monsural (Przre Tone) Masking - The masking 0f .a  signal, 
basical ly a pure tone, by another pure tone must  be de- 
termined experimei~tally.  The masking thresholds of 
signals f o r  various representative frequencies and amp- 
litucles a r e  depicted in Figure II-B-4. These a r e  based 
on monaural  reception of signals and noise. It will  be 
noted f r o m  these curves  that the masking effect is grea t -  
est when the signal and noise a r e  of s imi lar  frequencies 
and is g rea te r  fo r  noise frequencies below the signal f r e -  
quency than f o r  noises above the s ignal  frequency. A t  
relat ively high intensities however, the masked threshold 
of signals that a r e  some integral  multiple of the masking 
tone is ra i sed  more  than the threshold of those signals 
having no harmonic relationship to  the masking tone. 
To acknowledge warning 
I 
In in teraura l  masking (i. e., when the signal is fed into 
one e a r  and the noise into the other)  no masking occurs  
when the noise SPL is relatively low (below 40 o r  50 dbj. 
When the noise SPL is above 50 db, the sound is conducte ' 
through the bone of the skull  to the opposite e a r  t o  p p c d ~ c -  
masking as in the monaural case, 
Provide signal with manual shutoff s o 
that it sounds continuously until action 
is taken. 
*Extracted in p a r t  f r o m  Ref. 13.5 
FREQUENCY (HZ? - 
Figure  11-B-4 Masking of a Signal by P u r e  Tones (Ref. B. 6) 
Note: Masking as a function of frequency f o r  masking 
b y  pure  tones of various frequencies  and levels.  
Number a t  top  of each  graph is frequency of 
r.zekir?g tone. Number on each curx.re is level 
above threshold of masking tone. 
Masking by  Narrow-Band Noise - The masking of a s ig-  
nal b y  narrow-band noise is s i m i l a r  t o  those fo r  pure-  
tone masking except  that  the s h a r p  dips caused by h a r -  
monics  a r e  absent.  F igure  11-B-5 shows representat ive 
cu rves  fo r  m ~ n a u r a l  reception. 
Masking by  Wide-Rand Noise - Figure  11-B-6 shows the 1 
masked thresholds fo r  a pure  tone masked b y  wide-band 
noise of uniform s p e c t r u m  (i.e., white noise).. The ! 
amount  of masking of a s ignal  by  wide-band noise can  be ' 
predicted if the spectrul-rr level  of the noise is known a t  
the  frequency of the s ignal  tone. In making such  a p r e -  
diction it is a s s u m e d  that  the masking is caused by noise 
frequencies  which l i e  in a band nkar that  of the signal. 
1 
When used to  predic t  masking, this  c r i t i ca l  band-width 
is s o  defined that  the SPL of the noise in the c r i t i ca l  
threshold. F igure  IT-B-7 shows the general ly  accepted 
I 
ban i s  just equal t o  the SPL of the signal a t  i t s  masked 1 
valtzes of critjcal. hand-v:idth as function of frequency. 
of a Signal 
(Ref. B, '7) 
' L l O l S E  LLYEL P f 3  CYC'LL 60dB man kin^'? sn 
7 50 CS 
m 
Figure  11-B-6 -.,-, 
of a Signal by Wide-Bandij 
> Noise (Ref. Be 8) :2 
*Re: 0.0002 Microbar  8 
- 
0 dS 
- 10 dl) 
V) anl- I *  ntl I r r  
FREQUENCY (Hz) 
The prediction of masking threshold at a given signal 
f requency (f) m a y  be  de termined b y  measur ing  the spec-  
t r u m  level'of the wide-band noise at the frequency of 
the  signal. C o r r e c t  th i s  measured  leve l  t o  the level  in 
the c r i t i ca l  band at (f) by adding the 10 log of the c r i t i c a l  
band-width. This cor rec t ion  c a n  be  r ead  d i rec t ly  f r o m  
the left-hand ordinate i n  F igure  11-B-7. The co r rec ted  
value is the masked threshold at (f) if the value is m o r e  
than 20 db above the absolute threshold a t  (f). If it is 
l e s s  than 20 db, a cor rec t ion  mus t  be  made for  non- 
l inear i ty  i n  the masking verslrs noise level  function nea r  
the absolute threshold. To c o r r e c t  fo r  t h r e s -  
hold below 20 db absoltlte threshold,  use the curve in 
F igure  11-B-6. 
o HAWXINS AND.SFPVRIS, 
- FRENCH AND ST€ I NBERG , 
FREQUENCY ( H z )  . ...... 
.-- - -  - 
. . 
Figure II-B-7 Critical  Masking Randwidth as a Function of Frequency - 
(Ref.  B.3 )  . 
FLETCHER & 
EFFECTIWE NOISE LEVEL (dB) 
Figure  11-B-8 Masking in the Cr i t ica l  Band (Ref. B. 3)  
3.4 Speech and Hearing 
Speech Intel1 igibilfty 
A var ie ty  of c r i t e r i a  exis t  f o r  determining whether a n  
acoustical environment is suitable fo r  auditory c onlmu- 
nication. One of the more useful of these c r i t e r i a  i s  the 
Speech Interference Level (SIL). In addition, the Art i-  
culation Index (AT) method of predictjng speech intelli- 
gibility can  and usually should be used t o  a s s e s s  the 
effects  of noise on speech c o ~ n n l ~ ~ n i c a t i o n .  
3.4.1.1 Speech Interference I ~ v e l  - The speech interference 
level  (SIL) can be defined as the average,  i n  decibels, 
of the SPL1s  of the masking (or interference)  noise 
i 
j 
. 
existing in the th ree  octave bands, 600 to  1200, 1200 t o  
2400 and 2400 to 4800 her tz .  The SIL provides a mea- i - 
s u r e  of the extent t o  which noise can  interfere with the 4 
abili ty t o  communicate. The SIL method indicates the 
maximum noise level  that  will permi t  c o r r e c t  reception 
of 757'0 of phonetically balanced (PB) words o r  about 9870 
of t e s t  s e n t e ~ c e s .  T h i ~  cr i ter ion is equivalent to  a n  A 1  i 
of approxiimtely 0.5. I 
T o  determine the SIL of a given noise spectrum, pro- 
ceed as follc?ws: 
a )  Measure the sound p ressure  level of the noise in 
octave bands 600 t o  1200, 1200 to  2400, and 2400 t o  
4800 hertz.  
b) Determine the ar i thmetic  average of the decibel 
levels  in  the t h r e e  octave bands. This average 
value is the SIL. 
Figure  11-B-9 can then be used t o  obtain the maximum 
distance between the ta lker  and l is tener  a t  which 75% of 
P B  words will  be heard  correct ly.  The use of SIL1s in 
estimating speech interference is a lso  indicated in 
Table 11-B-6. 
DISTANCE BETWEEN TALKER & LISTENER - h 
Figure  11-B-9 Speech Interference Levels (Ref. B. 3,  B. 9, B, 10) 
3.4.1.2 P r e f e r r e d  Frequency Speech Interference Level (PSIL) - 
The PSLL method of specifying the speech interference 
aspects  of noise is based on averaging octave band sound 
p r e s s u r e  levels  centered at 500, 1000, and 2000 her tz .  
.This method was recently developed f r o m  a comparison 
among many known methods of measuring equally speech - 
interfering noises (Ref. B.ll)  and relating these to  the 
extensive validation studies of the older SIL. Since 
PSIL shows the smal les t  expected variability over d i -  
v e r s e  spect ra  noiee and i s  s impler  to nleasure with 
currelzt- acoustic acq~zis ition equipment, it is inci-easing] y 
becoming the reconx-nended method of z s  s e ~  sixg the  
Table  11-B-6 Speech Communication C r i t e r i e  (Ref.  B. 3 ,  9 )  
Normal voice a t  10 f t .  
--- ------- 
Speech Communication Crirer iu  - 
Normal voice a t  3 f t ;  
ra i sed  voice a t  6 f t ;  
very loud voice a t  
12 f t .  
Raised voice a t  2 f t ;  
very loud voice a t  4 f t ;  
shouting a t  8 f t .  
SIL 
d B  
Relaxed 'conversation 
Continuous. conmunicat ion 
In  work areas 
,Voice Level and 
Distance 
'Intermit tent  cor~imuni -
ca t  ion 
Private offices, 
conference rooras 
Nature of Possible 
~on~munica tion 
Busineus, secre- 
t a r i a l ,  control  
rooms of test 
cells, e tc .  
Type of 
Forking Area 
1 
speech  in te r fe rence  .aspects of noise. To  coover t  f ~ o r n  
SIL t o  PSIL, 3 d 5  cer, h e  zdded , to  the old SILrs .  
75  
3.4.1.3 Art iculat ion Index (AI) - The ar t iculat ion index is a 
g e n e r a l  c r i t e r i o n  applicable f o r  effects of noise on 
communication.  The A1 pred ic t s  the  intelligikility of 
speech  (i. e . ,  the percentage  of words o r  sen tences  
which a r e  c o r r e c t l y  understood) f o r  a specified noise 
environment.  
t 
Intelligibility depends on the type of message  m a t e r i a l  
o r  vocabulary.  Three  types  of message  m a t e r i a l  a r e  
gene ra l ly  used: (1) lists of nonsense syl lables ,  (2) pho- 
net ical ly  balanced monosyllable word l i s t s ,  and  (3) 
sentences .  The re la t ionship between intelligibllity 
and the A1 fo r  var ious  types  of message  m a t e r i a l  is 
indicated in  F igu re  11- B-10. 
Very loud voice a t  1 i t ;  
shouting a t  2-3 f t .  
Twio methods a r e  avai lable  t o  de te rmine  the AX, r e f e r r e d  
t o  a s  the 20-band method and the  weighted-octave-band 
(WOR) method. The 20-band method i s  Inore detailed 
a n d  accu ra t e ,  s ince it divides the f requency range of 
jn tc rcs t  (200 to  6100 h e r t z )  into 2 0  bandwi2ths. For 
wide -band  noisc,  the WOT) 11-lethod 1nay be u s e d  f o r  
Minimal communication' 
(danger s ignals  ,' r e s t r i c -  
t e d  'prearranged vocabu- 
lary desirable) 
noist? wit11 a S I - ~ I O O ~ ~ ~  s p e c t r u r t ~  anti f o r  c i i n ~ l - t ~ u ~ ~ i c ~ t j o l ~  
----. 
sys tems wit11 no significant d i s l  o r t i o n .  'I'o cctrl-ipute a n  
TEfl I O C A 8 U U I T  
MLSE KELAllOtS I l f  APFLOXIIITE. 
SKILL 01 71LLflS 110 LlSlEUflS 
ARTICULATION I H D C X  
'Extroctcd from f ief  8.5 
Figure  11-B-10 Intelligibility as a Function of the 
Articulation Index* 
A1 by the weighted average  method, the  following s t eps  
should be taken (Ref. B.5): 
a) Draw a curve  showing the speech 'spectrum leve l  as 
a function of f requency on a cha r t  s imi l a r  t o  tha t  
shown in  F igure  11-B-11. If t he re  is no significant 
frequency dis tor t ion present  in the communicatioll 
sys tem,  u s e  ihe octave-band speech spec t rum indi- 
cated in  Table 11-B-7. 
I 
Table 11-B-7 Octave-Band Spect rum of Speech I 1 
Octave 
Band 
150-300 
300-600 
600-1200 
J200-2400 
2403-4800 
4800-9600 
Speech Level (db)* 
(re  0.0002 microbar) 
5 8 
6 2 
5 8 
52 
46 
4 0 
*Overall speech level  Is  65 d b  re 0.0002 microbar 
(moderate voice)  
J 
OCTAVE B A N D  ( H z )  
, 
Figure  11-R -11 Articulation Index Colnputation Char t  
(Octave - Ba nd Method)+ 
b) Adjust the level  t o  coincide with the leve l  t o  be used 
i n  actual  operation. 
c )  Draw a curve on the s a m e  c h a r t  showing the octave 
band levels  of the noise. 
d )  A t  each octave band, m e a s u r e  the difference between 
the apeech-peal< level bnd the noise spec t rum level. 
If in a n y  octave bbnd the noise level  is below the 
threshold of aud ib i l i t y ,  use the thresi~olc! c u r v e  
r a t h e r  t11a.n t h e  noise cu rve .  Lf in a n y  octave band 
the speech peak curve  is above the appropriate limit- 
ing curves  a t  the top..of the chart ,  use that  curve ra the r  
than the speech-peak curve. 
e )  Obtain the fractional contribution (W) of each octave 
by entering Figure  11-5-12 with the ra t ios  of speech 
peaks t o  rms noise (or quiet threshold) in each indi- 
cated octave band. 
- DIP F k R E h l C E  BETWEEN PE&K 
8PEECH-PRESSURE L N E L  AND 
NOISE-PUESSURt LEVEL ( d o )  
Extracted from Rff.  8.5 
Figure  11-B-12 Contribution t o  the Articulation Index 
f )  F o r  octave bands of --- Multiply W by - -- 
150-300 her tz  1 1 
! 300-600 her tz  1 
600-1200 her tz  5 
, 1200-2400 he r t z  7 
2400-4800 her tz  5 
1 '  4800-9600 her tz  
g) Add the values obtained in s t e p  f to  obtain the appli- 
. cable articulation. index. 
Table 11-B-8 Intelligibility Cr i t e r i a  
I A n A I f  .... Provides  com~nunica t ions  . . , . I . .  - -  ,,- 0. 7 t o  1. 0 sa t i s fac tory  t o  excellent 
Slightly difficult t o  sa t i s fac tory  up 
to  98% of sentences a r e  heard  
cor redt ly  
0.0 to  0.3 Impossible to  difficult; spec ia l  
vocabularies and radio-telephone 
voice procedi~z~es  a r e  required. 
-. (Extracted f r o m  Ref. B. 5 )  
Noise Cr i t e r i a  (NC) 
A m o r e  sophisticated, genera l  s tandard f o r  determinirrg 
the effect of noise on con1mnn:tcation is based on noise 
c r i t e r i a  (NC).' These  c r i t e r i a  w e r e  developed to  evalu- 
a t e  noise in  offices and workspaces,  and a r e  essent ia l ly  
a n  extension of the SILr s I"rolYl a single number t o  a s e t  
of n.cza15ers rep~esenii7.r~ --e iI:2 scts:~e -band specix4a. The 
NC a r e  designed to  take into account both the effect of 
noise on speech  commurriuation and the annoyance of the 
noise,  s ince  the forrrler has  a n  important  influence on 
the latter. Figure  11-B-13 contains the NC curves  and 
Table 11-B-9, the N C  f o r  var ious situations.  Note that  
the rank: of the c r i t e r i a  (for example,  40 in NC-40) is 
the  octave-band leve l  i n  the 1200-to-2400 Hz band, and 
tha t  a noise with a spec t rum the s a m e  as the NC curve  
would have an  S IL  equal  to  the rank. A s  with the SIL's, I 
these  c r i t e r i a  should b e  used only when the noise is 
f a i r ly  s teady and has  a continuous spectrum. T o  find 1 
! the  NC of a given communication environment,  proceed 
as follows : 
a, Measure  o r  predic t  the noise in octave bands,  
b, Plot  the octave-band s p e c t r u n ~  of the noise. 
c .  Find the NC curve wliich'is h igher  than a n y  of t h e  I 
measured or predicted octave-band level in each I 
octave band: this is the N C  of the no i se  e n v i r o n m e u t ,  
6. On Table 11-23-4, f i n d  f.he descri,;-:tior, of cornr:>u- 
nication e n v i r ~ n . i l i ~ . n t .  
75 150 300 600 1200 2400 4803 
75 I50 300 600 1200 2400 4800 1 0 o C  
F i g u r e  11-E-13 Noise  C r i t e r i a  Curves (Ref.  B. 5 ) 
Table  11-B-9 Recorninended Noise c r i t e r i a  f o r  O f f i c e s  
and Workspaces  (Ref. B. 5) , 
I 
( NC-M) to NC-70 I Person-to-person c r n r n u n i c ~ t i o n  4 t h  ra ised vo ice rat is factory,  1 to 2 ft; s l iph?ly  d i f f i cu l t ,  3 to 6 ft. Taleohone use d i f f icu i?.  I 
NC-35 t o  NC-40 
NC-40 t o  NC-50 
- 
Satisfactory for conference* o t  o 6- r o  8- f t  toble; normal voice, 6 to 12 ft .  Telephone use 
satisfactory. 
S a t i r i c c t o ~  for tonfer*ncer  a t  o 4- to L f t  table; normal voice, 3 to 6 It; ra i sed  vo ice 
6 to 12 ft. Telmphono use occor i cno l l y  * l i gh t l y  d i f f i cu l t .  
I Above NC-ED I Person-tcr-perron cownunicof iar i  rx:ramoly d;f!icul+. Tolsphona use u n s o f i ~ f o c t o r ~ .  
- I  
I HC-7C to KC-80 
NOTE: Noiso  meozurn:nsntr mode f ~ r  i k a  p u r r e r e  oi ccr;p:lllr.g rh* noi:* In  on o!!ic+ with tituse cri!*r;s shbuld 
- - - I  
performed v i th  tho o f i i r r  i n  normcl opcrulior., L.I: w i t h  n o  one ?c ih inp ot the por t icu lor  desk or con:srcnce 
table whore speech con,mvnic@tion i s  d e ~ i ~ r d  ( 1 .  6.). =hers rr lraturcrmml i s  Lains modr) .  f i cc l y round  I 
n o i r e  w t l h  t l te o f f i ce  urioccupied &ou;d bc. I:.wE~, b o y  Ly j i o  I t '  d b .  
->- 
I I 
-.-.a 
Perpon-to-person comn~un ico~ io r i  s l ight ly  d i f f i c u l t  w i t h  r o l a r d  veico, 1 to  2 ft; s l i ph t lu  
d i : f iw ! t  w i th  r o l r c d  voice, 1 to 2 ft; $ l i gh t l y  d i f f i cu l t  wi th  t h ~ v ~ ; ~ , ~ .  3 to 6 I t .  Talephone 
, 
u r a  veir  d i f i i cu l t .  I 
Figure  11-B-14 presents  the al ternate  noise c r i t e r i a  
.J-'(NcA), which a r e  the maximum octave-band levels r e -  
commended when the noise is s teady and f r e e  f r o m  beats  
between low-level components.. 
F i g w e  11-B-14 Alternate Noise Cr i t e r i a  (NCA) (Ref. B. 5 )  
1 
! 
3.4.2 . Hearing Loss 
3.4.2.1 Darnape Risk Cr i t e r i a  - Figures  11-B-15, 11-B-16, and 
11-B-17 a r e  damage r i s k  contours for  one exposure pe r  
day  t o  cer ta in  one-third octave, ful l  octave and pure  
tones of noise as accepted by the CHABA Working 
, Group NG. 46 (Ref. B. 15). If any single band exceeds 
the damage r i sk  contours specified, the noise can be*  
' conside red as potentialiy unsafe. The relations shown 
! in  the f i au res  a r e  based e i ther  upon d i rec t  measures  of 
I t empora ry  threshold shift ('TTS) a; permanent noise in- 
duced hearing ! ( :sses resulting f r o m  enposnre to  sound.  
These d a t a  i!zve heen verified f r o m  strfficjeni research 
by  ]nore (hiir: 1-1n.- independent i nvca t i gz t i a :~  wiih tho 
fol:o\virig exceptions: 
Figure  11-B-I5 Damage Risk Contours f o r  One Exposure  Per Day to  Cer ta in  
Octave and One-Third Octave o r  Narrower  Bands of Noise 
(Ref. B. 15) 
Figure II-B-17 Damage Risk Contours f o r  One Exposure Per  Day t o  Pure 
Z'ones (Ref, B. 15) 
. 
*B = survey by Bunch; WF = World's F a i r  survey by S'teinbcrg et a l . ;  
SD = San Diego C o ~ n t y  Fair Survey by Websfer et al. 
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3520 
7040 
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2.6 
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2.4 
4.8 
6.0 
5.8 
6.7 
7.8 
11.9 
3.6 
3.1 
2.7 
-0.7 
-0.1 
5.3 
4.3 
5 . 2 .  
0.7 
3.6 
k0.3 
9.8 
11.0 
13.8 
19.7 
6.9 
7.3 
10.4 
7.3 
12.2 
9.5 
9.0 
14.8 
15.6 
23.3 
The maximum levels specified fo r  the top curves  in the 
f igures  a r e  es t imates  not supported by d i r ec t  experi-  
mental  data. 
The data  supporting the damage r i s k  contours f o r  pure  
tones a r e  not as extensive as those fo r  octave o r  one- 
third octave bands of noise. 
Occupational Deafness - The effects of occupational deaf- 
ness  on hearing accumulate over  many  years .  In addi- 
tion, l o s s  of sensit ivity f o r  tones of high frequency take 
place a s  p a r t  of the average  aging process .  This normal  
aging p rocess  is defined as prebycusis.  In a n  effort  t o  
sepa ra t e  the effects of noise f r o m  the effects of aging, 
s e v e r a l  studigs have been c a r r i e d  out which present  data 
in par t icu lar ly  access ib le  form,  pertaining to  the presby-  
cus i s  effect. The resulting data  a r e  indicated in Table 
11- B- 10. 
Psychophysiological Effects 
4.1 - Physiological Effects 
4.1.1 Per formance  
Work efficiency on tasks  involving a l e r tness  over e'xtended 
t ime  periods has  been observed to  be reduced in noise t 
environments of the o rde r  of 100 db. In fact ,  levels  of 
noise exceeding 90 db degrade performance of multiple- 
choice, s e r i a l  react ion type tasks.  In addition, it has  
been noted that  high-pitched noise having a major  spec-  
tral content above 2000 her tz  has  a m o r e  deleter ious 
effect than low-pitched noise below 2000 hertz .  It has  
a l s o  been concluded tha t  in  t a sks  calling fo r  both speed 
and  skill ,  that noise inc reases  the incidence of mis takes  
although the r a t e  of working may  remain  unchanged 
(Ref .  B.27). 
In general ,  it m a y  be sa id  that the effect of intense noise 
on work is distracting r a the r  than disabling, and noise i s  
m o s t  troublesonle when it is  i r re ievant  to  the t a sk  in hand.  
Ext remely  high noise levels can interfere  with the accu-  
r a c y  of precis ion manual - dexter i ty  tasks throcrgh n o i s e -  
induced vibrations of body par t s .  Tbey czn  affect the 
s e n s e  of equilibrium, add to  disorientation, motion sick- 
ness ,  etc.  , depending on the specifics of the environment 
.- . 
/- and the type of noise. It should be remembered  that  the 
#+ 
.' level  of noise required t o  e x e r t  a measurably  degrading 
_I 
effect  on.task-perf ormance  (over-all  SPL g r e a t e r  than 
90 db)  is considerably higher than the highest level  which 
a r e  acceptable according t o  other  c r i t e r i a  (e. g. , hearing 
conversat ion of communication) (Ref, B. 27). See Table 
11-B-11 f o r  the noise effects on performance. 
Table 11-B-11 Per formance  Effects 
. General 
Reduced a l e r t n e s s  
Speed and s k i l l  m i s t a k e s  i n c r e a s e s  
S leep  Interference 
Almost  everyone has  been  interrupted during s l e e p  by un- 
expected intermit tent  o r  t rans ien t  noises.  Some examples  
a r e  dripping faucets ,  telephone ringing, o r  the barking of 
a neighbor 's  dog. However, it is a l s o  a common occur-  
rance  f o r  people living near  a n  a i r p o r t  o r  ra i l road  t r a c k  
t o  become adapted t o  the  noise, if it occurs  on a regular  I 
schedule. 
A s e r i e s  of t e s t s  were  c a r r i e d  out in the Neurophysiology 
Laborator ies  a t  the Methodist Hospital, Houston, Texas,  1 .
between January 8 and January 23, 1970 to  investigate 
the effects of spacecraf t  noise on s l eep  (Ref. B. 28). 
The resu l t s  of this  s tudy  indicate that none of the three  ! 
' spacecraft-noise environments which were  tested resu l -  
ted  in a significact abnorrnalitgr i n  e i ther  subject 's  s l eep  
charac ter i s t ics .  Under the controlled conditions in the 
laboratcry, the few changcs i n  sleep pat terns  which could 
be casually related to  the noise were of only minimal 
degree and could not be considered to  have truly dis- 
rupted the sleep profiles. 
Since the laboratory environment in which these studies 
were  carr ied  out did not simulate the other, both deman- 
ding and stressful ,  features of spaceflight, the results  
must  be interpreted with some caution. The relatively 
smal l  observed influence of the noise condition on s leep 
could conceivably become a more  significant factor  
under the  actual spaceflight conditions . 
Non-Aural (low frequency) Effects 
Exposure t o  low-frequenc y, high-intens ity noise has had d 
little study prior  to the space program. Pain thresholds 
had been recorded a t  approximateiy 179 db for  static 
pressure ,  165 db at 3 hertz,  and decreasing to the range I 
of 140 db f rom 15 to well above 100 hertz.  The noise-ex- 
perienced subjects of previous studies had observed no 
sensations of disturbed equilibrium o r  nausea during ex- i 
- O = * ~ - ~ Q  r to  t o ~ e s  belo*?: 30 hertz ever- at SPL1e ir-d~cing 
pain (Ref. B. 29). I 
Recent studies performed by Mohr, et. al ,  (Ref. B. 23) 
have indicated new informztion, however, relating t o  
effects on humans of low-frequency and infra-audible 
sound. 
In summary, the maximum infrasonic exposure levels 
produced by the available simulation devices did not 
reach 'the voluntary tolerance limit for  noise -experienced 
subjects ; however, the unusual sensations excited by the 
oscillating p ressure  environment could be alarming t o  
the naive obseiver.  In the very  low sonic frequency 
range, chest  wall vibration, gag sensations, and respi-  
ra tory  rhythm changes were  regularly observed. But 
the limits of voluntary tolerance were not exceeded by 
the exposure levels available f rom the various devices. 
In the 50-100 Hz range, the simulator capability for 
discrete-frequency noise was sufficient to generate 
subjectively intolerable environments. Responses in- 
cluding headache e ,  choking, coughing, visual blurring, 
...J and fatigue were sufficiently alarming to  preclude under- 
,/. going higher level exposures without more  prec ise  con- , 
t r o l  of the noise environment and definition of the phy- 
siologic effects elicited. ' 
The presently available data (Ref. B. 3 )  thus support 
the conclusion that noise-experienced human subjects,  
wearing e a r  protectors ,  can safely tolerate  broad-band 
and d iscre te  frequency noise in the 1-100 Hz range f o r  
shor t  durations a t  sound p ressure  levels a s  high as 150 
db (Ref. B, 23). At leas t  for  the frequency range above 
40 Hz, however, such exposures a r e  undoubtedly appro- 
aching the limiting range of subjective voluntary tolerance 
and of reliable performance. As would be expected, the 
responses reported by these five subjects during the 
various t e s t  s e r i e s  ref lect  considerable variabili ty in 
the subjective effects. At present,  the magnitude of 
possible individual and group variabili ty cannot be  
accurately estimated. See Table 11-B-12 fo r  values of 
non-aural effects. 
Table 11-B-12 Non-Aural Effects 
. i 
chert raaonates 
blurred v i ~ i m  
verttgo, disortentatioa, 
nauoae, and voafting 
4.2 Psychological Effects 
I 
Apar t  f r o m  subjective effects and interference with per-  
formance and communication, irztense noise can a l so  in- 
duce certain neurophys iological reactions. F o r  example, 
very  loud o r  sudden noises can evoke fear  and avoidance 
reactions in humans and animals.  Continusus loud jet 
noise can produce irr i tabi l i ty  and a sense of fatigue 
(Ref .  B.31, B,32).  
Recent investigators (Ref. B. 33) have attempted t o  inves- I I 1 
tigate the hypothesis that greater  human energy expendi- , 
. ture  is needed for  adaptation to loud unpredictable noise, 
i in contrast to loud predictable noise, and that this in- 
,- 
>I' 
, creased  energy expenditure is reflected in a lower tole- 
rance for  frustration and in  greater  deterioration of 
performance on tasks. The actual discomfort and 
damage noise range to the e a r  is shown in Tables 
11-B-13 and 11-B-14. 
Table 11-B-13 Discomfort to  E a r  
Table 11-B-14 E a r  Damage 
. Sound cyclee In range of utaxi- 
muat ear oenrftivit 
Noise Control: Applications 
Noise control fo r  ex t ra te r res t r i a l  archi tectural  design 
will  include the  reduction of undesirable sound and the 
introduction of desirable sound fo r  masking effects and 
the  alleviation of mental s t r e s s  which can  resul t  f r o m  
the absence of sound. 
The noise c r i t e r i a  f o r  the various a r e a s  and performance 
requirements  fo r  the occupants must  be established. 
Acoustical design and analyses rrhould then indicate 
whether : 
* The sound level  of the auditory signal devices is 
sufficiently above the ambient noise l e v e l s  t o  pe r -  
mit reception of the signal. Par t icular  attention 
should be payed t o  auditory signals indicating rnal- 
fpnction. Auditory warning signals must  be eas i ly  
detectable and mus t  be quickly and accurately iden- 
tifiable. They should not be of an  intensity o r  f r e -  
quency content t o  induce discomfort of panic response. 
- The auditory devices a r e  sufficiently distinctive t o  
pe rmi t  discrimination between them under all am-  
bient noise conditions. 
* The ambient noise level is sufficiently low in e i ther  
the  shir ts leeve o r  p r e s s u r e  sui t  environments, t o  
pe rmi t  face  -to-face verbal  communications when 
required with an  acceptable level  of intelligibility, 
with half effort. 
The signal-to-noise ra t io  and bandwidth fo r  the 
intercommunication equipment is sufficiently high 
t o  permi t  a n  acceptable level of intelligibility. 
* The ambient noise level  does not exceed intensity 
levels  and durations which cause undue discomfort 
o r  could be expected t o  cause temporary  or  pe r -  
mane nt damage. 
Based on these comparisans if there  a r e  any a r e a s  dis-  
closed i n  which performance and/or  tolerance l imits  
a r e  exceeded o r  marginal,  analyses should be performed 
t o  determine where cor rec t ions  ca.11 be made. These 
include : 
Reduction of the ambient noise level  at its source .  
Reduction of the ambient  noise level  in  the cabins 
through the use of sound absorbing mater ia l s .  
* Reduction of the ambieht  noise level  in the cabins 
through the use of sound absorbing mater ia l s .  
Reduction of the ambient noise level  a t  the e a r  
through the use o r  modifications of helmet,  e z r -  
phones, and /o r  earplugs.  
* 
~ o d i r ' i c a t i o n  of the  auditory signal devices t o  in- 
c r e a s e  the signal-to-noise r a t io  and/or  distinctive- 
ness .  
.Modification of the  intercommunication equipment t o  
inc rease  the ihtelligibility. 
* .  * Modification in the mode of operatior_ to  be l e s s  dcpen- 
dent on auditory signal devices and/or  verba l  ccmmuni- 
cat ions,  with the appropriate  programming of face-to- 
face  and interphone modes. 
Usually, the p re fe r red  approach t o  reducing equipment i 
noise is t o  t r e a t  the source through the use of i so la tors ,  
enc losures ,  e tc .  When this  approach is impract ical ,  
i t r ea tmen t  of the receiving space  can  be  accomplished 
b y  application of sound absorbing mater ia l s .  T rans -  
miss ion  of noise f r o m  one a r e a  to  another can  be con- 
t ro l led  by  t r ea tmen t  and isolation of par t i t ions,  cei l ings,  
f loors ,  and common ducts connectirlg the a r e a s .  Major 
emphas is  is placed on eliminating d i r ec t  a i r  paths f r o m  
one a r e a  t o  another.  
I Studies will  be requi red  t o  in su re  that ma te r i a l s  used in 
, sound t r ea tmen t s  m e s t  requirements  for  flammabili ty,  
I toxicity, c leanl iness ,  etc.  A b ~ , o ~ p t i o n  mate ria:^ which 
1 
a r e  optimum f o r  s tandard a tmospher ic  pressure may  not 
be applicable a t  reduced pressure .  In the application of 
noise  control  techn:cjues, the a ~ a l y s e s  m u s t  account  fo r  
the effects of reduced atmospheric p ressure  o n  noise  
sources ,  loudspeakers,  speech  and hearing (if appli- 
cable). See Table 11-B-15 f o r  absorpt ion coefficients / 
. of var ious  mater ia l s .  , 
,- 
i 
,/' Table 11-B-15 Sound-Abs orption Coefficients 
6.0 Sample Calculations 
t 
MATERIAL 
Metal ( s t e e l  
and aluminum) 
Cushiontone 
Cork, 3/4" 
Fiberglass  
T i l e ,  314" 
WoodFloor 
Cork o r  Rub- 
ber T i l e  
Glass 
4 
6.1 Example of Spacecraf t  Inter ior  Acoustic Calculations 
An orbi ta l  spacecraf t  has  the following appl icable  in t e r  - I : 
nal  dimensions: total  sur face  a r e a s  = 1490 squa re  feet,  
L 
volume = 1600 cubic feet. The composite average absorp-  
t ion coefficient applicable to  the internal  spacecraf t  s u r -  
faces  is 0.08. A sound source  with a power of 0.01 acou- 
4 
s t i c  wat ts  is put i n  the enclosure.  There  a r e  5 people 
in  the spacecraf t  with an S a  absorption of 6.0 (feet) 
squared each. Determine (a)  the reverbera t ion  t ime  
j 
of the in te r ior  of the spacecraf t ;  (b) the in te r ior  sound 1 
p r e s s u r e  leve l  a t  5 feet  f o r  Q = 1. The eyu;rtions re-  
quired a r e  a s  follaws: 
SURPACE 
Any 
484 ho l e / f t 2  
3/16" dia.,  
5/8" deep 
painted 
Painted 
WEIGJlT 
l b / f t 2  
Depends 
on thick- 
ness 
1.05 
0.69 
NOISE- . 
REDUCTION 
COEFFICIENT 
0 
.65 
,65 
.03 
.05 
.02 
ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT AT 
128 
0 
-10 
* .04 
, . 0 5  
- 
,035 
INDICATED 
256 
0 
.28 
.20 
- 
- 
- 
512 
0 
.66 
,63 
.03 
,030 
,08 
.027 
A 
FREQUENCIES 
1024 
0 
-91 
-91 
- 
- 
- 
2048 
0 
.82 
,82 
.03 
- 
-02 
4096 
0 
-69 
,82 
- 
- 
- 
PWL = 10 loglO W + 130 db, 
S P L  = 'PWL + 10 loglo ( 4 rQrz + 4 ) t 0 . 5  db. R 
where T = reverberation time in seconds 
V = volume of spacecraft, in cubic feet 
S = total internal surface a rea  of spacecraft,  
in  feet 
- 
a = 
S1 "1 + (Sa forpe,ople) 
a S1 + S 
I 
where S1 and S a r e  the a reas  of absorbing sur f ices  of the j 
spacecraft and the people in square feet, and el  and a 
a r e  the absorption coefficients associated respectively 
with those a reas ,  Z i s  the average sound absorption 
coefficient for the spacecraft interior a s  a whole. 
\ 
P W L  = acoustic power level = 10 loglO W 
10-13 
W = power emitted b y  the noise source, in watts 
R = "room constant", in square feet 
r = distance f rom the center of the source, in feet 
Q = directivity index 
i 
Internal Volume of Spacecraft = 1600 cubic feet *.* 
Total Interior Surface Area = 1490 square feet 
PWL = 10 loglO(O. 01) + 130 db = 10 log(100) + 130 = 
-20 + 130 = 110 db; 
R = S a - - fl690)(0* 425) = 1250 square  feet;  1- a 0.575 
S P L  = 110 + 10 loglo' 1 + 4 
4 1 ~ .  x 25 .1.250 x 103 
= 110 - 22 + 0.5 = 88.5 db; 
;, S P L  = 88.5 db  ref. 0.0002 microbar  
6.2 Example of Articulation Index Calculations 
The articulation index applicable t o  th ree  fans  operating 
in a n  enclosure is required using the rnethods indicated 
in  3-. 4.1.3 of this document. The overall  S P L  of the 
speech c r i t e r i a  curve  used a s  a reference shal l  be 74 db. 
I 
! This is a n  ext remely  high level, applicable t o  ve ry  loud 
speech, a t  c lose distances. 
a)  A curve s imi la r  t o  that indicated in Figure 11-B-11 
is initially drawn, and re fe r red  to  a s  Figure 7.2. 
The dashed line in this  f ig i re  is a plot of the octave- 
band speech spect rum,  indicated in Table 11-B-7. 
This dashed line is then replotted a s  the solid line 
, direct ly above it. The solid l ine has  a n  overa l l  SPL 
; of 74 db, o r  a n  increase  of nine db above the overal l  
S P L  of the dashed line (65 + 9 = 74 db). 
b )  The est imated octave bsnd levels  of the fan noise a r e  
then drawn on Figure 11-B-16 as the c i rc les ,  
? 
c) The differences between the modified speech-peak 
level  (solid l ine) and the noise levels ,  in octave bands, 
i s  then obtained. Note:  differences of 0 db o r  l e s s  
have a fractional contribrrtion of zero.  
- ---Frequency DB Difference W Frac t ional  Contribution A1 
,/ 
Applicable A1 - .25!65 
d )  The fract ional  contribution (W) of each  octave is then 
obtained by enter ing F igure  11-B-12 with the differences 
obtained in  s t e p  c .  
e)  Multiply the fract ional  contributions (W) by  the fac tors  
indicated in paragraph 3.4.1.3, s t e p  f of this  document. 
(See s t e p  c of these  calculations). 
f )  The values obtained in s t ep  e (indicated in s t ep  c )  a r e  
then added to  obtain an  applicable ar t iculat ion index 
of approximately 0.2 6. 
g )  The  resulting computed A 1  of 0.26 can then be used 
i n  conjunction with F igure  11-B-10 and Table 11-B-8 
t o  determine the acceptabili ty of the fan noise environ- 
A ment.  It wouid indicate c lose  o r  d i r ec t  speech commu- ,
nications a r e  required.  
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11-C TEMPERATURE 
/I. 
1.0 Introduction 
Thermal  control and l imits  within any confined space is  
required fo r  mission success .  Not only is the rma l  control 
essent ia l  f o r  c rew comfort, but equipment operation is de- 
pendent on the surrounding environment. However, the 
c rew thermal  l imits  a r e  the determining factor since equip- 
men t  thermal  limits exceed the human limits. Crew com- 
fo r t  and perfprmance a r e  to  a la rge  extent determined by 
the environment thermal  limits of the space occupied by 
the crew. To determine these l imits ,  the physical para-  
m e t e r s  and the m o r e  subjective element of the sensation 
the c rew wiil feel  were  considered. The two sensations 
that  a r e  used to  ref lect  the comfort  zone a r e  w a r m  and 
cool since these two feelings a r e  the most  common t e r -  
minolog y associated with a comfortable temperature.  
Any environmental condition outside the comfort  zone is 
e i ther  uncomfortably w a r m  o r  uncornfortzbly cool. 
The principal factors  affecting human comfort in a gase-  
ous environment include the dry-bulb temperature,  re la -  
t ive humidity, gas  flow rate ,  total  pressure ,  and density 
of the gas. Some other related factors  that must  be con- 
s idered a r e  c rew activity which determines metabolic 
ra te ,  t empera ture  of the enclosure s t ruc ture ,  type of . 
clothing for  Clo factor,  physiological and psychological 
s ta te  of crew,  and'gravity condition. Combining the prin- 
cipal factors  into a single value will determine the effec- 
t ive temperature.  The effective tempera ture  can  be de- 
fined as an  empir ica l  index of the thermal  effect of the 
environment upon the human body. This index is accep- 
table for  use when radiant heat exchange is relatively in- 
significant in comparison with other modes. Spacecraft ,  
with adequate insulation, will normally be ' in  this category. 
Equipment heat loads such a s  lights have not been accounted 
f o r  since they a r e  unknown a t  this  t ime. This is a signi- 
ficant par t  of the total  heat load and cannot be overlook~cl 
when determining environmental control equipment. 
2.0 Definitions . 
The t e r m s  used t o  explain the temperature s tandards and. 
design requirements  a r e  defined he re  to prevent misin- 
/- terpretat ion of the cr i te r ia .  
/+. 
Comfort Zone 
The a r e a  enclosed by  the boundaries of the effective tem-  
pe ra tu res  and relative humidity that induces a feeling of 
comfort  t o  humans. A11 factors  affecting the the rma l  con- 
dition of man a r e  used in determining the comfort  zone. 
I 
2.2 Dry-Bulb Temperature 
The t e r m s  temperature,  a i r  temperature,  ambient air 
temperature,  and d r y - b ~ l b  temperature a r e  a l l  synony- 
mous. Can be-measured with common thermometer .  
Wet- Bulb Temperature 
This is the temperature obtainkd when the thermometer  
bulb is cooled by the rapid evaporation of water  b y  a i r  
moving at a velocity of 900 feet  pe r  minute. Wet-bulb 
tempersfure  var ies  with humidity and is the same  as dry-  
bulb temperature when the humidity is 100%. 
2.4 Relative Humfdity 
This is the rat io  between absolute humidity and the satu- I 
rat ion value at a given temperature expressed in percent  
(%). When a quantity of air holds all the water  vapor it 
can, it is said t o  be saturated and the humidity is 10070. 
2.5 Gas Flow Rate 4 
F 
.. 
This is the velocity that the gas  moves past  a n  object 
and i s  expressed in feet  pe r  minute. Determining fac- 
t o r s  a r e  the m a s s  of gas ,  volume, and r a t e  of gas  change i per u ~ i t  of time. I 
Clo Factor  
The thermal  resis tance of clothing to  the flow of heat 
f r o m  or  to  the body is expressed in Clo units. It is 
direct ly  proportional t o  the s u m  of the thickness of the 
fabrics  plus the thickness and composition of the gas  
l aye r s  between the fabrics .  One Clo is equal to  0.88OF 
hr f t 2 / ~ ~ u  when used In mathematical calculations. The 
Clo values of garment  resis tance va ry  f r o m  z e r o  fo r  the 
nude man t o  approximately 5 fo r  p res su re  garment  a s s e m -  
blies. Another way to define Clo is the insulation value 
of that quantity of clothing that will maintain comfortable 
the rma l  equilibrium in a man sitting at r e s t  in an  environ- 
ment of: (a)  70°F air and wall  temperature,  (b) 50% 
relative humidity o r  l e s s ,  and (c) 20 f t /min  air move- 
ment. 
Metabolic Rate 
' Metabolic ra te  is  the thermal  exchange between the human 
body and the environment. The ra te  of heat production, 
. . 
rGetabo?iam, is zP.- W V U ~ S  .- pos:t:vc in valaz and is expressed 
in BTU/hr. 
P r e s s u r e  
\ 
This r e f e r s  t o  the absolute total  p res su re  of the environ- 
ment and is expressed in pounds per square  inch. The 1 
pressu res  considered for  this study a r e  5, 10, and 14.7 
psia  with a constant par t ia l  p res su re  of oxygen a t  3.01 
to  3.45 ps ia. 
. 2 . 9  Radiation 
This is a process  by  which heat  flows f r o m  a high-tem- 
pera ture  body to  a body zt a lower tempera ture  when the 
bodies a r e  physically separated with no b a r r i e r  b e  tween 
them. Heat t ransfer  by radiation becomes increasingly 
I important a s  the temperature of an  object increases .  The 
intensity of the e m i s s i o i ~ s  depends on the t&mperature and 
nature of the surface.  
Conduction 
Conduction is a process  by  which heat flows f r o m  a re- 
gion .of higher temperature t o  a region of lower t empera -  
i ' t u re  within a medium (solid, liquid, o r  gaseous) o r  be- 
. tween different mediums in d i rec t  physical contact. In 
conduction heat  flow, the energy is transmitted by d i r e c t  
molecular communication without appreciable displace - 
ment  of the molecules . 
2.11 Convection 
Convection is a process  of energy transported by the 
combined action of heat conduction, energy storage, a n d  
mixing motion. The t r ans fe r  of energy by convection 
f r o m  a surface whose temperature is above that of a s u r -  
rounding fluid takes place in severa l  steps. F i r s t ,  hea t  
wil l  flow by conduction f r o m  the surface to  adjacent pa r t i -  
c l e s  of fluid. The fluid p a ~ t i c l e  will then move to  a re-  
gion of lower temperature in the fluici, due to  the increase  
in tempera ture  and internal energy of the fltrld pzrtfcle,  
%here t~- . -  ILLY --:z -;-- -.:4t. W + C I I ,  ~ i i d  transfar  ri p a ~ t  of tlizlr 
energy  to, other p a ~ t i c l e s .  This i s  known a s  f r ee  con- 
vection as the change in delisity is the motivating force 
causing the mixing motion. When the nlixing m o t i ~ n  ie  
induced by some external agency, such as  a pump or  
blower, the process  is called forced convection. An in -  
c r e a s e  in humidity increases  heat t ransfer  to  the body 
f o r  a given temperature difference and a i r  velocity, 
s ince water  vapor  has  a heat absorptive capacity twice 
that  of d r y  a i r .  
Evaporation 
The evaporative heat exchange mode is limited to  sen- 
sible and insensible perspirat ion f rom the surface of the 
body. The evaporative heat loas i s  a function of volume 
flow ra te ,  absolute humidity, temperature,  and p r e s s u r e  
of the atmosphere.  If the a i r  is saturated with water  
vapor a t  skin temperature,  evaporation does not occur;  
in  fact, if the vapor content is such that the a i r  will be 
super  -saturated when c oolec! t o  skin terr~pe ra ture ,  con- 
densaticn ~ q i l l  occur with rapjd t ransfer  of heat t o  the 
skjn. 3 the ilurnan body is surrouncied by  saturated 
air at a higher temperature,  it responds by producing a n  
excess  amount of perspiration, without losing any heat. 
A continuation of this  condition may resu l t  in  fever,  d i s  - 
comfort,  weakness,  rapid hea r t  action, difficulty in 
breathing, delirium, and collapse. 
F a c t o r s  Detail Discussion . 
T o  determine the temperature c r i t e r i a  f o r  spacecraf t  
applicability, the avenues must  be known by which heat  
is exchanged between man and the environment. These 
avenues, radiation, convection, conduction, and vapori-  
zatiob, represent  the means that must  be considered t o  
keep the human body in equilibrium, and therefore com- 
fortable. Exchanges of radiation may occur with s u r -  
faces  having higher or  lower temperatures  than that of 
the  skin or radiation may be absorbed by the skin f r o m  
high temperature sources  such a s  the sun. The body 
m a y  exchange heat by convection and this is a n  important 
mode of heat loss  especially if the velocity of the a i r  
srcanr! the body i: high and of a lov.7 tempereture,  Body 
hea t  exchanged by  conduction occurs  when d i rec t  physi- 
c a l  contact is ,bade  with objects. Heat i s  los t  by vapori-  
zation f r o m  the lungs through respirat ion and the skin 
by  sweating. Body heat may a l s o  be lost  in urine and 
feces.  The body a l s o  s to res  heat  in the t i ssues  and body 
fluids which is used. to maintain the body the rma l  balance. 
The conditions fo r  the rma l  equilibrium between the human 
body and the environment can be examined in t e r m s  of the 
biothermal equation. This equation attempts t o  balance the 
normal  heat gains and losses  and is usually expressed  a s  
follows (Ref. C, I): 
I 
Table 11-C-1 gives the functions or  c r i t e r i a  affecting 
these  t e r m s  and the i r  effect upon the biothermal equa- 
tion. 
F o r  a state of thermal  equili%rium, the heat s t ~ r a g e  
rate is z e r o  (qs = 0). The col id~ct ive  heat t r a n s f e r  mode 
is usually quite sma l l  a n d  c a n  be assumed,  in. most  in- 
s tances ,  t o  be included in  the rad ian t  zn</or  convective 
Table 11-G -1 Components of the Biothermal  Equation (Ref. C. 7 ) 
. /-=. 
. Term Function Effect  on Sys t em 
Metabolism, q, f (activity level, body Gain a t  all t i m e s  
. temp. ) 
So la r  radiation,  qs f (hs t) Gain when p re sen t  
Infrared radiation,  q r  f (h,, t )  Gain: tw> t g ' Loss:  tw< t g 
Convection, qc 
Evaporation,  qe 
Gain: ta> t 8 ; 
Loss:  t, < t g 
f (D,, AC.  P, t )  ' Loss  in ali usual 
conditions 
Respira t ion,  qv f (Resp.. m a s s  flow, P, t )  Smal l  gain o r  loss 
Storage,  qs f (W, Cp, Ab, dtb/d6 Gain: dtb/d 6 > 0; 
Loss:  dtb/d8 < 0 
nature  of activity Gain: Work done 
on body; 
Loss: Work done 
by body 
t 
hea t  t r a n s f e r  t e r m s  (qkt = 0). Finally,  if ex te rna l  hea t  
f luxes a r e  accounted for  in  terms of induced, environ- 
menta l  p a r a m e t e r s ,  such as internal  a i r  and wal l  t em-  
pe ra tu re s ,  the t e r m  (qsr) can  be omitted f r o m  the ex- 
press ion.  
With comfort  a s  the re fe rence  s t a t e  (qs = 0), tire bio- 
t h e r m a l  equation c a n  be exp re s sed  as: 
, and the  sys t em can  be examiried q u a l i t s t i ~ r c l y  i r ~  the 'ligllt 
of these terms after they have been adequatz:jr defined. 
Heat of metabolism (4,) is considered to  be the s u m  of 
the fjasal metabolic ra te  (energy required to  maintain 
the body in good health and a t  equilibrium tempera ture  
while at r e s t )  plus a n  incremental increase in heat energy 
. /' 
,A/- due t o  activity and/or  s t r e s s .  
a .  
Radiant heat  exchange (q ) is a .measure of the heat l o s t  
(or gained) as a re su l t  o f t h e  tempera ture  difference be- 
tween the skin of the h u m n  body and the walls of the 
surr  ounding s . 
Convective heat exchange (qt) _is a measure  of the heat  
los t  (or gained) a s  a r e su l t  of the temperature difference 
between the skin and the immediate atmosphere.  
Evaporative heat exchange (4,) i s  the heat exchange resul-  
ting f r o m  the vaporization of moisture  a t  the sur face  of 
the skin. 
Respiratory heat'exchange (qv) is a measure  of the hea t  
lost  (including vaporization of water) f r o m  the lungs due 
t o  respiration. 
In any environment, 211 of the above modes of heat  t r ans -  
f e r  may be present. In general,  the ambient d r y  bulb 
tempera ture ,  humidity, air velocity, and ambient p res -  
s u r e  determine the partition of mechanisms actually 
used by the body. 
\ 
3.1 Design Cr i te r ia  
The biothermal equation delineates the pa ramete r s  that  . 
mus t  be considered t o  a r r i v e  at a comfort  level  fo r  man. 3!t 
is important t o  note that mar, has  the ability to  live and func- 
t ion within a broad range of the rma l  conditions because of his 
1 capacity t o  maintain a relative constant deep body  temper^^ 
- >  
tu re .  This deep body temperatnre is a l so  r e fe r red  to  as 
the body c o r e  tempera ture  and is considered normally to  i be 98.6OF. Skin tempera ture  can va ry  for  different pa r t s i  
of the body with the mean being approximately 93OF. wit$ 
I these considerations in minci, the following table was pre - ;  
pared to  be used as a guide in  determining a spacecraf t  
environment l imits .  
I 
Table 11-Cl2 E'nviron~nental Design 
Ite nl  
- Limits 
!--. , t n ~ p e r a t u r e  , A i r  
Minimum * 60°F at 0.0 Clo 
4 5 O ~  at 1. 0 Clo 
I 'emperature, Surface 
. Minimum 55OF 
Maximum 105OF 
f a s  Flow Rate 
Minimum 
Maximum 
+-J  rnidity 
Minimum 
Maximum 95% R.H.  
. Remarks 
Experimental  data show 
low air temperatures  a r e  
offset by high metabolic 
r a t e s  o r  radiation. Prevents  
uncomfortable cooling of any 
skin a rea .  
T o  avoid high skin tempera-  
tu re  and prevent uncomfor- 
table heating of any skin a rea .  
To prevent overcooling o r  
overheating of skin a r e a s  
coming in contact with the 
surfaces.  
Equal to  natu.ral convection. 
This is required to  avoid 
dead hot or  cold gas pockets, 
dissipation of carbon dioxide 
and other waste  gases ,  and 
avoids la rge  changes in con- 
vective ,heat loss  with body 
movement. 
 low rates  above this level 
a r e  subjec.tjvely drafty and 
to  prevent unc ornfortable 
local skin temperatures .  
Below this level the mucus 
membranes begin to  d r y  re;  
sulting in discomfort and in- 
c reased  possibility of resp i -  
r a to ry  infection. 
At this  relative hurnidity 
level, liquicl water i s  usually 
c o n d e n s ~ c i  011 some surfaces.  
kt  high metabolic rates  wl-lere 
sweatir>g n lay  occur,  humidity 
will be !i:xlited b y  comfortable 
a i r  cr wall t e~npcra tu re .  
The table on environmental design cr i te r ia  did not incor- 
porate the element of t ime in the limits of the environ- 
' mental factors o r  the tolerance levels. F o r  this data, 
Figure 114-1 is presented to  show the thermal  require- 
ments  fo r  tolerance and comfort in crew compartments. 
-- 
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VAPOR PRESSURE (nun Hg) 
F igu re  11-C-1 Thern iz l  Requirements f o r  Tolerance and Comfort  i n .  
C rew  Compar tments  (Ref.  C. 3)  
The insulation effect of clothing with regard t o  t ime must  
be considered for  various temperatures.  The following 
figures,  Figure &C-2 and II-C-3 a r e  presented t o  de- 
pict the approximate human time tolerance relationship . 
with temperature and the'  clothing requirements f o r  men 
working at different temperatures. 
, 
Figure 11-C-3 Clothing Requirements 
fo r  Various Tempera- 
tures  (Ref. C.  8) 
Clothing Require- 
ments (clo! 
- 0.0- Nude 
0.5- ~ i g h t  ;::I Medim 
2.8 
3.8 
8  fieavy 
5.5 
Temperature 
Figure 11-C-2 Approximate Human Time- 
Tolerance Temperature with 
Optimum Clothing (Ref. C .4) 
C 
26.Te 
21.r0 
10.OO 
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-23.3' 
0 3 4 . 4 ~  
-45.6' 
3.2 Atmospheric Composition Cornparis on 
F 
80° 
700 
SO0 
30" 
lo0 
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In addition to a nitrogen-oxygen (N2 -Q2) atmosphere, 
the possibility of using a helium-oxygen (He - 02) atmos - I 
phere is possible. Generally, the comfort zones for  the 
helium-oxygen environment a r e  higher than for  a nitrogen- I 
oxygen atmosphere. This effect is negligible a t  low Clo 
values but became m o r e  significant (7°-100~) a t  Clo values 
near1.0. I n a l l c a s e s ,  theclothingvalueewerecorrected f 
f o r  increased thermal  conductivity of the helium mixtures. 4 
F o r  normal gas velocities of 20 f t lmin  t o  80 ft/min, me- 
dium clothing (0.7 Clo) and one ear th  g ~ a v i t y ,  the follow- 
ing data are representative for the temperatu-re comfort 
J 
zone, see Table II-C-3, i 
./ 
2;- 8 3 
- : .  
,/ - . - 
- Table 11-C-3 He- O2 and N ~ . - o ~  Atmosphere for One-G (Ref. C. 5 )  
F r o m  these data, it can be seen  that with a helium-oxygen 
atmosphere,  a 5O t o  7OF higher temperature can be used 
- 
, and crew comfort will still be maintained. 
I 
An as sumption made for  the comparis on was that thn, tern- 
perature of the spacecraf t  inter ior  wall is very  close t o  
the spacecraft  ca:z!n gas tainperwture, For ~ e v e ~ a l  rea-  
sons,  this assumption i s  reasonable until vehicle design 
details a r e  known. High-performance super-insulation 
will  minimize heat lost  o r  gained by the spacecraft. In 
addition, equipment i tems in the cabin tend t o  block radia- 
tion. Insulation in tk spacecraft  and on the equipm-ent 
will  prevent moisture condensation on the walls and a lso  
prevent large fluctuations in wall  temperature.  There - 
fore ,  mean radiation will be almost  equal t o  cabin gas 
temperature.  If the radiate temperatures  a r e  g rea te r  
than the cabin temperature,  equations show that the corn- 
for t  temperature difference between an  He-O2 and a n  
NZ -OZ ,atmosphere a r e  grea ter  than shown above. 
The following a r e  representative data modified t o  appro- 
ximate zero-gravity conditions. The gas velocity is 50 
f t /min  and the metabolic ra te  is 460 BTU/hr. Wall tem- 
pera ture  is assumed to  be within 2 lo?? of average cabin 
temperature.  These data a r e  presented in Table 11-C-4, 
i 
/ 
/ 
Although no data were presented at 14.7 psia,  it can  be 
seen f r o m  the above data that. at  tSis higher pressure  the 
tempera ture  comfort zone will  bc slightly elevated fo r  
both mixtures and the difference behveen the two mix tures  
! 3 
He - O2 
Nz-O2 
5 psia  (3.5 psia 02) 
9 2 O ~  upper limit 
82OF average 
73OF lower l imit  
8 3 O ~  upper limit 
77OF average 
71°F lower l imit  , 
* 
7 p s i a ( 3 . 5 p s i a 0 2 )  . 
94OF upper l imit  
8S0F average 
76OF lower l imit  
8 4 O ~  upper l imit  
78OF average 
73 O F  lower l imit  
will  remain subs tantially the same or  increase slightly. 
/" 
t able 11- C-4 He-O2 and N2-O2 Atmosphere for  Zero-G (Ref. C. 5 ) .  
Two effects s e e m  to  be present  to  account for  the higher 
tempera ture  comfort  zone with the  helium- oxygen atmos - 
phere.  One is due t o  the l a rge r  g a s  conductivity of Helium. 
The second resu l t s  f r o m  the influence of gas  conduc t iv5 t~on  , 
the  resis tance t o  heat flow in the clothing. Thermal  r e s i s -  
tance of clothing appears  to  be dependent on the the rma l  
resis tance of the atmospheric gas  entrapped in the cloth- 
ing. 
He - O2 
. 0 Clo 
0.5 Clo 
1.0 Clo 
~ 2 - 0 2  j 
0 Clo 
0.5 Clo 
1.0 Clo 
More extensive testing is required to  fur ther  evaluate the 
h effects of a helium-oxygen atmosphere.  F o r  example, 
the effects of the mixture during a heavy exerc ise  period 
with its increased metabolic ra te  need to  be investigated. 
Tes ts  a t  varying p res su res  with different amounts of 
clothing should be conducted. The long-term physiolo- 1 
gical effects of a helium-oxygen atmosphere a r t  largely 
unknown. Leakage r a t e s  for  He-O2 a r e  higher than for  
1 N2 -02 efivironme nts . 
These factors  lead to  thz conc1.usio11 that a nitrogen-oxy- 
gen atmosphere is most suitable f o r  the anticipated 
5 PSIA 
76O - 80°F 
7Z0 - 75OF 
68O - 71°F 
75O - 79OF 
68O - 7 1 ' ~  
61° - 64OF 
7 PSIA 
78O - 81°F 
75O - 78OF 
72O - 7 5 ' ~  
76O - 80°F 
6q0 - 7 2 O ~  
61° - 65OF , 
10 PSIA 
79' - 83OF 
77O - 80°F 
74O - 78OF 
77O - 8 1 ° ~  
7Q0 - ?3OF 
62O - 6 6 O ~  
mission profiles. Special applications of the helium- 
oxygen atmosphere might be possible in some specific 
/" cases .  
, /-- 
A ' 4.0 Peychophysiological Effects 
F o r  any mission, -the controllable fac tors  that  will  affect 
the c rew f r o m  a psychophysiological standpoint a r e  the 
dry-bulb temperature,  relative humidity, and gas velo- 
city. If the l imits  of any one of these a r e  exceeded, the 
other two factors  will be  affected. It is almost  a d i r e c t ,  
relationship i n  that  a s  discomfort increases ,  performance 
efficiency decreases .  Of the controllable factors ,  re la -  
t ive humidity is difficult t o  detect when it is out of the 
acceptable range before some physical effects a r e  recog- 
nized. The most  physical h a r m  i s  done when the rela- 
t ive humidity is too low, below approximately 10% re la-  
t ive humidity or 8 min Hg vapor pressure ,  for  this will 
d r y  out and. i r r i t a t e  the mucous membranes.  However, 
i.t must be nsied thai re la t i~re  humiditlr I car- v ~ r . ~  J m o r e  than 
any other factor without affecting crew performance. 
4.1 Heat Regulation 
The human body modifies its surface with variations in the en- 
vironment s o  a s  t o  maintain heat balance in the body. 
This is accomplished by varying the s ize  of the blood 
vesse ls  t o  ei ther  r e s t r i c t  or  increase blood flow through 
'the skin, activation of sweat glands, and the adding o r  . 
removing of clothing. The following figure,  Figure 
11-C-4, depicts the human body tempera tures  and zones 1 
of temperature regulations. 
5.0 Application 
In determining the tempera ture  c r i t e r i a  for  spacecraf t  
applicability, the activit ies and their  corresponding met? t bolic ra tes  for ' each  a r e a  of the spacecraf t  a r e  required. , 
It is a lso  necessary to  know t o  what extent each factor,  j 
that determines the comfort  zone, contributes to  the I 
total  environment. To s a t i s f y  the  f i r s t  requirement,  
Tables 11-C-5 and 11-C-6 were  constrscted a s  typical 
activit ies by  spacecraft area ant !  rnetal~olic ra tes  for 
space missicns.  Of the priscipal fac tors  affecting 
Upper L i m i t  
of Survival? I 
Heat Stroke 
Brain Lesions 
Fever Therapy 
Febrile Disease 
nd Hard t x e r c i ~ e  1 
Usual Rang& 6f 
Normal. 
Temperature 
Regulation 
Seriously 
Impaired 
Temperature 
Regulation 
Efficient i n  
Febrile Disease 
Health and Work 
Temperature 
Regulation 
Impaired 
Temperature 
,Regulation 
Lost 
Figure  11- C-4 Human Body ~ e m p e r a t u r e  Ex t r emes  Defining Zones 
of Tempera tu re  Regulation~l (Ref. C.4) 
human comfort ,  dry-bulb t empera tu re  ca rx i e s  the g rea t e s t  
weight in  maintaining the comfort  zone. This is due t o  
t h e  fact  tha t  f o r  any specific p r e s s u r e  o r  gas  composi-  
tion, the  dry-bulb, t empera tu re  mus t  b e  held t o  the  opti- 
m u m  value plus o r  minus   OF. Dry-bulb tempera ture  
is also the determining fac tor  fo r  the relative humidity 
of the environment. 
-Next t o  dry-bulb tempera ture ,  the gas  flow ra t e  has  
the  mos t  effect  on the human comfort  zone. This effect 
is g raph ica l ly  shown i n  F igure  11-C-5. As can be  seen  
f r o m  this  gra-ph, at the optimum g a s  flow r a t e s  of 30 t o  
80 fpm and on the low t e m p e r a t u r e  s ide  of the comfort  
zones ,  a change of 10 f p r l  in ga s  veloci ty  resu l t s  in a n  
Table XI-C-5 Metabolic Rate f o r  Space Activities in Zero-G 
Activity 
Sleeping 
Eating 
Monitoring S ys terns 
Sitting at Res t  
At  Lec ture  
Typing 
Cooking ' 
Assembling Parts 
Walking 
Exerc i s ing  
Transport ing Cargo  
Changing Ciot'r~es 
Strenuous Spor t s  
Genera l  Office 
Welding 
Sheet Metal Work 
E lec t r i ca l  Assembly 
Machining 
Electronic  Repair  
Sys t em Checkout 
Writing 
Playing Games (cards  , 
chess ,  pool) 
Watching / Listening 
Enter ta inment  
Washing 
. Metabolic Rate 
Range BTU/hr  Nominal BTU/h_r 

A i r  ?taw Rate, fpm 
Figure II-C-5 Air  Velocity Effects on Human Comfort Zones 
approximately 5 OF change in temperature. The ra te  
of temperature change on the high side of the comfort 
zone is much l e s s  due t o  the sensation that increasing 
the gas velocity has a cooling effect and movement of the 
warmer  gas does not c rea te  as grea t  a change in the 
feeling of coolness a s  does the cooler gas. 
Sample Calculations ! 
Since gas velocity ranks second only t o  temperature in 
air conditioning, it was reasoned that if the same m a s s  
of gas a t  a given temperature flows past  the crew member 
in a given t ime period, the a-mount of heat removed o r  
added t o  the crew member could be directly correlated 
t o  the s e a  level  comfort zone. This is assuming the gas 
behaves 'like a n  ideal gas. Gases at the low pressures  
of the spacecraft  do behave as ideal gases  and the rela-  
tionships were  worked out using the perfect gas law, 
P = PRT and the general  energy equation Q = hA(Tg-TA), 
(Ref. C. 6). The Igas constants (R)  for  the gases  were  
determined by dividing the molecular weight of the gas 
composition into the universal gas constant, 1545. The 
molecular weight of the gas composition is found by taking 
the percentage of each par t  and multiplying the percentage 
t imes  the molecular weight of that pa r t  and adding the two 
together, With the gas constant known, the density of the 
composition can be found. 
Sample 
02-N2 gas at 5 psia ,  and O2 part ia l  p res su re  of 3.07 
, ps ia 
A-- 
FIND : Gas Composition Constant (R ) 
KNOWN FACTORS: Molecular Weight of Oxygen = 32 
Molecular Weight of Nitrogen = 28 
3.07 psia - S T E P  1. Calculate the percentage of Oxygen = - 5 psia  61% O2 
 heref fore percentage of Nitrogen = 100% - 
61% = 39% N2 
S T E P  2. Calculate Molecular Weight of Composition = 
(6170)(32) t (390/0)(28) =. 30.44 
S T E P  3. 
Gas Constant (R)  = Universal Gas Constant - 1545 = 50.76 h fo lccu la~  W e  igkrt of Composition 
Note: F o r  an Oxygen-Helium composition a t  5 psia,  
repeat  s teps 2 and 3 but use the molecular weight 
of Helium (4) instead of the molecular weight of 
nitrogen. . 
To determine density of the 02-NZ gas a t  5 psia with the 
new R value and using the perfect gas  law, P = PRT, 
a temperature of 75OF was a rb i t r a r i ly  selected. There-  
fore ,  T is equal t o  75O t 460°F = 535' Rankine. 
p - S T E P  4. p = - (5 psial(i44 in2 /ft2 = . 0264 lb/ft3 (30. 44)(535) 
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COLOR 
- .  
Introduction . 
The use of color in spacecraft i s  necessary in providing 
visual stimulation for the occupants and in creating different 
moods to relieve the monotony of prolonged confinement. 
For  the design of stations whose mission time i s  of a rel-  
atively short duration, the selection of colors to serve both 
functional and psychological requirements presents the least 
difficult problem. However, for missions of long duration 
the need for visual stimulation and variety increases. Ex- 
tended missions with a single crew requires the capability 
for color changes within the envelope to brealc the monotorry 
of the same surroundings over an extended period of time. 
Factors involved in color planning are:  room volume, a r ea  
function from the real  aspect, and room function from a 
psychological and behavioral aspect, and considerations a s  
to who the observer will be. This point is inlportant, drze to  
the fact that the crews will be made up of average individuals 
selected for  their professional stature, without undue regard 
to their sex, age,or emotional and physical make-up. 
Definitions 
Hue 
-
The property that distinguishes one color from another; e. g. 
greenfromblue.  I - 
Intensity 
The quality which indicates the degree of color strength of 
hue. As a color i s  muted or  softened by the addition of i t s  
own complement on the color wheel, its intensity diminishes. 
. Value 
The degree of lightness o r  darkness of the color relative to 
a white to black scale. 
Dominant Hue 
The gcnersl overall color of the a r e a ,  or  the largeat  color 
application. 
2,5 Subdominant hue 
The second largest color application. 
2.6 -'- Subordinate hue 
./*' 
Those colors used to accent the dominant and subdominant hues. 
2.7 Monochromatic Color Scheme 
A scheme utilizing one spectral hue, 
e. g. , blue in varying values and 
intensities. 
.- J L- Analogous Color Scheme &- 
A scheme utilizing two o r  more  =k , s" 
"ee* , 
hues next to each other on the 411, %& ,-+o'~ 
spectrum e. g. blue with blue- 
green o r  blue-violet. 
2.9 Monochromatic or  Analogous Schemes with Complementary 
- Color Accents 
The basic monochromatic o r  analogous color scheme utilizing 
the complementary color(s) of the basic hue(s) a s  an accent. 
Mono chromatic 
Complementary 
Factors Detail Discussior, 
Analogous 
Complementary 
There a r e  three factors which determine the quality of a color. 
These factors a r e  hue,  intensity, and value. , U s e d  in  the proper  
msimer these factors can make a room look expansive o r  cra~npecl 
da rk  o r  l ight ,  and calln o r  exciting. 
3.1 Hue 
-
Most good color schemes consis t  of no more  than ihree  
hues. Whether w a r m  o r  cool hues should be used is 
determined by the function of the room involved. Warm 
hues a r e  associated with extroverted responses and 
feelings. Where it would be beneficial to emphasize 
feelings of extroversion, e. g. a n  a r e a  i n  which social  
contact is implicit  to  the function of the a r e a ,  usage of 
w a r m  hues will maximize these feelings, usage of cool 
hues will minimize them. Warm hues generally should 
be used if the temperature of the room i s  cool, the noise 
element is low, the room s ize  i s  too la rge ,  texture is 
smooth, physical exertion i s  light, t ime exposure is 
short ,  a stimulating atmosphere i s  desired and lamps 
a r e  fluorescent (cool). The introverted response i s  
associated with cool hues. Where a contemplativs atmo s -  
t phere is dictated by the function of the a r e a  cool hues will 1 
add emphasis;  w a r m  hues will dilute this type of a tmos-  
phere. Cool hues should generally be used when the tern- 
perature i s  warm,  the noise element is high, room s ize  
is too srnail, texture i s  rough, physical exertion i s  heavy, 
t ime exposure i s  long, a restful atmosphere des i red  and 
lamps a r e  incandescent o r  fluorescent (warm). 
3.2 Intensity 
Color intensity induc'es two basic mental s e t s  which may 
be descr ibed a s  centrifugal. and centripetal. A centr i -  
fugal mental s e t  i s  one in  which a n  individual's attention 
is directed outward. High color intensity and high levels 
of illumination a s  well a s  w a r m  hues evoke this s e t  to 
i t s  highest degree. 
i 
Conversely, the centripetal  mental s e t  d i rec ts  a n  indiv- 
idual 's  attention, inward. Low color intensity and low 
illumination as well .as cool hues maximize the centripetal 
mental set. 
Intense colors  will be used pr imari ly  a s  accent colors.  
Intense colors should be used i f  titlie exposure i s  shor t  
responsibility low, noise level i s  l o v ~  and stimulating 
atmosphere i s  desired.  
Muted (less intense) colors a r e  used where time exposure 
i s  long, responsibility high, a restrained atmosphere i s  
,@"- 
.." desired and noise level i s  high. 
3. 3 Value 
In determining the color value of a room the desired level 
of illumination should be kept in mind. Light color values 
should be used i f  a high level of illumination is required. 
Dark values tend to produce a low level of illumination. 
Contrast within a room i s  achieved by using light values 
with dark values. ' Contrast should be low i f  time exposure 
is long, room size i s  small, a restrained itmosphere i s  
desired and wall surfaces a r e  textured. Contrast shoald 
be higher i f  time exposure is  short, room size i s  large, 
an  exciting atmosphere i s  desired'and . , wall surfaces a r e  
flat. 
As a color i s  grayed the further i t  appears to be from 
the eye of the observer. Atmospheric perspective conditions 
the eye to perceive grzy c o l s r s  in this Zanner zcd this zzt- 
. ural phenomenon i s  retained by the observer in artificial 
environments. Thus, color value can be used to visually 
enlarge a space. 
3. 4 Dominant Hue 
The dominant hue in most cases will be the wall color, 
and i s  generally the ligh,test in value. 
! 
Ceilings a r e  usually white o r  off-white in the direction 
of the dominant hue. 
3. 5 Subdo ininant Hue 
The subdominant hue i s  of a higher intensity of deeper 
value than the dominant hue, and i s  applied to the second 
largest  surface (generally floor surfaces). The subdom- 
inant hue will usually be of the same hue or  adjacent to 
the dominant hue on the color wheel. 
Subordinate Hue 
Subordinate hues will be used on furnishings, accessories 
o r  a s  accent colors in a reas  relative to the space involved. 
Two o r  more subordinate colors may be used but a judic- 
ious use of the colors i s  recommended. The subordinate 
hues a r e  of a higher intensity o'f deeper value than the 
dominant and subdominant hues. They may be of the same 
hue, o r  adjacent o r  opposite to the dominant hue on the 
color wheel. 
Monochromatic Color Schemes I 
Monochromatic schemes tend to be dull to the observer and 
should generally be avoided, but they serve well in storage 
a reas  and the like. They should also be considered in a reas  
where relief from too constant an effect of color saturation 
exists. 
3.8 Analogous Color Schemes 
Analogous schemes (those utilizing colors adjacent on the 
colar wheel) create low key interest, due to the subtle dif- 
ferences inherent in this type of scheme. This scheme 
i s  recommended for a reas  where relaxation and reflect- 
ion a r e  desired. 
3. 9 Monochromatic o r  Analogous Color Schemes with 
Com~lementarv Accents 
The greatest range of contrast and interest i s  available 
through the use of complementary color accents to either . i 
the monochromatic o r  analogous color schemes. Care 
should always be exercised in maintaining a pleasing 
balance between these accent colors and the basic color 
scheme. 
When complementary accents a r e  employed, no more 1. than three hues should be considered; most often a single 
hue varying i11 intensity or  valt-le i s  the most effective. I 
The u s e  oi  complementary color accents can control 
the degree of excitenlent i n  ariy given space. A broad 
i 
: .  
I 
I 
application of complementary dolors creates more  
excitement than will a limited application. 
4. 0 Psychophysiological Effects . 
The association of colors with definite mental conditions 
and moods i s  general, and much has been written on the 
psychology of color. No absolute relationships. have been 
established, and the subject is open to individual inter- 
pretation. However, research has shown that certain 
general reactions a r e  common to most people. Thus, 
yellow i s  considered a warm color and blue a cool color. 
No specific psychological responses to color will be pre-  
sented here. General information i s  presented a s  a basic 
guideline in  color planning. 
Obviously, reflectance values of colors a r e  important in 
planning a r ea s  where sight requirements a r e  high; low 
reflectance values a r e  sufficient where sight i s  not an 
important requirement in the accomplishment of work 
\ tasks .  R-efjeciai-~ce values s1-1oi;ld tIier8fore  SF^. cons idered 
in these areas .  i 
Colors affect perception of space and a r e  capable of treat- 
ing different feelings and moods. The simplest of these 
considerations i s  discussed below. 
4. 1 Spatial Perception 
Color affects the apparent s ize of objects and their position 
in space. Warm colors (reds,  oranges, yellows) a r e  
advancing colors, and cool colors (blues, greens, purples) 
seem to  recede in space. As these hues a r e  muted their 
effects upon positidn diminish. 
When a small colored area  i s  .surrounded by other colors, 
intense red i s  the most advancing color and dark blue and 
black a r e  the most receding. 
When color is applied to a large a rea  such a s  the walls of 
a room, black and dark red a r e  the most adva,ncir,g colors; 
white and light blue a r e  the mos t  receding colors. 
Intense colors mixed with black tend to advance, making 
rooms s e e m  smal1er; 'intense colors mixed with white 
tend to  recede making a room s e e m  larger .  
4 .2 . Psychological Effects 
See  Table below fo r  ps~chologica l  effects of various colors. 
Table  11-D- 1 
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS O F  HUE 
PSYCHOLOGICAL 
EFFECT ' HUE CONTKAST 
Exciting  right Red High 
~ r i ~ h t  Orange 
Stimulating Red Moderate 
Oranpe 
Cheering Light Orange Moderate 
I'eliov~ 
Warm Gray  
Neutralizing Gray Low 
White/Off- white 
Retiring Cool Gray ' Low 
Light Green 
+ 
Light Blue 
Relaxing Blue Low 
I Green 
Subduing Purple  ~ o d e r a e e  
Depressing Black Low 
' 5 . 0  Application of Color Standards 
5. 1 Reference 
. Color schemes as presented herein have been developed 
f r o m  the Ostwald Color System i n  o rde r  to ~ornmunica te  
color implementation to  the handbook user .  
i This sys tem i s  broadly used, but i s  by no means intended a s  
a sole source.  A s  with any sys tem,  there  a re  cer tain 
inherent limitations i n  expressing al l  nuances of color. 
Color varkants which present.themselves a t  various 
design stages should be handled on an  individual basis. 
5. 2 ,.- 
/- 
Usage and Implementation 
/ 
This paragraph presents, in general terms,  the procedure 
to be followed in establishing a color'scheme for a specific 
area. In an  actual working situation, an activity a r ea  
(particularly a combined activity area)  must be thoroughly 
defined in  terms of mood (s) desired prior to selecting 
a color scheme. 
I 
Table 11-D-2 has been developed to define, in general 
terms,  desirable and undesirable ps ycholagical moods 
in various areas. Table 11-D-1 i s  then employed to select 
the hue which will best evoke the desired mood. 
Hzving assigned 'a hue, the intensities and values sliould 
be coilsidered next. High intensity hues a r e  used to create 
a stimulating atmosphere and lovr intensity hues a r e  used 
to create a relaxed at-mmr_\snher.e r -- j sez  parz. II-D-3. 2)  The 
value of the hue to be applied will be dependent primarily 
upon the level of i l lumir~ t ion  required. The use of light 
values with dark values creates contrast. Value contrast 
should be high for a reas  where an  exciting atmosphere 
i s  desired and low for a reas  where a dignified o r  relaxed 
atmosphere i s  desired (see para. 11-D-3. 3). 
The color schemes presented a r e  intended to serve a s  
a guideline only. These do not represent specific standards I 
but a r e  generally acceptable color scherpes for the desig- 
nated areas.  I 
Monochromatic and Analogous Color Schemes a r e  included; 
in addition, Compleinenta.ry color Accents a r e  provided 
for both schemes. f . 
-; 
Table  11-D-2 
PSYCHOLOGICAL E F F E C T S  O F  COLOR UPON HABITABLE: AREAS 
u 
u z 
z z u 
0 C O J O  u " m  5 z & b  
C s w ,  U ~ w s C  
PRIVATE Crew Compartments  
PUBLIC Dining Room 
Lounge 
Recreat ion 
L i b r a r y  
Study 
Conference 
Passageways  
Chapel 
Gym 
Locker  Roorr; 
Thea te r  
Briefing Room 
SERVICE Galley 
Snack B a r  
Bathroom 
Dispensary 
Laundry 
B a r b e r  Shop 
WORK Equipment 
Maintenance 
P o w e r  
Storage,  Food 
Supply ' 
Control Room 
Co mmunlca tio ns 
Computer 
Shop 
Offices 
Labora to r i e s  
Docking 
Photographic Suppor t  
Animal  Housing 
Agr i .  ~ t u d ~ R r c a  
-- 
A i r  Locks 
X C Z W W W  
X  
X  
X 
X  X 
0 0 
0 
X 
0 0 
X X 
' X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X X  
X 
X 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
0 
. O  
W v l U Z d d % C I  
0 
X 
X 
X 
0 
X 
X  
X  
X  
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
x 
w 
X O O  
X O O  
X  0 
- 
0 
X X 0 
X 0 
0 
0 0 
X X X O  
0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0  
0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 
X  0 
X 0 
0 
X  0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
- 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 C-- 0 
The .following charts have been prepared in a combined 
fo'rmat since certain of the colors a r e  shared by both 
monochromatic and analogous schemes.- Complementary 
accents a r e  provided for each 'scheme. The dominant 
color remains constant throughout. 
g2.1 Monochromatic Color Scheme 
MONOCHROE~ATIC 
U W  
U I a 
.rl 
-a 
k 
"o O 
P P 
c.2 2 
The Monochromatic Color Scheme consists cf the Dominant 
Color, the Subdominant Color and no more than three of 
the Subordinate Colors: 
ANALOGOUS 
U W  
U !i E 
1-I 
1 ;  .u 
P P 
3 rz 
5.2.2 Ana-logous Color Scheme 
The Analogous Color Scheme utilizes the same Dom- 
/- inant Color; the Subdominant Color may be selected 
, / -  from either the Monochromatic Scheme o r  from the 
Analogous Scheme. Subordinate Colors may be sel- 
ected f rom either category, as well. (Subdominant 
and Subordinate Colors may be intermixed in any 
combination to produce an  Analogous Color Scheme). 
Obviously, selection of colors solely from Monochrom- 
at ic  category would result in a Monochromatic Scheme. 
I 
4 
5. 2. 3 Complementary Color Accents 
MONO CHROMA TI^ 
U aJ 
C U 
c" c" 
-8-4 3 0, 
v 0 
P Q 
3 3 
cn cn 
Complementary Color Accents a r e  provided for both 
Monochromatic and Analogous Color Schemes. Selec- 
ANALOGOUS 
U aJ 
U 
a 
.,-I 
e 
v 0 
s s 
3 1 
cn cn 
- 
tion of these accent colors should be made with great  
4 
discretion and should never exceed three in number. ! 
MONOCHR~MATIC 
U 0)  
C U 
2 2 
.rl .,-I 
E TJ 
0 k 
'Q 0 
.n a 
2 2 
A 
1 
. 
ANALOGOUS 
U P) 
C U 
m 2 c 
.d .rl 
E .o 
0 $4 
'27 0 
P P 
2i 2 
-- 
5. 3 ~nformational Color Apylication 
The United States of Amer.ica Standards Institute rec- 
ommends that the following colors be utilized in con- 
nection with accident prevention, the marking of phy- 
sical hazards, the location of safety equipment, and 
the identification of f i re  and other protective equipment, 
etc. 
Red: Red shall be the basic color for identification 
of: 
(1) F i re  protection equipment and apparatus 
(2) Danger 
(3) Stop 
Orange: Orange shall be used to designate exposed 
unguarded hazards, such as: 
l (1) Inside of transmission guards for gears 
pulleys, chains, etc. 
(2) Exposed parts (edges only) of pulleys, 
gears,  rol lers ,  .cutting devices, power 
jaws, ctc. 
(3) S7f ety starting buttons 
Yellow: Yellow shall be the basic color designating 
caution 
(1) Waste cofitainer s for explosive o r  highly 
combustible m t e r i a l s .  
(2) Caution Signs 
(3) Piping Systems containing dangerous 
materials. 
Green: Green shall be used a s  the basic color desig- ' 
; nation for safety and the location of f i rs t  aid 
i 
e quip me nt . 
Blue: Blue shall be the basic color for designation of 
caution limited to warning against the s tartitlg 
the use of, o r  the movement of equipment under 
repair o r  being worlced upon. 
Purple: Purple shall be the basic color for desig- 
nating radiation hazards. 
(1) Rooms where such material i s  stored 
o'r handled. 
(2) Disposal cans for radioactive material 
(3) Contaminated equipment 
(4) Signal lights which indicate when radiation- 
producing units a r e  in  operation. 
Color coding standards for marking fluid lines and 
valves for military equipment a r e  a s  follows: 
Red: Fuel 
Green, Gray: Rocket Oxidizer 
Red, Gray: Rocket Fuel 
Red, Gray, Red: wa te r  Injection 
0 range, Green: Ine rting 
Yellow: Lubrication 
Blue, Yellow: Hydraulic 
0 range, Blue: Pneumatic 
t Orange, Gray: . Instrument Air \ 
, 
Blue: ! Coolant 
Green: Breathing Oxygen 
I 
Brown, Gray: Air Conditioning 
. Yellow, Orange: Monopropellant 
1 
Brown: 
I 
Fi re  Protection 
Gray: De -Icing 
Yellow, Green: Rocket Catalyst 
Orange: Con~pressed Gas 
Brown, Orange: Electrical Conduit 
f -  
.,' 
, White: All other 
The Interstate Commerce Commission re'quires that 
dangerous products be marked in the following manner 
when being shipped. 
. Red let ters  on white background: 
(1) Poisons 
(2) Explo s iv e s 
(3) Poisonous gases 
(4) Tear gas 
Black let ters  on green background: 
(1) Compressed gases 
Black let ters  on red background: 
(I) Ti~fl.:.a imrtia 131 e 1: qi1j.d s 
Black let ters  on Yellow background: 
(1) Inflammable solids 
(2) Oxidizing materials 
Black let ters  on white background: 
(1) Acids 
The above l i s t  i s  by no means complete. Many color 
codes exist within specific industries for designation of 
certain materials and operating conditions. 
St-E VOLUME 
1.0 Introduction 
The volumetric objective of this study was to define the 
minimum desirable volume for specific activities a s  
related to rnission parameters. specifidally, the study 
addressed itself to developing standards for extraterres- 
trial habitats, in which the average person could work, 
sleep, eat and relax comfortably and efficiently over 
long periods of time. 
This study therefore represents a departure from many 
pa s t  studies directed a t  developing volumetric guideline s 
of manned space flight in that it concerns itself with 
average individuals in no special combinations rather 
than exceptionally fit (mentally and physically) individ- 
uals and ideally matched groups. The objectives a re  
clear; that the habitability should be such that individuals 
(scientists) could be selected on their professional quali- 
fications alone without undue regard for their physical o r  
emotional makeup, 
Insufficient data exist to determine what minimum de- 
sirable standards are ,  therefore, the reader must 
recognize that the volumetric recommendations devel- 
oped should be used a s  guidelines only and do not repre- 
sent fixed standards. The urhown figures include not 
only total volume but also the apportionment of volume. 
It i s  probable that within any randomly selected highly 
talented group of professionals, a high percentage of 
dominant types would exist. Confining such a group in 
very tight quarters could possibly lead to considerable 
interpersonal stress. It i s  because of these potentially 
stressful situations that the adequate and appropriate 
division of space becomes so critical. This is  not to 
say that adequate volume alone will make a space hab- 
itable. One factor which i s  impossible to determine at  
this time i s  that of leadership which some behavioral- 
ists  consider to be one of the most important single 
A factor which can be affected by the designer and is 
common to all confined habitats from Arctic camps to sub- 
marines and experimental simulation, is the monotony of 
the environment, This sensual boredom seems to have 
less  to do with volume of space (assuming a baseline of 
I 
acceptability) than it does with the tr eatrnent and geometry 
I 
I 
of that volume, the boredom that se ts  in  after an extended 
period of confinement appears to be one a rea  in which 
existing confined habitats a r e  the least successful in  solving. 
In this a rea  lies a challenge to the designer to develop a 
habitat which will, to the maximum extent possible, pro- 
vide for some degree of change in the physical environment 
of the habitat. The need for change i s  discussed further in  
the sections on lighting, acoustics, color, texture and .- dual 
room usage, sections A, B, D, F and H respectively. 
Using what may be considered an additive approach to 
c3eiermin.ing total vohr;l,.er;, general vo?r;xctric guidelines 
- have been developed for a l l  those activities for which the 
volumes a r e  not mission-equipment related. That i s ,  
recommendations have been developed for only those a r eas  
in which all furniture could be defined. These a r eas  are: 
Crew 'quarters 
Bathrooms 
Dining Room ! 
Conference/ Briefing 'Room 
Chapel 
Theater 
Lounge 
Library 
Gym 
Locker Room 
Barber Shop 
Dispensary 
Office 
Passageway 
Schematic layouts illustrating acceptable layouts a s  
well a s  various activity-related key dimensions, appear 
in  section 111. 
,/ - 
<- 
,. 
While it has been the intent of this study to determine 
extraterrestr ial  volumetric needs, the recommendations 
a r e  presented in terms of square feet of floor space and 
ceiling height requirements. This has been done to fac- 
ilitate visualization of the recommended volumes. For 
instance, it i s  easier  to visualize a 100 square foot room 
with a 7 foot ceiling than it  i s  to visualize a room with a 
volume of 700 cubic feet. 
I 
As a general rule, i t  i s  recommended that volumetric 
provisions for individual activity a reas  such a s  dining 
sleeping, etc., increase in a direct arithmetic progres- 
sion in relation to crew size. In other words, a dining 
room designed to support a crew of 15 should double in 
size to support a crew of 30 in a similar fashion. 
In regard to the total volumetric needs of the overall 
station, it  i s  recommended that the total space provided 
for activities other than work be expanded by more than 
an arithmetic amount when the crew size i s  increased 
substantially and an  increase in station volume should 
accompany a substantial increase in mission duration. 
These recommended increases a r e  a direct result of 
the increased need for compartment specialization 
experienced with longer missions and larger crew sizes. 
This i s  explained in more detail in paragraph 11-E-4. 3.2 .  
2.0 Definition 
2.1 Gross Area 
Gross Area i s  the approximate area, required to attain 
the minimum tabulated net area. Gross area  i s  found 
1: 
-: 
i 
by deducting only large ventilation trunks, access trunks 
and other similar items. No deduction should be made 
for normal access ladders o r  main passageways within 
the space. This a rea  represents the entire wall to wall 
area. 
2.2 Area per Man 
4 Area per man refers to the numerical figure arr ived a t  
by dividing the gross area  of a space by the number of 
occupants the space i s  designed to hold. 
2.3 Net Area 
Net a rea  i s  defined a s  deck area  that can actually be 
walked upon. Deck area  occupied by trucks, hatches 
fixed berths, lockers, installed furniture, etc.,  ex- 
cluded. 
2. 4 Visual Space -
Visual area  i s  the amount of space visually perceived 
a s  usable. This space i s  related to physical objects 
in a room (e. g., furniture and partitions) and the place- 
ment of these objects relative to the observer's eye level 
(sitting and standing). For example, a 7 foot long X 3 foot 
wide X 5 foot high bunk bed placed against the wall in a 
7 foot X 7 foot X 7 foot room appears to make the room look 
smaller. On the other hand, a single low bed 7 feet long, 
3 feet wide and 18 inches high, placed against the wall in 
the same 7 X 7 room does not significantly reduce the 
visual a rea  of the room. 
i Area (Square Feet) 
RoomandFurnishings Gross Net Visual 
7 'X 7 No furniture 49 49 49 
7 X 7 Low Bed 49 28 49 
7 X 7 Bunk Bed 49 28 28. 
2.5 Minimum Desirable Volume 
2' 
,/' 
That volume provided for a specific activity which man 
will perceive a s  adequate.. 
A minimum desirable volume provides adequate space 
to support the dynamic envelope man describes in per- 
forming the activities related to that space, the volume 
in  which man feels comfortable i n  regard to distance be- 
tween himself and others, and the volume which man 
visually perceives a s  adequate during al l  activity con- 
ditions. 
Factor Detail Discussion 
Gross Area 
Gross area  represents the total area  occupied by an ac  - 
tivity and i s  useful in tabulati~lg the overall station 
volumetric requirements. Because gross area  takes 
in 211 of the a rea  c c c u ~ i e d  b-7 Y built-ir: furniture, storage 
. units and the like, i t  i s  not a useful figure for visualizing 
the usable area  in space. 
Area P e r  Man 
Si.nce this figure relates to the number of occupants 
a space i s  designed for, i t  i s  useful in  figuring a rea  
requirements for public a reas  and other a reas  in which 
the number of occupants determines the spatial require- 
ments of the room. 
Net Area 
This figure i s  especially relevant in those a reas  which 
a r e  occupied for extended periods of time and a r e  of 
limited size (e. g'. , offices and private quarters). 
\ 
3. 4 i Visual Area 
, Like the net area  this area  collsideration is especially 
important ir? small a r ea s  in which people a r e  likely to 
spend a cons:$<;~.~l~le  . , a rnou~~ t  of ti me, such a s  private 
quart# I . all< ;;':Cf. .: space. 
3.5 Minimum Desirable Volume 
The perception of space a s  adequate, small, large, etc. 
, is a subjective response to.an a rea  based on a number of 
. ,' 
,-,- factors, among them being: 
-- 
1. Kinesthetic response 
2. Interpersonal o r  social response 
3. Visual response 
3.5. 1. Kine s thet ic /~nthropometr ic  Spatial Requirements 
Kine sthetic and anthropometric spatial requirements refer I 
. to the size and shape of a space required to contain both 
"point" and "transfer" body movements related to specific 
tasks in both an artificial gravity and a zero gravity 
environment. 
3. 5. 1. 1 Point Movement 
That mcvement occurring at EL fixed poix~t of restraint  o r  
positioning such a s  movement related to the act  of putting 
on a pair of socks a s  illustrated in Figure 11-E-1. 
3. 5. 1. 1. 1 Effect of Gravity Level on Point Movement Spatial 
Requirements 
Point movement spatial requirements established in  a 
gravity environment will most likely prove sufficieilt in 
zero gravity. However, a s  illustrated in Figure 11-E- 1, I 
point movement spatial standards established in a gravity 
environment. may prove to be extravagant in some cases 
if used to establish zero-gravity spatial standards. I 
Figure 11-E-1 
Point  Restraint  ~ - r e a  
Requirement 
Putting on Socks: 50% Male Putting on Socks: 5070 Male 
Seated - Artificial  Gravity Waist Restraint - Zero  Gravity 
A-54" Seated Erec t  A-7011 Standing E r e c t  
B-45" Seated Crouched B-60" Standing Crouched 
X - Point of Restraint 
3. 5.1.2 ,, Transfer Movement 
. /' 
That movement occurring during bodily transfer from 
one point to another. Each type of activity requires that 
a certain amount of space be provided to contain the re-  
lated movements. I t  i s  this type of movement which deter- 
mines minimum widths for passageways and establishes 
the minimum distance between chair backs in a dining area. 
Figure 11-E-2 
Passageway Area Requirement 
Zero- Gravity Artificial- Gravity 
3. 5.1. 2.1 Effect of Gravity Level on Transfer Movement Spatial 
Requirements 
! As illustrated in figure 11-E-2 i t  appears that an enclosed 
i 30" X 60" pas sageway will be sufficiently large for two way 
traffic in a zero gravity environment. This figure i s  sub- 
' stantiated by both operational (Apollo) and simulated mis- 
: sions. This represents a 45% reduction in volcme over an 
acceptable artificial gravity two way passage. For ex- 
- -  teiided open a rea  transfer,  to facilitate what appears to be 
/- the most natural type of movement, that i s ,  head f i rs t  
./- 
"push off and glide", and to minimize the possibility of 
,- 
collision between people in motion and people restrained, 
i t  i s  recommended that straight aisles '30-60 inches wide 
be provided between al l  obsbc les  such a s  restrained peo- 
ple o r  tables. This recommendation i s  based on zero-G 
parabola experience. This degree of table separation in 
a reas  such a s  the dining room has the additional benefit 
of maintaining a degree of audio privacy between tables. I 
While i t  i s  not recommended that traffic be directed overhead - 
i t  i s  recognizable that traffic patterns should be high enough 
to allow individuals to pick up visual cues for seat selection. 
This concept i s  illustrated in figures 11-E-3. 
Figure 11-E-3 
Zero Gravity Open Area Transfer 
Distracting 
Preferred & 
The best arrangement is to provide individual personal 
quarters for each crew member; any other arrangement 
has inherent disadvantages; It  i s ,  in  fact, recommended 
that private quarters be pro;fided for the individual even 
a t  the cost of a reduced spatial enclosure. It i s  recom- 
mended that the rooms should provide a minimum of 
approximately 38 square feet of visual area. This rec-  
ommendation is based on the premise that the crew 
quarters support the following six activities; sleep, 
private relaxation, limited social relaxation, personal 
work, personal storage and limited grooming. Depending 
on the arrangement of the room the gross area  require- 
ment would be about 45-50 square feet. 
Because of the lack of data regarding the interpretation 
of visual space in zero gravity it was not possible to dev- 
elop a recommended minimum desirable size for a zero 
gravity private room. It  i s  probably safe to assume that 
' a private room which i s  adequate in a gravity environ- 
ment will be adequate in a zero gravity environment. 
.When there is no alternative but multiple occupancy in 
1 
personal quarters,  it i s  best that the number of crew be 
in even increments rather than odd, i. e., 2,4, 6,8 ,  
rather than 3, 5, 7, 9. Group studies have indicated that 
these even patterns reduce the chance of the 'ODD MAN 
OUT" condition to occur. . It i s  essential that partitions 
o r  curtains be provided that ensure privacy a s  well a s  
terr i torial  definition of the individual's personal space. 
Also, the prior selection of particular crew members 
to share quarters will be required since interpersonal 
adaptation can be a problem in the sharing of personal 
quarters. 
1 
The following gross a r ea  requirements were developed 
providing each individual in the room with the same 
furniture and storage equipment that he would be prov- 
ided within a private room. Additional spatial economy 
could be realized by reducing individual furniture stan- 
dards. For instance, the desk could be shared by two 
people. 
1 
: 
3.5.2 Social Spatial Requirements 
,/- 
The standards recommended herein have been established ' 
so that interpersonal contact may occur a t  the social 1 
range established by behavioralists a s  comfortable to indi- 
viduals in our society. It i s  fel t  that contact a t  personal 
and intimate distances should. be a matter of choice rather 
than an  imposed necessity. Examples of the application 
of these standards may be seen in the recommended sizes 
' for  crew quarters which provide adequate space for limited id 
so cializing . i 
Visual Spatial Requirements 
A space will usually be visually perceived a s  adequate if 
- 
sufficient room is provided for  movement and comfortable 
so cia1 interaction. 
4.0 Psy.chophy siological Effects 
4. 1 Privacy Requirements of Crew Guariers 
Crew quarters designed to accommodate more  than one 
crewman must take into careful consideration the-psychol- 
ogical factors of individual behavioral patterns. A fund- 
amental need in man appears to be the provision for "ter- 
ritoriality" o r  in other words furtherance in  the concept of 
possession of property and rights of ownership. The 
nature of the scientific pkrsonality operating in a new 
dimension of exploration 'who may be keenly possessive of 
his data and findings during their formative stages might 
be threatened by a situation in which other individuals 
invade his  private sanctuary. If the function of the personal 
quarters  i s  to serve more  than simply a place to "sack out" 
during off-duty hours, it must take into accouilt these human 
reactions. The te rm "personal quarters" must be in fact 
uniquely personal in the sense that this specific volume of 
space belongs to a specific individual for the duration of the 
mission. Active and outgoing personalities in opposition to 
introspective types can create ulztenable reactions that 
could have disruptive effects on the entire crew morale. 
 en/ Room Square Feet/ Man (Gross) 
45-50 
The savings realized by utilizing multiple occupancy quarters 
does not, in our opinion, justify their use in a n  extrater-  
res t r ia l  habitat. 
4.2 * Volume Requirements Related to ~ e s ~ o n s i b i f i t ~  Level 
For the purpose of this report,  the crew would be organ- 
ized into three levels of responsibility; command, line 
officers and working crew. I 
The private facilities volumetric recommendations for 
individuals a t  each level a r e  illustrated and discussed in I I 
section 111 of the handbook and rationale book respectively. 
It i s  recommended that the commander's office and bath- 
room be located adjacent to his private room and there- 
fore, because of their accessibility they will be considered 1 
a part  of the commander's personal space. 1 It i s  recommended that, depending on the size of the crew, 
the deputy commander and line officers malting up the 
management core of the station, be p ro~~ ided  with direct 
i 
access into semi-private o r  prjvate bathroom facilities 
located aclja cent to their bedrooms. It is recommended 
that, like the captain's sea caLin in i11e U. S. Navy,  the 
private room serve only a s  a bedroom and a s  a place for 
limited private work or  discussions, and a s  such, i t  
need be no larger for the captain than for any other 
crew member. 
4. 3 Spatial Requirements a s  Related to Crew Size and 
Mission Duration 
4. 3.1 Individual Activity Spatial Requirements 
It i s  recommended that space provided for individual activ- 
it ies such a s  dining, sleeping, etc. , a s  a general rule, 
increase ~n a direct arithmetic progression in relation to 
crew size. In other words, a dining a r ea  which was designed 
to support a crew of 15 men would double in size to support 
a crew of 30 men in a similar fashion. 
I 
* 
Spatial standards recommended for the various individual 
i 
activities a r e  such that there will be no increase in  spatial I 1 
standards required a s  a result of increased mission dura- 
tion. For  example, a dining a r ea  which i s  considered a s  I 
desirable for a 60-day mission would remain so for a 
180-day mission. 1 
4. 3. 2 . Total Habitat Spatial Requirements , 
It i s  recommended that increased space be provided in 
the overall habitat a s  a result of a significant increase in 
mission duration and that more than a direct arithmetic 
increase in  the overall habitat space be provided due to 
a significant increase in crew size. This increased need 
i s  illustrated in figure 11-E-4, Hypothetical spatial re-  
quirements a r e  shown for habitats containing 15 and 30 
men. a 
The reason for the increased a rea  requirement is that 
there exists a n  increased need for compartment spec- 
ialization a s  crew size and/or mission duration increase. 
This splitting off of activities into separate compartments 
results in an  increased level of sensual stimuli required 
by extended mission duration and reflects the increased 
complexity in scheduling activities Sor larger crews. 
'+-* 
--/ 'For example, an a rea  in a 20 man habitat which a s  
i ts  main function supports the activities of lounging, 
: 1 training conferences, theatre, passive recreation and 
snacks, will become l e s s  effective as mission duration 
increases (same sized crew) o r  a s  the crew size increases. 
The historical trend for habitat' activity a reas  to become 
increasingly specialized as mission duration and/or crew 
.size increase i s  discussed in section H on Dual Room 
Usage. 
Figure II-E-4 Overall Station Volumetric Requirements 
a s  a Function of Crew Size and Mission Duration 
30 
PIAN 
CREW 
15 
MAN 
CREW 
' Mission Duration (Days) 
Increased Behavioral Area 
Due to Specialization. , 
. NOTE: Specialization refers  
to physical separation of 
activities which may have for- 
merly occupied a "Dual Room 
Usage" area .  
4. 4 Effect of the Location of Living Quarters to Work Area 
/- 
i t  i s  recommended that crew compartments be located 
,;* at a distance from the work a r ea s  for the following 
- reasons: 
a) Enforced social interaction 
Locating the personal quarters a t  a distance from the 
work a rea  will have the effect of combating any tendency 
for individual isolation to occur by forcing indi;,iduals to 
pass through other activity zones. 
b) Provide change of environment 
Variety of spatial experience that should occur during 
transi t  from one a rea  to another i s  desirable a s  semsory 
stimuli prcviding the "change of pace" between the schedule 
of activities. 
The deter mining factor of proximity be tween an individual's 
crew compartment and his work station should be based on: 
a)  Responsibility for critical decision making . 
- b) Under emergency conditions--what a r e  the minimal 
time limitations for decision making. 
These factors will have to be determined according to the 
individual requirements of station configuration, crew size 
I 
and mission responsibility. 
Application 
The volumetric standards recommended in the crew area  
cri teria section may be utilized in the early planning stages 
to establish approximate volumetric figures for the off duty 
a r ea s  only. It should be realized that these figures a r e  
based on rectangular shaped rooms. Because of the unus- 
uaL geometry of some of the spaces resulting f rom the re -  
1' + 
laticnship of the space to the vehicle pressure shell, the I 
desirable gross area  rccomi~~endations will not zlways 
prove sufficient. Additionally, the d e g r e e  of spatial 
efficiency and the resulting volume of dual room usage 
combinations must be studied on an  individual mission 
basis to accurately determine acceptable a rea  standards. 
Ideally, these combinations should be studied in full scale 
mock-ups to evaluate the spatial adequacy under a l l  con- 
ditions of occupancy. To aid in the development of graphic 
layouts, select pseces of furniture a r e  illustrated on the 
following pages with acceptable standard dimensions where 
appropriate. In addition to the furniture dimensions, the 
related net o r  clear floor a r ea  i s  also shown as illustrated 
below. These figures may be used to develop dimension- 
ally acceptable furniture relationships within the a rea  being 
studied. 
.Clear floor a rea  required relative to fur- 
niture elements (no pas sageway consider - 
ations). 
Clear floor area  rcquirec? relative to fur- 
niture elements (passageway area). 
I 
No attempts have been made to specify exact furniture 
standards to be used in extraterrestr ial  habitats. Rather 
the information provided i s  of a fairly general nature and 
is based on only those basic .units commonly found in a 
off -duty section of any habitat. 
The graphic representations of the furniture units have 
been kept simple and so a s  to facilitate usability in a 
typical drafting situation. 
For  artificial gravity layout studies, arrows indicating 
the desirable direction of spin relative to furniture units 
a r e  shown to the right of appropriate units. 
8 .  5.1 Graphic Symbols 
5.1.1 General 
Spin Direction Spin Axis Storage Unit 
P 
varies 
";; 
Desk Chair Cabinet Storage Drawer Storage 
15"-17" height 
I 
I 
! 
5.1. 2 Crew Quar ters  
Vertical B e r t h  
(Ze ro  "G" only) 
78"-80" height 
Ber th  
18" height  
Dining Room 
4-Man Table 
(Non- coriolis) 
30" height 
4-Man Table 
40 
(Coriolis) 
30" height Storage ~ u f f e t /  Serving Table 
i 
30" height 
5.1. 4 Lounge 
1-3 Man Seat 
15"-17" height I 
varies B -I varies I
Varying Length Coffee Table 
14"-16" height I 
T 
var 
I 
End Table 
15"-20" height  
- -  5.1. 5 Bathroom 
Sink 
34"- 38" height 
Toilet 
9"-13" height 
Urinal ' 
24" height 
5.1.6 Study/ Office 
t p- 30"-6ot"'--I ! 
Shower ' 
: Desk wit11 Drawer  or File 
30" height 
Folding Desk 
30" height  
II- F 
1.0 
1.1 
TEXTUREANDPATTERN 
Introduction 
Texture produces the most common yet the least acknow- 
ledged sensory experience, that of tactile response. 
Textures produce such a common source of stimuli to 
us that w e  tend to take them for granted. Hence, very 
little objective data a r e  available on the subject. Textures 
provide a very valuable means of replacing some of the 
stimuli which man may be deprived of in the extraterres-  
tr ial  environment, 
Virtually every part of the body i s  affected by one texture 
o r  another throughout the course of a day. The clothes 
we wear, the surfaces which surround us, every aspect 
of ,the environment has one or  another quality of surface. 
Texture is appraised and appreciated almost entirely by I 
touch, even when it  i s  visuall~r presented. ~ i t h ' f e w  t 
exceptions it i s  the memorary of tactile experiences that r 
enables us to appreciate texture. 
Patterns 1 
A pattern may be describe6 a s  a two-dimensional o r  
th.r ee-dimensional design put together in a particular 
arrangement of motifs. - Motifs used for patterns may 
be natural, conventional, abstract o r  imaginary. 
There i s  close correlation between pattern and texture; 
in fact, the difference i s  almost indiscernible, since 
every pattern creates a texture of some sort. Frequently 
this texture i s  only visual, since i t  does not have a 
tactile quality. We tend to think of pattern a s  basically 
visual and texture a s  something es  sentially tactile. The 
two a r e  thus highly interrelated, and too clear a definition 
between the two may be misleading. 
,.--" Texture 
Simply stated, texture i s  the tactile surface quality of 
an  object. It relates to o r  identifies the tactile reactions 
of man to the quality of the surface of materials such 
a s  smooth, rough, soft,hard, warm, cool, o r  the many 
other characteristic variations o r  combinations possible 
and available in today's materials technol~gy. 
2.2 Pattern 
Patterns used in the context of this report a r e  design 
motifs of two o r  three dimensions. These design motifs 
can be applied to various materials by a number of pro- 
cesses such a s  printing, silk screening and painting 
/ 
in a two dimensional form, or  by molding, embossing, 
casting, o r  forming in a three-dimensional form. . 
3.0 Factors Detail Discussion 
3.1 Texture 
We generally thinlc of texture in terms of roughness o r  
smoothness, but our senses also discern betwsen the 
hardness o r  softness of that object. Additionally, we 
anticipate that certain surfaces will be either warm o r  
cool to the touch; we remember what a particular object 
should feel like. We expeyt a shaggy rug to be soft and 
warm, a metal surface to be s-mooth, hard and cold, etc. 
Broad definitions of each type of surface texture a r e  given 
following; these a r e  relative terms,  in order to make some 
I distinction possible in discussion of various textures: 
Rough 
Absorbs light and makes colors appear darker than they 
a r e ,  due to shadows created. Rough textures a r e  generally 
: considered more rustic,  and a re ,  therefore less  formal. 
; Rougher textures a r e  practical where hard wear i s  expected 
and generally can be considered to be hul-na;~izing in their 
effect. These textures broadly fall into the caiegcry of more 
natural type materials. . . deep wood grains, coarse fabrics 
or  fibers, pebbled surfaces, etc. 
Smooth 
,i 
,/ A smooth texture gives little o r  no decorative interest 
except for ' i ts color o r  pattern. Smooth surfaces tend 
to be cool-looking and a r e  appropriate in spaces where 
cleanliness and function a r e  of primary importance. 
Very Smooth 
The natural result of a very smooth surface i s  a high 
reflectance factor. Not to be used in any a rea  where I 
eyestrain could result. It should be noted that highly 
reflective surfaces can be used effectively in contrast 
with roughly textured surfaces to create variable visual 
interest, Particularly good for use on small decorati.,re 
ite Ins. 
In addition to these types of scrface texture, the gualit~r 
of the surface should also be considered: 
Soft 
- 
Deep pile textures create a feeling of warmth and luxury 
and a r e  most effective where the body come's into contact 
with the surface. Soft materials retain temperature and 
produce an inherent warmth. Absorption and retention of , .  
body heat over prolonged periods s1.1ould be considered. 
Hard I 
We visually tend to equate smooth surfaces with hard I 
qualities. Also, we generally tend to expect such a surface 
to be cool. This can be modified with the use of color and 
roughness to produce the desired warmth. i 
3 . 2  Pattern 
The proper use of patterns depends on the principles of 
good design, but special attention should be given to the 
effect of overall rhythln and color. Patterns gen~ra .11~ I 
ha-ie movelnent, a n d  they siiould be clsed in  the most 
effective 'flow' in  the interior. 
Patterns a r e  primarily used to provide interest, contrast, 
variety, illusions of surface textures, space, height o r  
length, o r  for design emphasis. Patterns may also be 
used for more functional purposes such a s  directional 
guides, sports o r  games. 
In rooms where function i s  primary, such a s  kitchens, 
baths, and certain kinds of workrooms, patterns can be 
more daring o r  amusing a s  long a s  color and scale a r e  
appropriate. Surfaces o r  spaces adjoining patterned 
a reas  should be planned to harmonize, otherwise the spaces 
will not have unity and will not be pleasant. 
It  is most difficult to define specifics for  application of 
patterns. The use of the properly selected patterns i s  
related to so many variables that specifics a r e  almost 
impossible to define. Discretion in application is the most 
impdrtant factor, and a sense of 'pacing1 of busy a r ea s  re-  
lated to l ess  involved a r ea s  i s  important to build into plan- 
ning. It will sometimes be possible to incorporate decor- 
ative interest into those a reas  where friction and grip re-  
quirements exist, rather than treating these requirements 
separately. I 
4.0 Psycho-physiological Effects 
All tests to date within confined a reas  (regardless of vol- 
ume) have produced a comkLon result. The need for sensory 
stimuli of a variable nature i s  extremely important. Par t -  
icularly necessary a r e  those objects o r  surfaces which pro- 
duce a "humanizing" influence on the environment. Plants, 
wood grains, 2nd soft carpeted surfaces a r e  indicated a s  
major psycho-physiological factors in  overcoming normal 
sensory deprivption. 
Texture can create sensory variants within a fixed area. 
All the senses of man have the characteristic of adaptation 
to stimuli impinging ori them - hearing organs adapt to a 
fixed noise lecel; eyes adapt to fixed intensity levels, etc. 
Our sensory apparatus responds best to a varying seilsory 
environment, and variation in surface quality pro vide s a 
simple method of achieving this. Thus, texture and pat- 
tern  represent very valuable tools i n  the creation of a 
habitable environment. Touch i s  the most personal 
&'all sensory stimuli, and a s  such is  a major psychol- 
ogical aspect of the environment. 
Certain psycho-physiological relationships can be noted 
for use in  application of textures o r  patterns. A number 
of relationships a r e  indicated in C h u t  11-F-1; these a r e  
. general in nature and should be used for basic guidance 
only. 
Chart 11-F-1 Types and Effects of Textures .and Patterns 
Basic Type Psycho-physiolo gical Relationship 
Large  ends to make spaces appear smaller 
than they actually are.  Large bold 
patterns a r e  stimulating and seem to 
make time go slower. Good for recreation 
dining, snack bars, etc. 
Small When used on waiis, small vertical 
(Directional) patterns tend to increase the apparent 
height of ceilings , while horizontal 
patterns tend to lower the apparent 
ceiling height. The small pattern 
, should be used in spaces where neat 
symmetry and quietness i s  desirable, 
such a s  a bedroom o r  study. 
I 
All-0 ver Tends to ca&ouflage jogs in walls and 
(Non-directional) unify odd-shaped spaces. Should be 
used in conjunction with solid colors, 
! since other patterns used in the same 
space would compete for dominance. 
Mural o r  Gives illusions of space, such a s  moun- 
Scenic tain scenes, coilntrysides, gardens. Used 
5 to ca r ry  the eye out and away from enclos- 
ing walls. Very restful, used most 
! effecti\.ely in small confined spaces. Esser.- 
, tislly a decepti :e device, and not intended 
to really fool the obsertrer. Should be used 
with great discretion. 
Copies (and) Woods, stones, brick, leather, etc. 
Na tur a1 may be either imitaion o r  natural 
. ~ k t e r i a l s  materials. Textures and patterns 
/- 
, ye- 
of natural materials create feelings 
, of warmth and well-being and a r e  
, 
associated with h o q e  and earth, Good 
for studies, lounges, l ibraries,  etc. 
Textured 
Patterns 
These patterns have a three-dimensional 
appearance, such as woven threads o r  
fibers. They a r e  usually.found in neut- 
r a l  tones that give variety without adding 
. I 
color o r  strong pattern. Can be used 
effectively in work spaces, l ibraries,  
offices, etc. 
Border s Provides vivid color o r  accent motif 
and Stripes where fully patterned wall would be 
too strong. Used primarily for accents. 
5.0 Application 
The functional applications of texture (or pattern) a r e  
fairly obvious - providing non-skid surfaces where nec- 
- essary,  providing for grip surfaces, etc. Smooth tex- 
tures should be used in those a reas  which have cleanli- 
ness a s  a primary consideration - personal hygeine a reas ,  
laboratories, galleys, etc. 
Where smooth surfaces a r e  desirable, their appearance 
can easily be modified by the application of any pattern 
to the surface, so that cleanliness can easily be accom-. 
plished without sacrificing visual effectiveness. 
Textures and patterns should be applied with great dis- . 
cretion, and in conjunction with a l l  other interior discip- 
lines. Other factors can affect a texture o r  pattern sig- 
nificantly. Light, for example, placed a t  a severe angle 
to a textured surface, will greatly enhance the textural 
quality, a s  the shadows created magnify the illusion of 
the texture. Similarly, placing a dark color in the re-  
cesses of a texture o r  pattern and a lighter shade on 
the foremost surface achieves a greater illusioa of depth. 
II- G HYGIENIC AND MESSING FACILITIES 
1.0 Introduction 
The hygienic and messing facilities provided on a space- 
c ra f t  a r e  important not only f r o m  the standpoint of c rew 
personal  cleanliness,  but a l so  because of psychological 
and social  considerations. A situation where personal  
hygiene is largely neglected can be tolerable for  limited 
t ime periods for  smal.1 crews.  Makeshift eating ar range-  
ments  a r e  acceptable for  the same conditions. F o r  the 
anticipated future miss ion profiles, however , functionally 
disMnct and more  permanent facil i t ies a r e  required. ! 
i 
with l a rge r  c rews  performing a variety of tasks in many 
different locations in the vehicle, the arrangement  of 
h y g i e ~ e  facil i t ies,  the type and numbzr of facil i t ies re -  
quired, and the dining sea t  arrangement  will  vary  ac -  
cording to the specific mission profile. General stan- 
dards  have been established by considering those pro-  
f i les  and by  analyzing expected usage r a t e s  and periods. 
Data pertaining to  hygienic facil i t ies required for  inter-  
nal body waste  elimination, full body cleansing, and 
various external surface activities concerned with per -  
sonal hygiene a r e  presented in this section. Use rat ios  
f o r  the various hygienic facil i t ies and design considera- 
tions a r e  a l s o  included in this  section. Classification 
of spaces into basic occupancy groups has  been employed 
as a means of $etermining more  precisely the numbers,  
types and locations of hygienic facil i t ies,  
Hygienic facil i t ies concerned with general  housekeeping, 
medical,  dental, o r  laboratory functions a r e  specialized 
a r e a s  that a r e  beyond the scope of this secticn. Also, 
m e s s  provision data pertaining to  types of food prepara-  
tion equipment, foot: s torage,  menus, or  refuse disposal 
a r e  beyond the scope of this section. 
Definitions 
Pe r sons  
As used in this  section, the t e r m  persons r e fe r s  t o  both 
1 men and women. Separate hygienic facilities a r e  to  be 
. provided fo r  each  sex  unless noted otherwise. 
2.2 Occupancy Group 
The t e r m  occupancy group re fe r s  t o  the basic  purpose for  
Ghich a space is t 6  be used. occupancies a r e  classified 
into five basic groups: 1) assembly spaces,  2) living 
spaces,  3 )  work spaces,  4) food preparation and serving 
spaces,  ,and 5) serv ice  spaces.  See Table 11-G-1 for  de- 
tailed classification of occupancy groups. 
Table XI-G-1 Occupancy Classification 
Occupancy ~ e s c r i ~ t i o n  f Occupancy 
Groixp 
fl 
Assembly 
Spaces 
- -- - I P l aces  of worship, auditoriums, theaters ,  e t c 7 I  I where persons congregate for  periods of one hour I I o r  m o r e  I 
I tion and Se r -  I rooms I 
Living Spaces 
Work 
Spaces 
Food Prepa ra -  
Sleeping compartments,  lounges, studies, l ibra-  
r i e s ,  dormitor ies ,  recreat ion rooms,  etc. 
Control rooms,  offices, laborator ies ,  shops, com- 
puter rooms,  compunications,  e t ~ .  
Kitchens, galley, snack b a r s ,  food storage, dining 
[ Spaces I I 
Note: Medical and dental spaces a r e  not included in any occupancy 
ving Spaces 
Service 
- 
group. Special c r i t e r i a  and.requirernents for  hygienic facili- 
Laundry, supply, equipment, power, storage, etc. 
t i e s  will  be established by the organization having control over 
', the s tandards for  design of these spaces.  
I 
2 . 3  Maximum Fixtures  P e r  Person 
As used in the gra.phs, rnaxilnum fj.sturcs per  person r e fe r s  
to  a rat io  of f i s t u ~ e s  to  persons that -aould resu!t in a low to  
moderate  -usage of: fixtures. There would be little o r  no 
waiting t ime o r  inconvenience even during "peak" period. 
2.4,- - Optimum Fixtures  P e r  Pe r son  
i 
As used in the graphs, optimum fixtures per person  r e f e r s  
t o  a ra t io  of fixtures t o  persons that.would resu l t  in a 
moderate  t o  high usage of fixtures. One could expect some 
waiting and inconvenience during "peak" periods. 
2. 5. Minimum. Fix tures  P e r  P e r s o n  
As  usez; in the graphs,  minimum fixtures p e r  person r e f e r s  
t o  a ra t io  of fj,xtures t o  persons that would resul t  in a 
high usage of f i x t u ~ e s  wi%h a n  anticipated moderate  t o  high 
inconvenience factor, due to  waiting for  W u r e  during 
"peak" o r  "rush" hours. Some waiting o r  'inconvenience 
might be expect.ed during off-peak liours. 
Pe r sona l  Hygiene Module 
A personal hygiene module is a facility o r  space that con- 
tains individual personal  i tems such a s  mouth c a r e  equip- 
ment, shaver,  m i r r o r ,  hairbrush, comb, nail  lipp per and 
file, deodorant, ha i r  dressing,  shampoo, soap, f i r s t  aid,  
towels, etc. 
2.7 Classification of Occupancy Groups 
Table 11-G-1 has been prepared to define the occupancy 
groups. 
Watercloset - A fixture o r  receptacle in which a person  I 
c a n  defecate o r  urinate. The fixture must  dispose of, 
o r  f lush away, the  waste  matter .  4 
j 
Urinal -: 
i 
A fixture o r  receptacle in which a person can urinate. 
The fixture mast dispose of, or  flush away, the waste 
matter .  I 
Lavatory 
A bowl o r  basin designed specifically for  washing the 
face  o r  hands. 
Dental Lavatory 
A small lavatory designed specifically fo r  o r a l  hygiene 
functions such as brushing teeth, mouth wash, etc. 
A fixture o r  facility for  full-body cleansing under a 
s p r a y  of water  o r  other suitable liquid. 
Fac to r s  Detail Discussion 
In ks  tablishing the hygienic facil i t ies standards,  the 
usage r a t e s  of the facil i t ies were  considered. The nor- 
mal micturation r a t e  i s  six per  man per  day a t  one-minute 
p e r  event and the normal  defecation ra te  is one p e r  mzn 
p e r  day a t  five minutes pe r  event. These figures indi- 
ca te  the large ra te  at which facilities could be used i f  
necessary. 
Usage periods were  a l so  considered in establishing the 
facil i t ies standards.  Since twelve to  sixteen hours  will 
be  spent each  day in the living spaces,  the facil i t ies in 
these  a r e a s  will get the most  usage. The daily defeca- 
t ion and three o r  four urinations will probably occur in 
these a r e a s  over widely spaced periods throughout tb 
day. Two other micturations should occur in work 
spaces  and one other micturation may  take place in the 
other occupancy a reas .  Hygiene facil i t ies in food p re -  
paration and serving spaces or  assembly spaces will  
experience periods of v e r y  heavy use between periods 
of little o r  no use. 
The dining a r e a  must  be  capable of seating cer tain 
percentages of the total  c rew a t  any one t ime. F o r  
sma l l  vehicles and  minimum crews,  this percentage 
is at or  n e a r  100 percent;  that is, the complete c rew 
could ea t  at one tin-ie, A s  vehiclc and crew sizes  
jncreasc; t h e  reqtlired sea t ing  percentage decreases  
until, fo r  a c rew of 100, the optimum dining sea t  require-  
, 
ment is 60 sea ts  and the minimum is 40 seats .  Conse- 
' quently, eating periods f o r  l a rge r  c rews  will be staggered 
in  order  t o  minimize the required dining space. 
3.1 Design Considerations 
Pe r sona l  hygiene can b e  distinguished betweexi activit ies 
concerned with internal waste  mater ia l  elimination, full 
body cleansing, and various external  surface activities. 
See Table 11-G-2 fo r  genera l  classification and ar range-  
ment. 
Table 11-G-2 Hygiene Requirements 
Separate  hygienic facil i t ies a r e  to  be provided fo r  each  
different occupancy group when feasible. Water c losets ,  
lavator ies ,  showers,  e tc . ,  a r e  to be selected and a r r a n -  
ged s o  the personnel can  use them in the shortest  time. 
If a hygienic facility is provided to  serve  all occupancy 
groups,  maximum effort  sha l l  be made to  locate it in the 
vicinity of the living spaces.  If overlapping usage of 
hygienic facil i t ies by different occupancy groups' is 
necessary,  then the most  stringent occupancy condition 
4 must  govern the fixture /person ratio. Overlapping per  i- 
ods of maximum usage must  a l so  be taken into conside- 
ration when designing communal facilities. 
8 
- 
Classifications 
Internal 
Waste Elimina- 
tion 
Ful l  Body 
Cleansing 
~ x t e r n a l  Surface 
Activities 
- 
Activities 
Urine Elimination 
Feca l  Elimination 
Bathing 
Washing Hands 
Washing Face 
Hair  Grooming 
Shaving 
Ora l  Hygiene 
Arrangement  
Individual privacy 
required 
d 
Individual privacy 
highly desired 
Individual privacy 
des i red  but may  be 
acceptably performed 
in  communal spaces.  
The rnaximum distance f rom.any space to  a hygienic / 
facility required fo r  that space must  not exceed the dis-  
. tances i n  fee t  or  levels shown in F igures  II-G-1 and 
..' 
/- 11-G-2. 
/-. 
Access t o  wash room facil i t ies shal l  be provided in  a 
manner to  eliminate the need f o r  passing through a water  
c loset  a r e a  enroute to  o r  f r o m  a wash room facility. In 
the event a communal hygienic facility is essent ial  due to  
spat ia l  limitations, it is important that a l l  of the c rew uti- 
lizing a specific facility be  of the s a m e  peer  group if 
housekeeping is t o  be  divided equally. Therefore,  it is I 
recommended that communal hygienic facilities be avoided 
' 
when possible, but where spatial  limitations enforce their  
existence, it is essent ial  that privacy partitions be  in- 
stalled isolating the individual waste equipment. 
Table 11-G-3 presents a n  evaluation of the mer i t s  and 
deficiencies of various concepts of hygienic facility 
arrangements .  
Messing facil i t ies a r e  t o  be located adjacent to  lounge 
and r e s t  room facil i t ies when possible. In multi-level 
s t ruc tures  the messing facility shall  be near  s ta irwel ls  
o r  elevators.  However, maximum effort  shal l  be made 
t o  provide messing facil i t ies that permit  a variation in 
the type of food serv ices  available for  each meal,  i. e . ,  
cafeteria,  self-service,  table service.  
Requirements 
Table 11-G-4 l i s t s  the requirements  fo r  hygiene facil i t ies I 
fo r  the various occupancy groups. This table is to  be 
utilized with "use rat io  charts"  shown in Figures  11-G-3 
through 11-G-9. 
Table 11-G-5 presents  a n  evaluation of the mer i t s  and 
f f 
deficiencies of various m e s s  seating concepts. 
Figure 11-G-10 presents  recommended maximlxrri, opti- 
mum, a,nd minilnum seating ratios for  dining spaces.  
t 
Table 11-G-3 E 
Concepts I Meri t s  
Have sepa ra t e  hy- 
g i e n i c  f a c i l i t i e s  
only w i t h i n  s l eep  
compartments and 
dormitories, have 
o t h e r  hygienic  
f a c i l i t i e s  se rve  
s e v e r a l  occupancy 
zr oup s , 
Locate a i l  hygi- 
e n t c  f ac i1 . i t i e s  
i n  c e n t r a l  com- 
munal a r ea  t o  
serve  a l l  occu- 
pancy groups. 
Have sepa ra t e  
f a c i l i t i e s  i n  
each d i f f e r e n t  
occupancy group 
based on expected 
rnzrlpower and 
requirements i n  
each space. 
- -  - --- 
Saves i n  wei- 
gh t ,  and vo- 
lume. Makes 
good use  of 
f a c i l i t i e s .  
.., . 
Requires mini  
mum f a c i l i t i e  
s i m p l i f i e s  
plumbing. 
Most conven- 
i e n t  f o r  crew 
Optimum p r i -  
vacy. 
maluation of Various Hygienic Faci l i ty  C 
Development S t a t u s  
Grea ter  inconveni- L o g i s t i c s  problems 
ence f o r  crews, r e q c i r e  development 
F a c i l i t y  r equ i r e -  of s u i t a b l e  a r ran-  
ments between ce r -  gement of f a c i l i -  
t a i n  a r e a s  may con- t i e s .  No otFter 
f  l i c t .  unique development 
problems. 
Lack of pr ivacy  & 
,walking d i s t ances  
may make t h i s  con- 
cept  unfeas ib le .  
High cos t  i n  
volume, weight,  
complexity. 
Development b f  low. 
g rav i ty  f a c i l i t i e s  
required.  No addi .  
t i o n a l  development 
problems. 
S p e c i f i c  r equ i r e -  
ments f o r  each 
f a c i - l i t y  would be 
f ixed  by a c t u a l  
mission model. No 
unique development 
problems. 
oncepts 
A p p l i c a b i l i t y  Other Fac to r s  
& R e l i a b i l i t y  
Distance r e s t r i c -  
t i o n s  may p re sen t  
problems on mul t i -  
, l e v e l  space s t a t i on /  
base. Some o t h e r  
s epa ra t e  f a c i l i t i e s  
mr v be required.  
Poss ib l e  only on 
small  space s t a -  
t i o n s  because of 
d i s t ance  and p r i -  
vacy considera-  
t ions.  
Most s u i t a b l e  f o r  
very  long-term 
missions and very  
l a r g e  spacecraf t .  
R e s t r i c t i o n  t o  
communal f a c i l i -  
t i e s  only may be 
unacceptable both 
psychologica l ly  
and s o c i a l l y .  
-'\ 
Psychological  i m -  
portance of con- 
venience f a c t o r  
s i g n i f i c a n t  on 
long-term mission 
Table 11-G-4 Hygiene Fac i l i t i e s  Requirements  
Other ~ a c i l i t i e s  
Occupancy F A C I L I T Y  T Y P E S  
Group Water 
Closets Urinals Lavatories !;bowers 
-- 
- 
A s  scmbly See Figure See Figure See Figure Not Required 
Spaces 11 -G -3 11-G-3 11-G-6 
Work See Figure See Figure See Figure Safety Showers a re  to  
Spaces 11-G-4 11-G-4 11-G-7 be provided fo r  each 
10 persons exposed to  
excesoive heat o r  
t i r r i t a t i n g  materials. 
Living See Figure See Figure See Figure See Ffgure 11-G-9 
Spaces 11-G-5 11-G-5 - -  114-8 
- 
R i  tchen See Figure See Figure See Figure Not Required 
and rood I1 -G-4 11-G-4 11-G-7 , 
Prepara t fon  
Spaces 
-- 
Service  See Figure See Figure See Figure Not Required 
Spaces I1 -G -4 I1 -G -4 I1 -C? -7 
Provide sani tary  
napkin dispensing 
and disposal f ac i -  
l i t i e s  i n  each wo- 
men's r e s t  room. 
Laundry 
Not 
Required 
Not 
Required 
Not 
Required 
Not 
Required 
Wash and dr 
f a c i l i t i e s  
15# per per 
person per 
day. 
Provide sani tary  
napkin dispensing 
and disposal  fac i -  
l i t i e s  i n  each wo- 
men's r e s t  room. 
Provide separate 
personal hygiene 
modules fo r  each 
person. 
Special design c r i -  I 
t e r i a  to  be estab- I 
l ished fo r  each 
kitchen or  food pre- I 
paration space. I 
Table 11-G-5 Evaluation of Various Mess Seating Concepts '\ '. 
2 men seated 
per table 
Concept 
- 
'High accessibility 
personalized envi- 
ronment. Conver- 
sation easy, 
Merits 
4 men seated 
per tabie 
Combfnat ion 
of small 
and large 
tables 
Accessible, normal 
eating environment 
Conversation easy. 
10 men seat- 
ed per 
table 
Diners given pre- 
ference, maximum 
utilization of 
space in "odd" 
areas. Provides 
variety of dining 
environments. 
Saves space, maxi- 
mum space utili- 
zation, 
1 
Deficiencies 
Wasted space. 
Wasted space, if 
number of tables 
is large, 
Impersonal environ- 
ment less accessf- 
bility. 
Arrangement must 
be worked out to 
minimize wasted 
space. May re- 
sult in status 
seeking. 
Applicability . 
Development Status I & Reliability (:' Other Factors I 
Flo development 
problems. 
Applicable only for 
very small crews 
or in "special" 
Ro development I Optimum for smaller1 No additional fac- I i 
No additional fac- 
tors. 
areas, 
problems, 
i 
S 
crews, 
.I 
KO development 
problems. I Necessary for larg- No additional fac- , I I 1 er crews. tors. 
No development 
?roblems. 
May be necessary 
on large vehicle's 
or long-term .mis - 
sions because of 
social and psycho- 
logical require- 
ments. 
Mission Duration i n  Months 
F igure  II-G-1 Distance in  F e e t  F r o m  Hygienic Faci l i t ies  as Function of Time 
Mission bu ra t ion  i n  Months 
F igure  11-G-2 Distance in Levels to I-Iygienic Facilities a s  Funct ion or' Time 
Number of Persons 
Figure 11-G-3 Water Cl.oset Use Ratio Chart #1 
Nmber of Persons 
F i g u r e  11-G-4 W a t e r  C l o s e t  Use Rat io  Chart #2 
ximately 1/3 the required number of water 
Number of Persons 
Figure 11-G-5 Water Closet Use Ratio Chart #3  
Number of J?k?rsana 
Figure II-G-6 Lavatory Use Ratid Chart #1 
Number of Persons 
' Figure Il-G-7 Lavatory Use Ratio Chart #2 



.5.0 D e s i . 2 ~  Example 
A t~-~-kal example of the use  of hygiene data is presented 
i n  fiL2 following : 
Recc,frement: Provide maximum number of water  clo- 
s e t s  zequired in sleeping compartments that contain 
four  men on a mission scheduled fo r  six months dura-  
tion. 
S%p 1: Determine f r o m  Table 11-G-1 which occu- 
pancy group A sleeping compartment is 
a classified. Solution: Living Spaces. 
S k p  2: Enter  Table 11-G-4 at occupancy group - 
"Living Spaces". Proceed  t o  column under 
water  closeirs. Iteatl: "See Figure Xi-G-5. 
! 
S L ~ p  3: F r o m  Figure  11-G-5, en ter  number of per -  
sons a t  4 and r ead  vertically until in "maxi- 
m u m  fixtures per  person" area .  Read a c r o s s  
horizontally t o  "number of fixtures I t .  
Answer: 2. 
S ~ p  4: Determine maximum distance f r o m  living 
a r e a  to  water  closet f r o m  Figure  11-G-1. 
Enter  a t  6 months duration and read  ver t i -  
cally up t o  line. Answer: 75 feet. Maxi- 
mum distance in  floor levels i s  obtained 
fro& Figure  11-G-2. Enter  at 6 months 
duration and readtvert ical ly  up to  solid 
line. Answer: one floor maximum. 
Frsr?. the data ,  the maximum number of water closets 
t o  be provided would be 2. These water closets must  be 
locate4 not more than one level away and must not ex-  
c e e ~ j  a dietaiice of 75 feet from the sleeping compart-  
~ner.??.  
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I1 -H DUAL ROOM USAGE 
1 . 0  Introduction 
The te rm dual room usage refers  to the practice of 
providing facilities for two o r  more  activities in  one 
compartment. Specifically, for the purpose of this 
study, dual room usage refers  to the combination of 
two o r  more  active activities such a s  dining and loung- 
ing rather than combinations involving passive activities 
such a s  storage. The success of the mating of activities 
depends on the degree to which the activities a r e  com- 
patible, that i s ,  how capable they a r e  of functioning 
together harmoniously. 
In attempting to establish parametric guidelines for 
compartmentalization levels::: for specialized and con- 
biqed activity compartments for extraterrestrial 
habitats, it has been necessary to rely entirely on 
extrapolated data from environmmtal simulation, histor- 
ical  presidence, and common sense. As a result of the 
9c1u-scientific j.,a.t~zre of the avai!able data, i t  has not 
been possible to develop reliable systems for computing 
c~m~ar tmen ta l i za t i bn  levels. A concept system format 
has been developed but is not considered accurate at 
this time. 
As a general rule the advantages and disadvantages of 
dual room usage can be summarized a s  follows: 
ADVANTAGES 
Spatial efficiency i s  realized and larger open a reas  
become practical when activities a r e  combined. 
I 
*Compartmentalization levels refers  to the number of 
compartment types required to house the various habitat 
activities. Separate compartments for dining and bath- 
room facilities represent two compartment types. Two 
separate bathrooms represent one compartment type. 
A combined activity compartment such as the theater/ 
lounge/dining room represents one compartment type. 
DISADVANTAGES 
.=""- 
Compartmentalization level r'eduction results in a lower 
level  of sensory stimulation along with scheduling and 
environmental (e, g. noise level) compromises. 
Dual room usage is used as a means of makinq the most 
of limited space i n  al l  types o i  habitats, from efficiency 
apartments to submarines. An extreme example of this 
practice i s  seen i n  the Gemini space vehicles in  which 
one compartment served a s  the dining room, bedroom, 
control room and bathroom for two men for periods of 
confinement of up to 14 days. Although this vehicle 
proved to be adequate for the mission and individuals 
it was designed to support, there i s  little doubt that it 
represented the extreme lower limits of habitability even 
though the crew was exceptionally highly motivated and 
trained. 
As a general rule, a significant increase in crew size 
has resulted in a reduction in  the effecCil.f\/e le\.rel of dual 
. room usage, and therefore, a n  increased level of com- 
partmentalization. The need for the increased special- 
ization can be attributed to both mechanical system and 
personnel needs. 
In the case of the mechanical systems, a s  crew size i s  
increased there i s  an  attendant increase in  the physical 
size of the station o r  habi$at to the point that i t  i s  struc- 
tively advantageous to subdivide the total volume into a 
number of compartment§. Additionally, an increase in 
equipment size and degree of specialization (e. g. photo- 
graphy and repair facility) i s  to be expected with a n  
increase in crew size and Specialization level to the point 
that physical separation ofactivities i s  desirable. 
In the a r ea  of personnel needs, an increase in  crew size 
will result in additional conflicting activity schedules , an 
increase in  personal s t ress  created by sheer numbers, 
and an  increased level o i  task specizlization, al l  of which 
I , .  may be alleviated b y  an increased level of cornpartmen.- 
talizatiou in public, private and work areas .  
The effect of mission'duration of compartment special- 
ization i s  debatable depending on the degree of change 
and specific mission lengths considered. Generally 
,,/ 
- speaking, however, i t  is known that the complaint of 
sameness o r  monotony in the environment has been 
. common to practically a l l  experimental and operational 
isolated missions a s  a result of the low level and non- 
changing nature of the sensory stimuli. 
While insufficient data exist to develop accurate com- 
partmentalization/mission duration relationship guide- 
lines, it i s  probable that a relationship does exist for . 
s ignif ic~ increases in mission duration, especially for 
missions from 0-60 days. As a general rule, therefore, 
because an increased level of compartmentalization will 
result in an increased level of visual stimuli and change, 
i t  i s  recommended that a significant increase in mission 
duration be accompanied by a reduction in the level of 
dual room usage. 
While general recommendations have been developed, it  
was not the intent of this study, nor was it possible due 
to lack of relevant data, to establish precise standards for 
room combination priorities related to specific mission 
parameters. The recommendations presented herein, 
therefore, should be used a s  preliminary study guidelines 
only. 
Definitions - N. A. 
Factor Detail Discussion 1 
Degree of Compatibility 1 
Certain points on which activities a r e  conpared have a 
greater influence on compatibility than others. 
An example of functionally uncompatible activities would 
1 
be a dining room and an activity that required that the 
temperature be held at 87O F f 1 and the humidity be kept 
at  85-90%. 
1 
i 
An example of an activity imposed requirement of a 
lesser  nature is that of material limitations. For 
example, i f  a lounge a rea  doubles as a distribution 
a r ea  for supplies during periods of resupply, high 
standards of material toughness would be imposed on 
the lounge fixtures exposed to the distribution activities. 
While these increased standards would decrease the 
choice of available materials, the a rea  could still  
support lounging activities, if only a little less  graciously. 
Efficiency of Combination 
The spatial efficiency realized in combining activities 
varies considerably depending on the nature of the 
activities involved in  terms of layout and a s  sociated 
equipment o r  function. 
The dining room and theater combination is an example 
of optimum efficiency achieved by combining two activ- 
ities i n  that the space savings realized can be as high 
a s  50% since the furniture in both areas  is moveable and 
the schedules of usage do not overlap. 
I 
The supply room and shop, on the other hand, represent 
. an inefficient combination of activities since both activ- 
ities contain fixed, incompatible equipment, and the 
schedules of usage overlap. 
The determination of the average efficiency to be expected 
.when two or  more activities a r e  combined must be deter- 
mined for all activity combinations to more thoroughly 
evaluate the relative mer i t  of a specific ac'ivity combination. 
P sy chophysiological Effects . . 
As a general rule, as the number of activities being com- 
bined increase and types of activities combined become 
more diversified, the s t resses  associated with trying to 
accomplish a task in this environment will increase. 
Application 
A system has been developed by which compartmentation 
levels may be approximated on the basis of the mission 
duration and crew size. .As stated in paragraph 1.0, the 
system developed is not considered accurate a t  this time 
due tt, the lack of relevant data. 
To utilize the system developed two steps a r e  required. 
'Step 1 
BY referring to figurk II-H-I, a mission compatibility 
rating figure can be determined for a specific mission. 
Five compatibility rating zones a r e  defined, with the 
lower rating (1) representing a parametric area  in which 
a high level of dual room usage and corresponding lower 
level of compartmentilization is  practical, The high end 
of the scale (5) defines a parametric zone which requires 
a high level of compartmentilization. Missions with large 
a zone. crews and/or very long' mission durations fall in thi-
The crew size Sreak off points a r e  fairly arbitrary due 
to the lack of meaningful data in the sources reviewed 
- 
pertaining to group dynamics pertaining to large crews. 
The selection of the mission duration break off points 
was based on limited experience from operational and 
test  data. It appears that s t ress  build-up may parallel 
mission up to approximately 30 days a t  which time a de- 
gree of stabilization occurs. Following this, a t  approx- 
imately 60 days into a mission another s t ress  build up 
tendency has been observed. Break off points beyond this 
a r e  purely arbitrary. 
Using a NASA-prepared l i s t  of 35 possible activity cen- 
t e r s ,  five sets  of possible dual room usage combinations 
have been developed respective to the, mission compatibility 
ra t ings  of 1-5. * These  combinations a r e  shown on the  
following t h r e e  pages  with activity combinations approp- 
, /* .+a riate to each  compatibility m n e  l i s t ed  accordingly. 
/= 
,-' 
Figu re  11-H- 1 
Compatibility Rating A s  a Function of Crew Size  
and Mission Durat ion 
Rating: 
1 = Most Effective 
5 = L e a s t  Effective 
Mission Duration (Days) 
* Only 34 act ivi t ies  appea r  o n  the activity combination 
l i s t s .  Recreatiori,  one of the act ivi t ies  specified by 
NASA or ig in t l ly ,  v ~ i l l  be  supported by a number  of 
activities center E ( e .  g, dining, loucge,  gym,  ctc. ) 1 
and i s  not considered to be a n  indcpencient a r e a .  
5.2.1 Compatibility Level  I 
I Persona l  Quar te rs  Study Locker room 
Lib ra ry  
Lounge 
Conference 
Briefing 
Chapel 
Theater 
Dining Room 
Gym1 
iPas sageway 
IDispensary 
Barber  
Bathroom I 
Laundry 
I 
5.2.2 Compatibility Level I1 
Communications I Control Computer 
I Persona l  Quar te rs  Study Locker room 
Lib ra ry  
Lounge 
Conference Room 
Briefing Room 
Chapel 
I Theater 
 ini in^ Room 
IPassageway 
l Gym 
Storage 
ISUPPlY - 
Office I Laboratory Photography 
I Animal Housing Agricultural Study Area  
I Docking 
.Air  Locks 
I Communications Control Computer 
Storage 
ISUP PlY 
Equip me nt 
Maintenance 
Office 
Laboratory 
Photography 
IAnimal Housing 
I Dispensary Barber 
.Compatibility Level US 
Personal ~ u a r t e r s  
Study 
Locker Room 
I Library Lounge 
Conference Room 
~ r i e f i n ~  Room 
Chzpel 
Theater . 
Dining Room 
IAgriculturzl Study Area 
I Docking Air Locks 
I Communications Control . Computer 
Storage 
'ISUPPlY 
Equipment 
h4aintenanze 
I Laboratory Photography 
1 Gym 
~Anin.al Housing 
l Bathroom 
 agricultural Study Area 
I Docking Air Locks 
l Laundry 
I Dispensary Barber 
Compatibility Level IV 
Personal Quarters 
IStudy 
I L ib ra ry  - Lounge 
l Gym 
/-  
_. 
ILocker Room 
lPa s sageway ' 
IBathroom 
I Galley 
iSnack Bar  
ILaundr y 
Conference Room 
Briefing Room 
Chapel 
Theater 
Dining Room 
I Communications Coiltrol Computer 
Storage l S.upply 
Equipment 
Maintenance 
loffice 
ILaboratory 
IPhotography 
IAnimal Housing 
IAgricultural Study Area  
1 Do cking 
lAir Locks 
5 . 2 . 5 -  Compatibility Level V 
Personal  Quarters  
IStudy 
I Library  
I Lounge 
Conference Room 
Briefing Room 
Chapel 
I Theater Dining Room 
I Communications Control 
I C ompute r 
I Equipment 
Maintenance lShop 
I Office 
l Locker Room 
l Passageway 
l Bathroom 
I Laboratory 
' 1 Photography 
l Animal Housing 
I Agricultural Study Area 
l Docking 
l Laundry 
/Air  Locks 
- 1 Dispensary 
IBarber 
l Power 
11-I-. . GRAVITY 
/- 
,-,-'. 1 0 Introduction 
Gravity, o r  the lack of it, will  have a definite influence 
on spacecraf t  habitability. F o r  manned space sys tems,  
two gravitation modes of operation a r e  possible: weight- 
l e s sness  and artificially-induced gravity. Weightlessness 
is the "natural1' s ta te  during space t ravel ;  ar t i f ic ial  g ra -  
vity requires  rotation of the spacecraf t  about some spin 1 
axis during spaceflight. 
Both modes of operation have inherent advantages and 
disadvantages from a habitability standpoint. Unfortu- 
nately, the prefer red  mode of operation for  future space 
sys tems cannot be determined.at  the present  t ime since 
only weightless environments have been used on previous 
space missions. These space missions have been of 
l i d t e d  durstioz zr-d they hev.re not prn~.rid~,d zdoq~tzte ditia 
concerning man's response t o  protracted weightlessness. 
Adverse,  and possibly debilitating, physiological effects 
due to  protracted weightlessness a r e  a definite possibi- 
l i ty  and the effectiveness of proposed countermeasures 
remains questionable. If man experiences a t ime l imi-  
tation on his ability to  inhabit a weightless environment, 
ar t i f ic ial  gravity induced by spacecraf t  rota tion has  the 
grea tes t  apparent validity a s  a possible countermeasure.  I 
The habitability considerations of both weightlessness 
and ar t i f ic ial  gravity a r e  considered in the following 1 
sections. 
2.0 Definitions 
2.1 Artificial  Gravity 
Apparent weight produced by centripetal  acceleration t 
in a rotating spacecraft .  I 
2.2 Axes in Artificial Gravity 
In the interest of clarity, the directions in which move - 
ments a r e  made and external forces a r e  applied will be 
indicated as axial, radial, o r  tangential with respect to  
the rotating spacecraft, as shown in the figure below.. 
Tangential movements and forcea may further be des- 
cribed as operating toward the leading kdge o r  the trail- 
ing edge of the spacecraft. Thus, an astronaut climbing 
a ladder is translating radially, while an  astronaut walk, 
ing in the same direction the spacecraft is rotating is 
moving tangentially (toward the leading edge). 
Trailing 
2.3 Coriolis Force 
An apparent force resulting f rom linear movement with 
a rotating system. 
I 
2.4 Cros s-Coupled Angular Acceleration 
Angular acceleration produced by angular movement 
within a rotating system. Also known a s  gyroscopic 
precession. When, within a rotating spacecraft, an  an- 
gular motion occurs about any axis not parallel to the 
axis of rotation, a torque is applied to the moving object 
about an axis perpendicular t o  the axes of motion of the 
spacecraft and the object. 
Coriolis Stimulus 
A highly unusual stimulus to  the vestibular (motion 
sensing) s y s t e m  which resu l t s  f r o m  cross-coupled angu- 
lar acceleration produced by head movements in a rota-  
ting room o r  spacecraft .  
Deafferentation 
In a sensory  sys tem,  loss  of sensory input signals be- 
cause  of e i ther  mechanical o r  neural  interference with 
.normal  operation, 
Weightlessness 
Absence of weight due to  extreme distance f r o m  large  
astronomical  bodies o r  (as  in o ~ b i t i n g  spacecraf t )  due 
t o  a cancelling centrifugal force.  
Otolith Organs 
1-1- rlcjse ~ e c e p t c r s  of the vesWi'uular (rnotiun sensing j 
s y s t e m  which a r e  responsive to  l inear  acceleration and 
gravity. 
Semicircular  Canals 
Those receptors  of the vestibular sys t em which a r e  
responsive to angular acceleration. 
Fac tors  Detail Discussion 
Z e r o  Gravity . , 
Past space missions have not exceeded 424 hours dura-  
tion, and have not produced any major  problems due to  
protracted weightlessness . However, protracted weight- 
l e s sness  has  a number of known, and possibly adverse,  
physiological effects (Ref. I. 1). In general,  these 
effects have not been disabling in the shor t  missions 
accomplished to  date, but there exis ts  a definite possi- 
bility that they will become more  pronounced with longer 
missio~.ls.  Whether Inan experiences a t ime limitation 
on his  ability to  inhabit a weightless environment will 
depend on whether the deterioration is progressive,  o r  
reaches  a n  acceptable asymptotic level  with increasing 
I 
d 
.; 
. exposure,  and on the effectiveness of proposed counter - 
,,- measures .  
," 
/- 
The stimulation and response of human sense  organs t o  
subgravity a r e  presented in Table 11-1-1. The physiolo- 
gical  effects of weightlessness a r e  shown in Table II-1-2, 
and the effects of zero-gravi ty on performance a r e  shown 
i n  Table 11-1-3. Zero  gravity design considerations a r e  
given in Table II-1-4. 
A rtific.ia1 Gravity 
While ar t i f ic ial  gravity induced by spacecraf t  rotation 
has  the grea tes t  apparent validity as a procedure for  
preventing possible physiological deconditioning due to  
protracted weightlessness , it unfortunately involves a 
number of undesirable phenomena (Ref. I. 4, I .17, I. 5). 
Because of the unusual forces  operating in  such a n  
envir  ocment, as tr ocacts ma*. J aciic ipztle z czns ide rzbie 
degree  of locomotor difficulty, spat ia l  disorientation, 
and perhaps motion sickness.  The degree to  which 
these  adverse  effects will  be experienced var ies  with 
the radius,  angular velocity, and gravity level. In 
general,  the degree of performance degradation which 
will  occur i s  not known, since the conditions encountered 
in a rotating space station cannot b e  adequately simulated 
in a one-g environment (Ref, I. 25, I. 3 ,  I. 26). 
I 
The major  effects of ar t i f ic ial  gravity on astronaut  per -  
formance a r e  presented in Table II-1-5. 
To summarize  the information presented in  Table 11-1-5, 
the s ta t ic  effects of ar t i f ic ial  gravity a r e  not ve ry  ser ious ,  
involving only a simple , constant visual-pr oprioceptive 
conflict regarding the vertical-horizontal f r ame  of r e -  
ference. During movement, however, and part icular ly 
rad ia l  o r  tangential t ranslat ion and angular head move- 
1 1 
ments ,  a number of ser ious abnormal  mechanical and 
perceptual phenolr~ena will occur. These phenomena m a y  i 
reasonzibly be expected t a  resu l t  in lccomotor difficulty, 
illusions of spatial  perception, motion s ickness ,  and 
g e n e r d l y  degraded pzriormance. The degree to  which 
,' 
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T a b l e  11-1-1 S t i m u l a t i o n  and R e s p o h s e  of S e n s e  O r g a n s  (and T h e i r  
Receptor O r -  ' 
gan S e n s i t i v e  
t o  Light  
-. 
Opt i ca l  
Sense 
3 
Eyes 
L igh t  
No E f f e c t  
No E f f e c t  
No E f f e c t  
No E f f e c t  
No E f f e c t  
No E f f e c t  
when v i s u a l  
cues a v a i l -  
a b l e  
Manner of O p e r a t i o n )  ko Subgrav i ty  
Sense 
Organ 
Normal 
Stimulus 
E f f e c t  of 
Subgravity 
E f f e c t s  
of 0-g 
Sensory 
/ 
Nerve Endings 
Pressure  (e.g. ,  
Those Responding 
S p e c i f i c a l l y  t o  
G r a v i t a t i o n a l  
S t imu l i  
Motion and 
P o s i t i o n  
Sense 
O t o l i t h s  ( inner  
e a r  o r i e n t a t i o n  
organ) 
A c c e l e r a t i o n  and 
weight 
Decreased W t .  & 
displacement of  
O t o l i t h s  , 
,Lack of Wt. & 
displacement of 
O t o l i t h s  
I ~ o n e  o r  0-g 
Inputs  / Signa l  
o r  Organs Responding t o  Dif fe rences  i n  
those of touch o r  hearing)  
Those n o t  responding s o l e l y  t o  grav i -  
t a t i o n a l  s t i m u l i  bu t  provide s i m i l a r  
information t o  the  b r a i n  
No s i g n a l  
S t ress-Free 
Sensa t ion  
Disturbance 
of muscular 
coord ina t ion  
dur ing  
0 -g 
Sensory 
Output 
dur ing  
0% 
I 
None o r  0-g 
Pressure  
Sense 
Sense Cor- 
pusc les  
of touch 
Pressure  
and weight 
Decreased 
Pressure  a t  
con tac t  po- 
i n t  of body 
w i t h  sup- 
p o r t  
Muscle Sense 
g iv ing  body 
p o s i t i o n  and 
movement 
Muscle Nerves 
Tension and 
weight 
Decreased Wt. 
& muscle ten-  
s i o n  
No E f f e c t  
No E f f e c t  
No E f f e c t  
Pos ture  
Sense 
Sense Cor- 
pusc l e s  
along t h e  
course of 
nerves 
Tension 
No E f f e c t  
No s i g n a l  
S t r e s s -  
Free Sen- 
s a t i o n  
Loss of 
touch sen- 
s a t i o n  
Sensat ion 
dur ing  
0 - g  
Psycholo- 
g i c a l  & 
Physiolo-  
g i c a l  Re- 
s u l t s  
Lack of Phy- 
s i c a l  S t r e s s  
I 
No s i g n a l  
No Gravi ta t ion-  
a l  V e r t i c a l  
Loss of V e r t i -  
c a l  o r i e n t a t i o n  
without  v i s u a l  
r e f e rence  
& 
(Ref. 1.6) 
No E f f e c t  I No f e e l i n g  
No E f f e c t  
of p rc s -  
s u r e  a t  
body con- 
t a c t  points 
No s i g n a l  
Table 11-1-2 Phj.siologica1 Effects of Weightlessness 
Cardiovascular & 
Function I 
Bone 
Decalcification 
Effects of deightlessness 
Spaceflight has been shown to disturb the homeostasis of the cardiovascular system of 
man. Decremental changes have been documented in compartmental fluid volumes (plasma 
volume, red-cell mass, blood volume), hydrostatic pressure (orthostatic hypotension), 
and related parameters. The extent to which they may adversely affect the performance 
of man remains to be determined as well as the effectiveness of preventive and/or reme- 
dial techniques. 
With protracted weightlessness, urinary excretion of calcium is increased to a point that 
calcium is lost from bone tissue in significant amounts with possible eventual brittle- 
I ness. The amount of decalcification which might result from long exposure to weightless- 
/ Deconditioning I since a very small amount of energy is required to accomplish desired locomotion move- ments. It is almost certain, however, that muscle deconditioning can be prevented by I 
Muscle I--- ness is not known. Weightlessness results in a greatly-reduced requirement for skeletal muscle exertion 
, Otholith 
Endocr h e  
Function 
appropriate physical exercises. 
During weightlessness, the otholiths are deactivated or deafferented. Adaptation to this 
Decondi tioning 
Respiration 
IJIetfibolisrn and 
Nutrition 
Hema to logy 
unstimulated state might be expected to result in overreacbLon to gravitational stimuli 
when reinstated and, more seriously, atrophy of the receptor tissue associated with the 
otoliths. The extent of otholith deconditioning which may result from protracted weight- 
lessness is not known. 
Weightlessness and artificial atmos~heres have major effects on the respiratory gas-ex- ~m 
change function of the body. These effects impose possible health,hazards and limita- 
tions on man's performance limitations. The effects of prolonged exposure to weightless- 
ness are not known. 
Observations from past space flights are too sltetchy to give a precise picture of how 
the endocrine system responds to the stress of spaceflight. Minimal information gained 
thus far indicates decreased endocrine activity during flight and increased activity 
after reentry. 
Some changes related to metabolism find nutrition have been noted. These changes includc 
reduction in body weight and loss of mineral material in the bones. Such effects may be- 
come progressively more serious to the extent of impairing the tolerance of bone struc- 
ture, weakening of muscle mass, and possible formation of kidney stones. 
A pacuity of hematological deta has been obtained to date; however, red-cell mass defi- 
. 
cits have been consistently observed. More information is needed to determine the cause 
of this space-flight-related henolysis. In addition, man's ability to combat infection 
and repair traumatized tissue under spaceflight conditions has not been established. 1 
(Extracted from Ref. I. I, I. 2 2 )  
Table 11-1-3 Effects of a Zero-Ciravity Environment on Performance 
1 1 under demanding situations. However, actual performance was never mea- I 
- - - 
Performance Area 
I Operational Behavior 
Performance Effects 
From an operational viewpoint, all astronauts to date were capable of 
carrying out their functions and assigned duties satisfactorily, even 
tralnt 1 and as quickly during z e r o k  
Manual Work with a Loose Res- ILoose restraints require the use of one hand to hold onto any convenient 
Emergency Behavior 
' Manual workwith a Tight Res- 
sured and it is entfrely possible that some degradation actually occurred. 
Personnel can functin correctly in an emergency situation. . 
In general, with a tight restraint, personnel can perform as accurately 
I 1 tion takes place, however tumbling is easily controlled and can be stopped 1 
traint 
Lccomotion by Free Floating 
solid apparatus to retain a position whi!. performing a task with other 
hand. 
Easily accomplished-if body's center of gravity and line of thrust are 
aligned pointed towards desired destination. If not aligned, tumble ac- 
FIand Mot ions 
when contact is mads with solid surface. 
Speed and accuracy sppear to be about the same during zero-gravity *as 
lduring normal gravity. 
Orientation 1 When restrained and without tumbling, "up" stays up and "down" stays down. 
1 I minished accuracy of the perception of the vertical have been demonstrated / 
m - 
. b 
$ A 
Visual F~~nctions 
Tumbling produces ccmplete disorientation. 
No degradation of visual skills have been reported on spaceflights to 
date. Illusions such as oculogyral, ocu1ogravic and oculoagravic and di- 
I Kaowledge and Control of Limb 
I reauired. 
Walking 1 Propels f-ndividual ,way from surfaces. Handrails, handholes or foot grips 
w 
durinp zero-? phase of parabolic flight. 
Knowledge not generally impaired, but overshooting o.ccurs in darkness. 
~osition 
~ % d ~  Resilience Motions 1 Bodily movements require less effort. Bodies in passive state tend to leave surface. Restraint systems are 
human information-processing error of any magnitude could prove disastrous1 
Therefore, the conservative approach is to withhold conclusion until ade- 
auate data are obtalned dur3.n~ lone-term Iivinn. in weightlessness. 1 
Torque Operations 
Package Handling 
Information Processing (cogni- t
1 '  ! I - - - -  - - - -. - " " " - I 
(Extracted from Ref. I. 1, I. 15, I. 2 2 )  
Applying torque induces uncontrol.led motion in operator. 
Requires use of restraints and locomotion aids. 
No impairment has bt2en reported on space missions to date. However, a 
Table 11-1-4 Zero-Gravit 
I Dynamic 
Lighting Sma 11 .Dynamic 
(bedrooms) 
Expected M 9 t  
~ a t i c  
---- 
Static 
Color Large Dynamic 
Group Type . 
Large 
(dining rooms) 
Housekeeping 
I Both Large and Small 
asign Considerations 
Small 
(bedroom) 
Large 
Static and 
Dynamic 
Restraint 
Design Rationale 
--- 
Orientation for conventional "up and "down" to simulate 
earth-like environment and promote sense of security. 
This provides for face-to-face communications and read- 
able fccial expressions. 
Static 
Dynamic 
Establish traffic patterns for large group movement so 
that plane of vision is constant to avoid collisions. 
In addition, establish traffic patterns to prevent psy- 
chological distractions; example: do not establish 
traffic flow patterns over dintng tables or food sex- 
ving counters. 
Large 
(dining rooms) 
Small 
(bedrooms) 
Static 
Provide for easy orientation cues in diffetent planes 
to provide a sense of change, This will provide crew 
personnel the opportunity to change to prevent monotony. 
- 
Provide indirect or soft diffuse lighting so that any 
surface may be utilized. This will prevent glare. 
Colors can be utilized as cues in rooms requiring defi- 
nite floor/ceiling orientation. 
-
Provide easily cleanable material for locomotion aids 
such as handholes, rails, etc. In addition, place loco- 
motLon aids to reflect actual movement patterns. These 
will become dirty with use and will be psychologically 
displeasing if not easily cleanable. 
p3 
I ' 
Can be utilized as orientation cue, 
Use colors for directional cues for orientation of tra=-----..-,. 
ffic patterns, Example: dark blue in passageway would 
lead to particular crew area which is also colored blue 
at entrance, 
Avoid sharp corners or protruding objects to prevent in- 
jury or damage. In addition, rounded surfaces are more 
easily cleanable. 
- - 
Prevent body drift but allow hands to be free. Restraint 
must allow for group visual orientation, Provide sleep - 
ing restraint to prevent body drifting including legs and 
arms. Also prevent extreme pressures that can cause 
numbness . 
r 
u 
0 
- < 
Table 11-1-5 Major Effects of Artificial Gravity 
t 
Effect Remarks 
-- 
! 
1. Artificial Since artificial gravity is caused by centripetal acceleration, the artificial gravity 
gravity vector vector at any point is radial soethat, in general, a conflict exists between gravitational 
vertical and the vertical direction indicated by a flat floor (see Figure 11-1-1). This 
will be the only unusual effect froin the point of view of a stationary astronaut. 
2, Coriolis Forces An apparent force which is applied to an object translating within a rotating system. 
a) tangential Results in coriolis forces in a radial direction (see Figure XI-1-1). An astronaut moving 
translation in the spacecraft's direction of rotation experiences an apparent weight increase while 
movement in the opposite direction produces an apparent weight decrease. 
b) radial Forces encountered will tend to pul.1 the astronaut into or away from the ladder he is 
translation climbing or descending if the ladder's oriented radially. If the ladder rungs are orient- 
ed tangentially, the astronaut climbing or descending would be pulled away in a lateral 
direction (see Figure 11-1-1). , 
3. Non-linear An object rotating with the spacecraft will, when released, continue to travel linearly 
Motion of Drop- in a tangential direction. Since the spacecraft continues rotating, the object appears 
ped Objects to move in a non-linear fashion as shown in Figure 11-1-1. 
4, Cross-coupled Major effect will be on the semicircular canals. An angular headEmovement in any direc- 
Angular Acce- tion other than parallel to the spacecraft spin axis will reSult in a highly unusual 
leration (or stimulus to the vestibular system. Since the semicircular canals respond not only to the 
gyroscopic head movement actually made, but also to cross-coupled torque, the vestibular system 
precession) provides information to the effect that a head movement has been made in a direction other 
than that actually accomplished (Ref. I .18). This information conflicts with all 
other visual and proprioceptive information and with the individual's knowledge of the 
movement attempted, This entire complex of conflicting sensory information, called a 
"Coriolis stimulation1', is highly disabling, resulting in extreme spatial disorientation, 
undesirable compensatory motor responses, motion sickness, and general confusion. 
these fac tors  influence mission success  will  va ry  with, 
1) the magnitudes of the phenomena (primarily a function / 
of angular velocity), 2 )  the degree to  which adaptation 
occurs,  and 3)  the degree t o  which appropriate equipment /- 
_., 
2 
, design and mission constraints a r e  employed. 
3-2.1 Habitability Design Cr i te r ia  for  Artificial Gravity 
A number of basic  design cr i te r ia ,  including optimum 
orientation, tilt, and layout of c rew stations; control and 
display panels, and bunks; optimum direction of horizon- 
tal translation; floor layout; and optimum orientation during , 
tangential translation, can  be  determined on the bas is  of 
a n  analysis of ar t i f ic ial  gravity conditions. These analy- 
s e s  appear to  be relatively straight-forward, and their  
resu l t s  can  be viewed with some confidence. The princi- 
pa l  information which cannot be determined by analysis 
is the degree to  .which these c r i t e r i a  a r e  crit ical .  Art i -  
f ic ial  gravity experimentation will  be required to  deter-  
mine the effects of deviations f r o m  orientations, equip- 
ment  designs, etc.  Some specific design guidelines a r e  
discussed in  Table 11-1-6. 
Another consideration not mentioned in  Table 11-1-6 con- 
c e r n s  habitability near  the axis of rotation. , Performance 
1 
may be extremely degraded if mission planning requi res  
t ranslat ion through, o r  particularly,  performance at, the 
axis of rotation. It is apparent that this  environment com- 
bines all the disadvantages of weightlessness (the ar t i f ic ial  j 
gravity level is z e r o  at the rotation axis)  with a l l  the dis-  3 , 
advantages of ar t i f ic ial  gravity (all  the unusual forces  r e -  
sulting f r o m  rotation are still present),  while benefiting I 
l i t t le f r o m  the advantages of either.  Until and unless it 
is demonstrated that  acceptable levels of performance a r e  
possible under these  conditions , mission planners would 
be  wise t o  avoid requirements  of astronaut  performance 
at the spin axis wherever  possible. 
I 
I 
A counter-rotating hub has  often been proposed fo r  inclu- 
sion in ar t i f ic ial  gravity spacecraf t  designs. The princi- 
j 
pal  advantage of such a device i s  that it would allow zero- i 
gravity and fixed-attitude experimentation while the space - 
c ra f t  is rotating. A secondary advantage is the eliminh- 
t ion of unusual rotational phenomena for astronauts 
crewman to remain oriented perpendi- 
cular to the spin axis. 
Table 11-1-6 Habitability Design Cmsiderations for Artificial Gravity 
2. All other stationary positioning must 
remain fixed in the -above designated 
orientation. 
Crew Movement/Motion Requirements 
n- 
3 .  All head movements must be performed - 
perpendicular to the spin axis in a 
reference of the forward vertical 
planes. Thus, an up or down head move 
ment will not further aggrevate the 
vestibular situation, It should also 
be noted that all movements that are 
contrary to the above orientation must 
be executed very slowly, 
Crew Area Design Requirements 
T"n:-;-- All operable equipment, work stations, and data display con- 1. 
that the use of current predominantiy horizontal displays 
would negate the benefit or correct display panel orientation. 
4, Movements parallel to the spin axis 
should involve a sideways shuffle and 
thus continue to allow the head to re- 
main fixed in the proper orientation. 
soles should be oriented in the design to operate perpendicu- 
lar to the spin axis, It is necessary that controls and dis- 
plays be laid-out vertically, so that the required head move- 
ments are in fact confined to the plane of rotation. Note 
2, All bunks should retain the above orientation. A sltght head 
restraint should be used to restrain head movement while the 
crewman is in a sleep position. Extreme care should be used 
if bunks are stacked since Coriolis forces will b&' encounter- 
ed during radial translation and since a (non-linear) fall 
from an upper bunk could be quite serious, 
3. All corridors and passageways should be designed to all-he 
-- " 
crew members to retain the above orientation. 
4, Ladders which provide for radial translation among levels 
must have the rungs oriented axially and with allowance for 
climbing one side and descending the other. Thus, Coriolis 
forces may always be made to press the astronaut into the 
ladder, rather than pulling him away. Ascent will be accom- 
plished on the trailing side, descent on the leading side. 
(Extracted in part from Ref. I. 15) 
operating a_t-tJe spin axis. The ability of astronauts to 
make the transition f r o m  artificial  gravity t o  weightless- 
ness  and back is entirely a question of adaptation. No 
experimental evidence bearing on this is sue is availa3le 
(Ref. I. 24). 
Adaptation 
The vast majority of earth-based rotational studies 
have taken place in rooms rotated about their vert ical  
axes.  Under these circumstances, a normal perceptual- 
motor adaptation has  been found t o  occur within about 24 
hours a t  angular velocities a t  leas t  a s  grea t  as 6 r p m  
(Ref. 1.7, 1.12, 1.9, 1.13, 1.19, 1.20, 1.21). 
Since this angular velocity is g rea te r  than the maximum 
rotation ra te  propoaed for  ea r ly  artificial  gravity experi- 
mentation, and almost  sure ly  grea ter  than that which 
rnay be used on later ,  l a rge r  space stations, it has f re-  
quently been assumed that adaptation wili occur under the 
farescer? con6itiona cf artificial  gravity, particularly if 
the maximum rotation ra te  is approached gradually (Ref. 
1 . 8  It should be noted, however, that rotation in a 
space station differs in some significant details f r o m  ro- 
tation in  a n  earthbased room (Ref. I. 10). The inter sen- 
s o r y  discordances accompanying moat movements in an  
earthbased rotating environment are consistent in the 
sense that any given movement has essentially the same F 
effects on the subj,ect regardless  of his posi'cior, within 
the room o r  the direction in which he is facing or (ex- 
cept  for the direction of apparent gravity) moving. In 
a rotating space station, on the other hand, pitch and 
r 011 head movements (when atanding), angular limb 
movements, and horizontal translation will have grossly 
different effects depending upon the orientation of the 
astronaut. Thus, the intersensory discordances which 
occur i n  ar t i f icial  gravity a r e  inconsistent. Since con- 
s is tent  intersensory discordance is a usual requirement 
fo r  a normal perceptual-motor adaptation (Ref. I* 14, 
1-16), adaptation may be  expected t o  occur t o  a l e s s e r  
degree (Ref. 1.10, 1.18) o r  in a different f o r m  in space 
than on ezrth. 
A second f o r m  of adaptation which may occur t o  ar t i f i -  
c i a l  gravity is a simple vestibular habitation or  suppres-  
sion of vestibular inputs (Ref. 1.28). While this f o r m  of 
response change occurs pr imar i ly  a s  a function of re- 
..- peated stimulation and may not be affected by the pre-  
_. - 
sence  of intersensory conflicts (Ref. 1-23), it is none- 
,' theless  a mechanism whereby the adverse  effects of 
ar t i f ic ial  gravity on astronauts will  probably be reduced. 
A third f o r m  of adaptation which may occur in ar t i f ic izl  
gravity is a simple conditioned visual suppression of con- 
flicting information. That is, the visual sense will be- 
come predominant, t o  the exclusion of conflicting infor- 
mation f r o m  vestibular and other proprioceptive sensors  . I 
While this  f o r m  of response change has  not been elicited 
specifically as a resu l t  of the kind of intersensory discor-  
dance present  in ar t i f ic ial  gravity, it is known to occur in 
h u m n s  (Ref. I. 2). It is this "adaptive mechanism" which 
appears  to  be most  adaptive in the presence of the incon- 
s is tent  pat tern of in te rsensory  discordance present  during 
spacecraf t  rotation (as opposed to  rotation in an  ear thbased 
room). 
While these considerations of adaptive mechanisms may  
s e e m  t o  be of purely theoret ical  import,  tlze degree and 
kind of adaptation which occurs  bea r s  significant impli- 
cations for  the proper  design of spacecraf t  and fo r  proper  
miss ion t a sk  planning. A normal perceptual-motor adap- 
tation, for  example, might well  be highly radius -specific, 
s o  that a n  astronaut  completely adapted to  rotation at 33 
feet  might be uilable to  per form well at, say,  16 feet,  i- 
where  different responses a r e  appropriate due to  the I 
change in radius and gravity level. Normal perceptual- 
motor  adaptation a l s o  involves significant after-effects,  1 
s o  that  a period of readaptation, in  this  case  t o  a s ta te  
of weightless non-rotation, is required. This period is 
often a s  long as that  required fo r  initial adaptation. Thus, 
a n  emergency despin follov~ing which cr i t ica l  tasks must  
be performed might pose insurmountable problems t o  an  
astronaut  if adaptation takes this form. The other two 
fo rms  of adaptation, however , would not be particularly 1 y 
radius-specific, nor would they require  a significant 1 I
period of readaptation after rotation. Of these two mech- 
anisms,  only that involving conditioned visual suppression 
Center of Rotation 
Direction of Rotation 
Figure II-1-1 Forces in Artificial Gravity 
would fail  completely in the absence of a structured 
/-- 
. -visual field (Ref. I. 2) a s  might occur, fo r  example, in 
a power failure. Basically, each of these possible forms 
of adaptation would result  in improved performance at the 
33-foot level. While performance at other levels would 
be a significant clue t o  the type of adaptation occurring, 
the  measurement of eye movements in conjunction with 
controlled head movements with and without a visual 
field is probably the only practical method of clearly de- 
termining the nature and degree of adaptive effects. 
3.2.3 Artificial Gravity Des tgn Envelope 
Several  investigators (Ref. I. 4, I. 17, I. 26, I. 27) have 
developed design envelopes for  acceptable combinations 
of radius, angular velocity, and gravity level. Basically, 
the design envelopes a r e  a l l  bounded by some combination 
of the parameters  : maximum angular velocity, minimum 
radius, maximum gravity level, minimum gravity level, 
and maximum level of Coriolis forces during translation. 
These parameters mill be csnaidsre2 sepzrctely. The 
cr i te r ia  used by each author for  determination of design 
envelopes and the resulting design envelopes, shown as 
a function of radius and angular velocity, a r e  presented 
i n  Figures 11-1-2 through II-1-5. A composite design 
envelope i s  shown in Figure 11-1-6. 

Tangential translation 1.0g %. 
C. Minimum gravity level during 4 ftjsec 
Tangential translation 0.2g 
D. Maximum radius considered practical 
E. Radius 40 ft. for head-foot gravity 
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Figure 11-1-3 Artificial Gravity Design Envelope (Ref. I. 17) 
R a d i w  (feet) 
Figure 11-1-4 Artllfickl Gravity Design Envelope (Ref.  I. 27) 
Figure 11-1-5 Artificial Gravity Design Envelope (Ref. I. 26) 
I I I I I I I I 
A, Maximum angular velocity 
B. Maximum gravity level during 4 f i f  >. 
see tangential translation L.Og 
C, Maximum gravity level  during 4 f t /  
sec tangential translatgon 0,2g 
D. Maximum Coriolis force during 4 f t /  
sec translation 25% of gravity level  
Figure 11-1-6 
..- 
~ a d i u s  (feet) 
Cornpos ite ~ r t i f i c i a l  Gravity Design Envelope 
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11- J INTERRELATED ENVIRONMENTS 
1.0 Introduction 
The problem of habitability is essentially one of inter-  
re lated environments. Habitability is a global concept 
involving the interplay of a l l  factors  related to  man  arrd 
h i s  environment. Since man's  environment includes not 
only the physical environment and physiological require-  
ments,  but slls o psychological and social  requirements ,  % I ,  . 
the la rge  number of possible interrelationships among - 
habitability requirements  makes the evaluation of habi- 
tability an  extremely complex and difficult task.  
The a s sessmen t  of habitability is complicated not only 
by  the la rge  number of possible inter relationships among 
habitability requirements ,  but a l s o  by the interrelat ion 
of habitability requirements all6 iririividiral dXl'ePeiices. 
That is, habitability is a relative a s  well  a s  a global con- 
cept; optimum habitability for  one per  son may  not be  
optimum habitability fo r  another person. F o r  example, 
studies of visual comfort  and visibility have shown that  
persons va ry  considerably. Some a r e  ve ry  sensit ive to  
brightness and find that what may be a cornf ortable situ- 
ation fo r  others  is considerably annoying and uncomfor- 
table to  themselvek. In one part icular  study (Ref. J. 5), 
a q
observers  were  rebuired to  se lec t  brightnesses which 
were  at the borderl ine of comfort  and discomfort. The 
percent  of observers  selecting borderl ines  falling with- 
in different brightness ranges is shown in  F igure  11-J-1. 
The average brightness selected was 890 foot laniberts.  
However, i f  th is  value were  used a s  the bas i s  for  de ter -  
mining brightness l imitations,  5 0 per cent 'of the observer  s 
would be uncomfortable. In other words,  a much lower 
brightness must  be used i f  all observers  a r e  t o  be com- 
fortable. Another example of the problem of individual 
differences in habitability concerns the use of color in  
living a reas .  Generally speaking, most  people p r e f e r  
e i ther  warm o r  cool colors.  Personal prefe rence  de- 
pends on such fac tors  a s  the indjvidual's lami!iaritY 
wit11 certain colors and color schemes and the emotior-a1 
connotations, either conscious o r  unconscious, that they 
may-have for  him. It is generally assumed that emotion- 
,/' al ly  responsive persons will react  freely t o  color, inhi- 
1. bited individuals will feel  uneasy with an  actively colored 
environment, and restr icted o r  detzched types may be 
unaffected (Ref, J. 4). .. . . 
The problem of individual differences i n  habitability is 
traditionally handled by establishing comfort ranges 
- and tolerance limits fo r  the various indices. Unfortu- 
nately, the specification of tolerance l imits  and conlfort I 
zones fo r  various factors  is complicated by a thirE type 
- of interrelationship, the interrelationship of t ime and 
multiple s t r e s s e s  on behavioral efficiency. The re-  
liability of established end-points of tolerance and com- 
fo r t  zones is always questionable; however, the relia- 
bility is especially duspect when other s t r e s sora  a r e  
operative in the environmeilt. IE addition t o  the usually 
u n k ~ o w n  effects of multiple s t r e s s e s  or, tolerance limits,  
there is tke prc31em cf the con*rerqfeace 0 c.r divergence Q: 
the end points a s  a function of time. Very few studies 
201.-. 401- 601- Ni-. 1CiCIl- 1291 .- 1~~01- 
400 60CI 800 ! @  1209 1400 26c)Q 
BDC B r i g h t l l e ~ s  of Source, Fo~stlaoi1,:rt.s . 
F i g u r e  11-J-1 The I3rig!ltncss J u d g ~ c t  to be a t  t h e  l )c?rdor l ine  Between 
C o ~ f o l - t  and Df.scon;fort, 3 5  Sel&?cted by Each of a Group 
of fibser,csrs 
have been performed t o  evaluate multiple s t r e s s e s  and 
t ime relationships. The limited data that a r e  available 
indicate that whether combinations of s t r e s s e s  produce 
additive or l e s s  than additive effects depends entirely 
on what effect is measured. F o r  example, the data in 
Table II- J-1 were  taken f r o m  a study (Ref. J. 7)  in which 
three  separate  s t r e s s o r s  (heat, 105°F; noise 110 db; and 
hypoxia, 12,000 ft. equivalent) were  paired o r  used to- 
gether while performance was measured by a pr imary  
tracking t a sk  and a secondary monitoring task  and three  
physiological measures  were  monitored, hear t  rate ,  
respiration ra te ,  and rectal  temperature.  
Table 11-J-1 Effects of Multiple S t resses  - - 
Note that only the physiological measures  showed consis- 
tent additive effects, the pr imary  behavioral task showed 
additive ox l e s s  than additive effects, and the secondary 
t a sk  showed additive o r  more  than additive effects. 
S t resses  
Hypoxia heat & noise 
liypoxia and noise 
Hypoxia and heat 
Noise and heat 
L 
To conclude, the problem of interrelationships is cru-  
cia1 t o  the overall  problem of habitability. Some of the 
interrelationships a r e  possible t o  express in quantitative 
o r  qualitative t e r m s  ; others a r e  impossible to express,  
e i ther  quantitatively o r  qualitatively. The major  in- 
t e  racting influences on temperature,  illumination and 
acoustics a r e  presented in the appropriate chapters. 
However, cer tain interrelationships stand somewhat 
alone and axe difficult t o  place in other chapters. The 
major  conclusions concerning these are  presented next, 
I 
Effects 
P r i m a r y  
Task 
<additive 
Physiological 
Measures 
additive 
.TI Secondary 
additive ' 
I 
*additive 
<additive 
additive 
additive 
additive 
additive 
additive 
> additive 
additive 
2; l In te r re la ted  Environments  
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2.1 Inter  relat ionships of In te r io rs  . 
Interre la t ionships  among co lo r s ,  illumination, shade,  
and the  subjective impress ions  of t ime ,  s i z e ,  weight, 
.and volume a r e  given in' Tables  11- J-2 through 11-J-6. 
Table 11-J-2 Color  Effects on Percep t ions  of T ime,  S ize ,  Weight, 
and Volume 
Color 
red 
yellow 
pink 
ivcry 
crezm 
peach 
lemon 
cora l  
rose 
wine 
"Cool" 
green 
v i o l e t  
blue 
bluish- 
green 
turquoise 
l i l a c  
lime 
jade 
aqua 
(Extracted fro1 
Perception of Time 
time i s  over-estimsted. 
Use warm colors fo r  
areas where time i n  ap-. 
parent "slow motion" 
Size 
might be more pleasur- 
able  (eating,  recres-  
t ion) , 
Weight Volume* 
things 
seen 
longer 
and big- 
ger. 
I 
t i m e , i s  under-estimated. 
Use cool colors for .  
areas where routine o r  
monotonous tasks a re  , 
,Whe conditions of brightness, color sa turat ion and l eve l  of i l l u -  
t mination required to  e i t he r  enlarge or close-in a l iv ihg  area a r e  
presented i n  Table 11-J-3. 
performed. \ 
! 
L 
weights 
seem 
heavier, 
things 
seem 
shor ter  
and 
decreases 
apparent 
s i z e  of 
rooms. 
R e f .  5.2, 5.4) 
s ~ a l l e r .  
weights 
seem 
l ighter .  
(Use on 
boxes & 
contain- 
e r s  which 
must be 
carr ied 
about ,) 
increases 
apparent 
s i z e  of 
rooms, 
(Extracted from Ref. 5.2, J , 4 ,  J ,8j  
Table II- J-3 Brightness ,  Color Saturation,  and Illumination . I 
*Brightness i s  a' function of reflectance.  Table II-J-4 and 11-3-5 
give ref lectance fac tors  fo r  typical  pa in t ,  paper, and wood f in i shes  
* and Federal Color Standards. Table 1 1 4 - 6  presents the I l luminating 
Englneering Society 's  recommendations fo r  reflectance ranges of in- 
t e r i o r  surfaces (Ref. 3.6). 
+ 
m o t e :  I n  es tabl ishing space re la t ionships  i n  i n t e r i o r s  the6e i s  
a wholly natural  sequence of perspective, white, black, I 
pure hues, and deep shades w i l l  appear near the eye. I n  
what is called a e r i a l  perspectives,  a s  colors s h i f t  o r  i 
f a l l  back in to  the distance t ha t  which is  dark increases I 
i n  value; tha t  which i s  l i g h t  i n  value softens and a l l  
colors eventually fade in to  medium gray. Color schemes 
can be planned to  feature  t h i s  phenomenon by using strong i 
contras ts  fo r  near elements and grayish or  weak contras t  
g 
-! 
f o r  f a r  elements (Ref. 5.2). 
Volume 
* (roomi - 
ness) 
enlarge* 
Close-in 
i 
Level Effects or, 
Brightness* 
, 
by l ightness and small 
paper patterns.  
(Use t o  a l l ev i a t e  f ee l -  
ings of oppression o r  
"closed-in" .) 
Areas wil1,be closed-in 
by darkness and large  
paper patrerns.  
i 
Percep t ion  of Volume 
Color Saturation 
- P v  
l o r s  "recede". I n  s i t u -  
a t ions  where equipment 
p rc jec t s  i n to  a room and 
tend to  make it appear 
smaller than i t  actual ly  
is,  paint  projections 
the same color as t he  
ce i l ing  o r  wall-a very 
l i g h t  shade-to make them 
appear t o  recede i n to  
ce i l i ng  o r  wall ,  
Dark or  saturated hues 
"protrude". 
- -  L - 
I1 lumina - 
t i on  
Leve 1 
Low 
- 
Table 11-J-4 Reflectance Factors  for( Federa l  Color Standards 
(No. 595) 
I 
1 
I n  t h e  t a b l e  of 
Fede ra l  Color 
S tandards  a t  t h e  
r i g h t ,  t h e  f i r s t  
d i g i t  o f  t h e  Fed- 
e r a l  c o l o r  number 
i n d i c a t e s  t h e  g los s  
range o f  t h e  co lo r  
(1, g los s ;  2, 
semi-gloss; 3, 
l u s t e r l e s s ) .  Where 
a co lo r  appears  i n  
more than  one g l o s s  
range,  t h e  l a s t  
fou r  d i g i t s  a r e  t h e  
same, The Fede ra l  
c o l o r  numbers l ist-  
e d  a r e  g l o s s  co lo r s ,  
Federti l  Standard: 
Colors,  NO 595, i n -  
c ludes  these  c z l o r s  
i n  semi-gloss and 
l u s t e r l e s s  when 
r equ i r ed  f o r  Shore 
~ ~ t ~ b 1 i ~ b ~ ~ t  use,  
(Ref.  5.8) 
Br ight  green 
Medium green 
Vivid orange 
Medium tan 
T~~~~ cotta 
, 
Spruce green I 
I n t e r n a t i o n a l  orange 
Radia t ion  pu rp le  
Med, navy gray . 
Deep green 
F i r e  r e d  
Deep Navy gray 
Pass ive  green 
Passfye  maroon 
Marine Corps green 
14260 
14 27 7 
12246 
10 219 
10233 
15177 
14159 
12197 
17.24 2 
16187 
14158 
1-1105 
16087 
14077 
10075 
1405 2 
2 6 
25 
23 
21 
20 
19 
15 
15 
1 5  
1 4  
14 
7 
7 
7 
7 
4 
I 
I 
Jdble 11- J-5 General Reflectance Factors of Paint, Paper, and Wood 
(Ref. J.8) 
Percent of R e -  
f lected Light - 
30 
13 
10 
8 
7 
4 2  
34 
17 
16 
12 
Color 
Dark 
Gray 
Red. 
Brown 
Blue 
Green 
Wood FSni fib 
Maple 
Satinwood 
English Oak 
Walnut 
Mahogany 
Color 
White 
Light 
Cream 
Gray 
Yellow 
Buff 
Green 
Blue 
Xed i.~x 
~e-llow 
Buff 
Gray 
Green 
Blue 
Percent of R e -  
flected Light 
85 t 
7 5 
75 
7 5 
70 
€I5 . 
5 5 
65 
63 
5 5 
5 2 
3 5 \ 
/- 
, ,,** Table 11- J-6  Rkflectance Range f o r  In te r io r  Sur faces  
* 7 0  percent or  more i s  required fo r  e f fec t ive  performance of 
ind i rec t  l igh t ing  methods. 
# Appreciably higher than 50 percent creates  brightness problems 
when portable luminaires a r e  placed near wallskand when exten- 
s ive  wal l  l igh t ing  methods a r e  used. According t o  paint  manu- 
fac ture rs ,  the public p re fe rs  45 percent. 
+ Middle t o  high values preferred because of t h e i r  predominance i 
within the 60-degree cone of v i s ion  when performing many v i sua l  
a c t i v i t i e s .  i 
I 
Ceilings 
i 
Walls 
Window or  
Glass Wall 
Floors 
2.2 Interre la t ionships  i n  Living A r e a s  
Interre la t ionships  among co lo r s ,  t empe ra tu r e ,  sound, 
and overa l l  subjective impre s s ion  i n  living a r e a s  a r e  
p resen ted  below. 
I i 
i 
60 t o  85 percent (white or  pale  t in t )*  
35 t o  60 percent# 
Fabric treatment: 
Wide expanse o r  backgrounds. 45 to  85 percent 
Limited areas of decorative 
design on l i g h t  background 
o r  side draperies 15 to  45 percent 
15 to  35 percent (25 t o  35 percent preferred)+ 
(Values of high end of range recommended f o r  use i n  
rooms where l igh t ing  eff ic iency is a major conside- 
rat ion:  kitchen, bathrooms, u t i l i t y  rooms) 
(Extracted from Ref. 5 .2 ,  5.3, 5.4) 
color 
c 
lWarm" 
red 
yellow 
lemon 
pink 
ivory 
cream 
peach 
coral 
r o ~ e  
wine 
"cool1' 
green 
blue 
violet 
lilac 
bluish- 
green 
turquo- 
ise 
lime 
jade 
aqua 
" 
Sound 
Noise induces a - 
hazier perception 
of warm colors 
Brightness, loud- 
ness , stimulation 
of senses in gen- 
eral are associ- 
ated with the most 
active effect of 
warm colors. 
I 
Noise increases 
sensitivity for 
cool colors. 
Dimness, quietness 
and sedation of the 
senses in general 
are associated with 
the most active 
effect of cool 
colors. 
Temperature 
'kannness" 
Use to soften . 
up chilly or 
vaulty spaces. 
. 
"~cto lness" 
Use where work- 
ing conditions 
expose person 
to warm tempe- 
ratures, 
Subjective Impression in Living 
Area 
Centrifugal action - with high 
levels of illumination, warm and 
luminous colors, the person tends 
to direct attention outward, 
There is increased activation in 
general, alertness, outward ori- 
entation. Such an environment 
is conducive to muscular effort, 
action, and cheerfulness. 
-. 
centripetal action - with softer 
surroundings, color hues, and 
lower levels of illumination, 
there is less distraction and a 
person's ability to concentrate 
on difficult visual and mental 
tasks is enhanced. Good inward 
orientation is furthered. 
2 . 3  Interrelationships of Colors,  Odors and Taste  
. /-- 
Interrelationship among colors , -  odors, and taste  a r e  
shown below: 
(Extracted fro= Ref. 5.2, 5.4) ! \ 
! 
2.4 Interrelations Between Color and Type of Illumination 
In the field of inter ior  color ,  the expression "true color" 
lias no meaning. Light modifies colors  in an  almost  in- 
finite number of ways (Ref. J. 6).  The effects of ar t i f i -  
cial illurninants on the perception of color is  of particu- 
: l a r  in te res t  in establishing habitability illumination r e -  
quirements;  therefore,  the effects of white fluorescent 
lamps and m e r c u r y  and fi lament lamps on the percep- 
t ion of colors are given ill Tables 11-3-7 and 11-J-8. 
These colors have pleasant 
associations with odors and tas te?  
Their use i n  food service areas 
has been. shown to f a c i l i t a t e  appe- 
t i t e  appeal. 
. Odor 
p ink 
lavender 
pale yellow 
green 
I 
- 
Taste 
coral 
peach t i n t s  
sof t  yellow 
l ight  green 
vennillion 
flamingo richer 
pumpkin colors 
turquoise 
- 
Avoid these colors i n  food I .gray I yellow -orange semtce areati a s  they hiiwe ~ n -  bra-- yalloz-grzen 
purp l e  s 
v io le t  
greenish yellow 
gray 
blue ' 
olive 
pleasant associations with odors 
and taste.  
black 
deep shades 
i n  general 
3. 
Table 11-J-7 Color Effec 
Coo 1 Deluxe* 
White Cool White 
e f f e c t  on neu t ra l  
s -~r faces .  
Effect  on "atmos- Neutral t o  Neutral t o  
phere" moderately moderately 
cool cool 
CoJ-ors strengthened Orange, A l l  nearly 
yellow, equal 
C blue 
Ef fec t  oa complexions Pale Pink Most natu- 
r a l  
Blends with 
na tura l  
daylight. 
Best over- 
a l l  color 
rendit ion;  
simulates 
na tu ra  1 
dayl-lght. 
I i I 
* Greater preferecce a t  higher levels. 
ta of White Fluorescent 
Whtte Warm White 
White 
Warm .+z- 
I Orange, ~ e a ,  
yellow orange, 
yellow, 
green 
Red, 
, green, 
blue 
Blue 
-- 
Sallow Ruddy 
Blends w i t h  
incande s - 
cent l i g h t  * 
Excellent 
color ren- 
d i t ion ;  s i -  
mulates in.  
candescent 
l igh t ,  
Lamps 
.rl 
Soft  White 
Daylight White ". Natural 
i 
Bluish Pale .Pinkish 
Wl~i t e  Yellowish White 
Very Cool Moderately Warm, 
warm pinkish 
Green Orange, Red, 
blue yellow orange 
Red, 1 Reds 1 Green, I 
orange green, / blue 
Greyed Pale Ruddy Pink 
.t Greater preference a t  lower levels.  . .. - 
Usually Usually r e -  Usually re-  
replace- placeable placeable 
abie  with with CW or  with CWX or  
lrce: General E l ec t r i c  Company 
Table 11-J-8 Color Effects of klercury and Filament I-lamps 
7,amp Names 
Lamp appearance 
effect on neu- 
tral surfaces 
Effect on "at- 
mosphere I' r 
Colors stren- 
gthened 
* 
Colors greyed 
Effect on com- 
plexions 
Filament* I Clear Mercury 
white 
Very cool, 
Greenish 
Red 
Orange 
Yellow 
Yellow 
Green 
Blue ' 
Blue Red, Orange 
Ruddiest Greenish 
Good color Very poor 
rendering color render- 
Greater preference at higher levels. 
** Greater preference at lower levels. 
High Intensity Discharge Lamps 
Wxite Mer- 
cury 
- 
Greenish - 
w5ite 
Yellow 
Green 
B 3.ue 
Moderately Warm, i cool, Green Purplish ish 
Red 
Yellow 
Blue 
Deluxe White 
Mercury 
Purplish 
white 
Yell& 
Green 
Blue 
Moderately 
cool, Green- 
ish 
Yellow 
Orange 
Green --z 
- - - 
Multi-Vapor* 
Greenish 
white 
Warm, 
Yellowish 
Red, Orange Green ( Red IRed9 
Lucalox* 
Yellowish 
Very pale 1 Ruddy I Greyed I Yellowish 
Moderate 
color ren- 
dering 
Color 
acceptance 
similar to 
CW fluores- 
cent 
Color 
acceptance 
similar to 
CW fluores- 
cent 
Color 
acceptance 
approaches 
that of WW 
fluorescent 
A related problem concerns the "normal" appearance 
of object colors;  for  example, the normal  appearance 
of human fleeh. It has  been demonstrated by A.  A. . 
Kruithof (Ref. J. 2)  that the normal  appearance for  ob- 
ject colors will  =equire different t ints in a light source,  
depending on the degree of illumination intensity. Colors 
of objects and sur faces  will have a pleasing and natural 
appearance only if the color  t int  of the light source ' i s  
w a r m  (pink, orange) a t  low levels of intensity and whiter 
and cooler at high levels  of intensity, Figure 11- J-2 de- 
monstrates  Kruithof's principle; the region of natural  
appearance f o r  object colors  in relation to  the t int  of 
light source  and level  of illuminrrtion l ies  within the 
crosshatched area .  Note that  fo r  good and flattering 
human appearance, w a r m  light is required at low levels 
of illumination and whiter (cooler) light is required at 
higher levels of illumination. 
a, $ 200 
C 2: roo 
0 C o l o r  Terrpera ture ,  Kelvin , 
F i g u r e  11-J-2 Kruithof's Principle [Ref .  3.2) 
Table 11- J-9 Kelvin Color Temperatures of White Fluorescent Lamps 
/ 
Source: General Electr ic  Company 
2.5 , ~ b t e r r e l a t i o n s h i ~  of Volume and Veiltilation Requirements 
Color Temperature 
- 3000 K 
2900 K 
3530 K 
4200 K 
4200 K 
5200 K 
7000 K 
4 
Often the production of body odors in an enclosed space 
requires  ventilation. The data plotted in Figure 114-3 
below a r e  the minimum odor-free a i r  requirements t o  
remove objectionable body odors under laboratory con- 
ditions for  sedentary d u i t s  acci for  adults engaged in 
manual tasks. 
Lamp Color Name 
. - 
k r m  White 
Deluxe Warm White 
White 
Cool White 
Deluxe Cool White 
Sign White 
Daylight 
(Extracted i n  part from Ref. J. I)  
Airspace per Person ,  Cu. Ft. 
Pigurc 11- J-3 Minimum Odor -Free Requirements Remove 
~ b j e c t i ~ n ~ h 1  P, Body Oclors 
- ----- .-----.---- --\--- ~ i 5 r i 5 r ~ - % L " P . m - . - n n r r ~ ~ - , - - - -  .-z- -<--ICI---nII- - - * 
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111 CREW AREA CRITERIA 
1.0 Introduction 
Habitability c r i t e r i a  s tandards a r e  presented in this  
section by crew a r e a  fo r  a broad range of mission para-  
meters .  Data relating to  the following crew a r e a s  a r e  
presented for  each  a r e a  by the groups l isted below. The 
four  groups a r e  fur ther  broken down by specific a r e a s .  
The description of each a r e a ,  t o  a g rea t  extent, de ter -  
mined the various standards and concepts. The activity 
of the c rew a r e a s  determines the metabolic ra te  fo r  tern- 
, pera ture  considerations and lighting requirements  and 
is listed as e i t h e r  high, moderate,  o r  low. The mood 
to  be crezted in the room determined such factors  as 
temperature,  color,  lighting, and acoustics. Therefore,  
the mood c l ~ ~ r a c t e r i s t i c s  a r e  e i ther  i-ostful: mcnta! con- 
centration, or  physical activity. The social  factor  de- 
termined such i tems a s  hygiene and m e s s  requirements ,  
volumetric requirements ,  and dual room usage. F o r  
each  standard and concept, a l l  of the descriptive t e r m s  
mus t  be combined to achieve the optimum standard or  
concept. 
2 .0  Pe r sona l  Areas  
1. Crew Compartments,  Bedroom 
3.0 Public Areas  
Dining Room 
L o w  ge 
Recreation 
Library  
Study 
Conference 
Passzgeway 
Chapel 
G J'" 
Locker R o o m  
-11. Theater 
;' 12. Briefing Room 
,:/' 
4.0 Service Areas  
1. Galley 
2. Snack Bar  
3.  Bathroom 
4. Dispensary 
. 5. Laundry 
. 6 ,  Barber  Shop 
Work Areas  
1. Equipment 
2. Maintenance 
3. Power 
4. Storage, Food 
5. Stzpply 
6. Control . . 
7. COT-rnsnications 
8. Computer 
9. Shop 
10. Offices 
11. Laboratories 
12. Docking 
13. Photography 
14. Animal Housing 
15. Agricultural  Study q r e a  
16. Air Locks I ! 
ACOUSTICS 
AREA: C r e w  Compartments  bedr roo^) 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVIW: Low 1 I 
MOOD: RestfGl,  Mental Conczntrat i6n 
SOCIAL FACTOR: P r i v a t e  w i t h  a b i l i t y  t o  have one : 
nr twn c A ! 
- ' LIGIITING 
/+ 
i 
,xi i 
Ligh t  Source : I 
REMAiTLE: Relexat ion must  be pro-  
- uuted, - "Lhcref~re iui-ennittent a d  
I high-pi tched noise sources must' 
be el iminated.  Thick c a r p e t s ,  
drape.6, and padded c l o t h  f u r n i t u r e  
, can be used t o  he lp  t r a p .  noises. 
Incandescent 
and 
Fluorescent  
I tem 
C e i l i n g  
Walls 
F loo r s  
F u r n i t u r e  
. Draper ies  
TEMPERATURE 3 
Comfort Zones 
Legend : I 
5 P S U  
10 PSIA-- - - - 
14.7 PSIA---- 
4 
A i r  Flow Rate: 50 fpm 
C l c  Factor :  0 to 1.C) 
Occupancy TfmefDay: 9 Houts 
ItlWiRKS: Ind iv idua l  reading   lam?^ 
a t  head of each bed f o r  persons3 
use  e s s e n t i a l ,  General l i g h t i n g  
l e v e l  c o n t r o l l a b l e  (high-low) t o  
adequately meet needs but no t  i n -  
t e r f e r  w i t h  func t ions  of o t h e r  , 
occupants. Atmosphere shpuld be 
cool  and re lax ing .  
I 
, 
i 
1 
Light  Level,  Foot: Candles- 
Mininlum 
3 
'~aximum 
3 0 
Des i rab le  
10-30 
Surf ace '  Ref lec tance ,  % 
Maximum 
90 
6 0 
40 
50 
60 
Des i rab le  
60-90 
20-50 
15-35 ' 
20-40 
15-60 
l a n i m m ,  
6 0 
15  
10 
10  
15  
EXAKPLE COLOR SCTfEME 
ANALOGOUS 
REMARKS: The example shown 
here  i s  an acceptable color  
scheme f o r  the  defined mood 
and a c t i v i t y  l e v e l  of t h i s  
a rea ;  however i t  should not  
be construed a s  the  so le  
so lu t ion .  The Ostwald Color 
System i s  employed a s  a base- 
l i n e  reference  only. ~ 0 t h  warm 
and cool schemes a r e  recommended 
t o  allow f o r  personal t a s t e  and 
provide f o r  change. Provisions 
should be made f o r  personal 
involvement i f  desired by occupant . 
RE3URKS: . The following recamendations a r e  t o  be used f o r  general 
guidance only; unless  otherwise noted, the  area recommendations p e r t a i n  
t o  an  a r t i f i c i a l  g rav i ty  environment. It i s  recommended t h a t  a l l  personnel 
be provided wi th  a p r i v a t e  room. The following area  guidel inesapply .  
(square f e e t ) :  Gross: 45-50, Visual: 38, Net: 20-38 (fold up bed). 
Ceiling Height= 6 '  6" 
BED DEPLOYED 
I 
i 
-. -*-,. - ~ . . ~ - r C * . - r C * . ~ -  rmZ1*,pP~"--rC*w-- 44w-. I-..--, -.....C- - -?.--F- "----- ------ .-" 
EXAMPLE COLOR S a  
ANALOGOUS 
REMARKS: The example shown 
here  is  an acceptable color  
scheme f o r  the  defined mood 
and a c t i v i t y  l e v e l  of t h i s  
a r e a ;  however i t  should not 
be construed a s  the  s o l e  
so lu t ion .  The Ostwald Color 
System i s  employed a s  a base- 
l i n e  reference only. Both  warm 
and cool schemes a r e  r e c m e n d e d  
t o  allow f o r  personal t a s t e  and 
provide f o r  change. Provisions 
should he made f o r  personal in-  
volvement i f  desired by occupant.. 
RmGES: The following reconmendations a r e  t o  be used f o r  g e ~ e r a l  
guidance only; unless  otherwise noted, the  area reconunendations pe r t a in  
t o  an a r t i f i c i a l  g rav i ty  environment. 
A: Sui tab le  f o r  deputy commander, crews 50 - 100. Gross area/mana 
8 0  sq. f t .  
B: Su i t ab le  f o r  deputy commander, crews 15 - 50, and management per- t 
sonnel,  crews 50 - 100. Gross area/man= 70 sq. f t .  
Ceil ing Height= 6' 6". 
! 
EXAMPLE COLOR SCHEME 
RDfARKS: The following recommendations e r e  t o  be used for general 
guidance only; unless atherwise noted, the area recommendations per ta in  
t o  an a r t i f i c i a l  gravi ty  environment. The bedroom and bzthrocm s i ze s  
a r e  constant f o r  a l l  missions; the  o f f i c e  va r ies  according t o  crew s ize .  
Gross area/crew size-  i25.5 sq. ft. /6-30 crew; 133.5 sq. ft./31-60 crew; 
159.5 sq. f t .  /61-100 crew, Ceiling heightm6'-6". 
. . 
u 
2 
C 
'8 (3 
3ba 
MONOCHROMATIC 
U Q) 
C 0 
2 z 
'14 + 
e 'T1 
0 k 
'0 0 
P P 
3 7 
c/: V? 
2dc 2ne 
~ P C  
2 ~ 1  
3 ~ 1  personal involvemen' i f  desired 
REMARKS: The example shown 
by occupant. - 
POL&% , 
ANALOGOUS 
&I 91 
U I 2 
4 2 .., 
TI 
3 
" 
P ,e 
LO m 
Idc lne  
l pc  
I P ~  
3ne 
here i s  an acceptable color 
h 
&I 
scheme for  the defined mood 
ca 
u and a c t i v i t y  l eve l  of t h i s  
!i area;  however i t  should not I $ z  b e c o n s t r u e d a s t h e s o l e  
4 C solution.  The Ostwald Color 
t i  System i s  employed a s  a base- 
U-4 l i n e  reference only. 
14ne Both warm end cool schemes a r e  
14pc recommended t o  allow for personal 
t a s t e  and provide for  chsnge 
Provisions should be made fo r  
1 AREA: Dining Room 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY: Moderate t o  Lox? 
. HOOD: R e s t f u l  
SOCIAL FACTOR: Pub l i c  
RE-HARKS : High p i t ched  no i se  soyrces  
must be p a r t i c u l a r l y  avoided t o  
preclude crew annoyance. Unloca - 
l i z e d  no i se  sou rces  a r e  more an- 
noying than n o i s e  sources  t h a t  can 
be 1ocaliEed. Fro= s t sndpo in t  of 
n o i s e  c o n t r o l ,  i d e a l  w a l l ,  c e i l i n g  
and f l o o r  should be massive and 
RU,?,~ 1 6 ; ~ 1 3 1 ; ~ 0 1 6 ~ ; ~ ~ 1 1 7 ; ~ ~ , ~ ; ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ $ d ' ~ ~ i ~  
porous. SIL l e v e l s  below 60 db 
I?: ,w, .W,O IUOU Z(,C,V lmO 60u0 should be mairttaf ned . 31 63 --- F;LGuELEY, *
TGfPERATURE 
comfort Zones 
Legend : 
5 PSLA 
10  PSTA -- - - - 
8 0 14.7 PSIA---- 
--- 
R E M A ~ S :  Two l e v e l s  provided t o  
s u i t  t h e  i n d i v i d u a l  condi t ions :  
L igh t  Source: 
A i r  Flow Rate: 60 fpm 
Metabolic Rate: 400 "ud/tlr 
Clo  Factor:  .75 t o  1.0 
Occupancy Tlme/Dsp: 2 Hours 
Incandescent  
and 
I i i g h t  Level ,  Foot Candles 
'~1aximurn '~esirable  ~ i n i r n u n '  I 
higher  l e v e l  f o r  exped i t i ng  meal 
se rv ing  time, lower l e v e l  f o r  
subdued, r e l axed  dining.  Higher 
l e v e l  f o r  maintenance program. 
Envi roment  warm and i n v i t i n g  . 
Use of incandescent  appropriate. 
Fluorescent  
I tem 
- 
C e i l i n g  
Walls 
F loo r s  
F u r n i t u r e  
Draper ies  
Machines 
Cont ro l  Panel  
Ins t ruments  - 
1 0  30 15-30 
Surface .Ref lec tance ,  % 
~inimum'  
6 0 
35 
10 
I S  
1 5  
-Maximum 
9 0 
6 0 
3 5 
4 5 
60 
Des i rab le  
60-90 
35-60 
15-35 
15-45 
15  -60 
- 
- 
EXAMPLE COLOR SCHlDE 
ANALOGOUS 
REMARKS: The example shown 
here i s  an  acceptable co lo r  
h 
k scheme f o r  the  defined mood 
ca 
U and a c t i v i t y  l e v e l  of t h i s  
a rea ;  however i t  should not 
E m 
QJ be construed a s  the s o l e  
4 G solu t ion .  The 0s twald Color 
i?! System i s  employed a s  a bsse- 
4 l i n e  reference only. Warm 
co lo r s  a r c  used t o  enhance 
fee l ings  of r e l axa t ion  and a i d  
t h e  senses of t a s t e  and odor. 
i 
BEbZARKS: The following recommendations a r e  t o  be used f o r  general  
guidance only; unless  otherwise noted, the  area  recommendations p e r t a i n  
. t o  an  a r t i f i c i a l  g rav i ty  environment. Gross area/man = 15 sq. f t .  
Cei l ing  height  = 7'-0" f o r  up t o  300 sq. f t .  gross a rea ,  7'-6" 300-500 \ 
sq. f t .  gross a rea .  Seat ing provision recommendations a r e  a s  follows: 
crews 6-20 = 100% of crew. For crews,,in excess of 20 i t  i s  recommended 
I t h a t  sea t ing  be provided 
f o r  a minimum of 50% of 
t h e  crew. More than two 
s e t t i n g s  per meal should 
be avoided. It should be 
kept i n  mind t h a t  t h i s  
w i l l  l i k e l y  be the  l a r g e s t  
v i s u a l  a rea  i n  t h e  h a b i t a t .  
AREA: Lounge 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY: Low 
' MOOD: Restful 
SOCIAL FACTOR: Publk 
Light Source: 
ACOUSTICS 
- -- 
Item 
Ceiling 
Walls 
Floors 
Furniture 
REIvrAI,.KS : A~noplng noise scurczs 
(intermittent, high-pitched, un-; 
localized) must be avoided. 
. Thick carpets, drapes, and padded 
cloth furniture help to trap 
noise, 
.REMAIIKS: Lighting should be de- 3 
signed primarily for comfort and ' 
relaxation. Emphasis should be 
Incandescent 
and 
Fluorescent 
TEMPERATURE 
Comfort Zones. 1 
Legend : 
5 PS.U 
1 0  PSIA -- - - - 
14.7 PSIA------- 
Air Flow Rate: 50 fpn: 
Metabolic Rate: 450 BTU/hr $ 
Clo Factcr:  ,75 to 1.0 I 
Occupancy Tiae/Day: 2.5 ~ o i i r s  
0' R e l a t i v e  i iumf .d i t r ,  /o 
Light Level, Foot Candles 
~aximuml ~esirablel ~inircurn' 
I I 
placed on creating var la t ions 
within the room with 30 fc in 
reading areas. Provide adequate 
visual rest centers, Friepdly, 
warm sources desirable. : 
3 0 1 20-30 I 10 
~urface'~eflectance, % 
Minimum 
6 0 
30 
10 
15 
Maximum 
90 
6 0 
3 5 
45 
Desirable 
60-90 
35-60 
15-35 
20-40 
EXAMPLE COLOR SCHEME 
MONOCHROMATIC 
71 
k 
21 0 
P P 2 3 l- 
lic lng 
lba L 
ANALOGOUS 
REMARKS: The example shown 
here is an acceptable color 
scheme for the defined mood 
and activity level of this 
area; however it should not 
be construed as the sole 
solution. The Ostwaid Color 
System is employed as a base- 
line reference only. 
151g .Warm colors with low intensities 
15fe and subtle value changes supple- 
ment a relaxed attitude and add 
a .note of cheerfulness. 
RE'M.4XS: The following recommendattons are to be used for general 
guidance only; unless otherwise noted, the area recommendations pertain 
to an artificial gravity environment. Provide lounge seats based on 20% 
of crew sizes from 6 - 50. Minimum 4 seats. For crew sizes from 50 - 100 
provide lounge seats based on 15% of crew size over 50, plus 10. Gross 
area/seat= 16 sq, ft. Ceiling height = 7'0". 
3 -11 
111-3.3 AREA: Recreation . 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY: Ifoderate t o  Righ 
MOOD : Mental Concentration* & Physical 
, 
yr". SOCIAL FACTOR: Public Act ivi ty  
LIGHTING 
Light Source : 
Incandescent REMARKS: Lighting should be gene- .:' 
r a l  to  allow maximum use of area 
Fluorescent f o r  act ive  recreation.. Colors 
should be cool. Individual  game 
areas should be highlighted. Re- 
laxing a s  i n  lounge. 
- 
. , 
Furniture 
ACOUSTICS 
REFWZKS: SIL l eve l  below 60 db 
must be maintained. From stand- 
point  of noise control ,  i dea l  
wall ,  ce i l ing,  and f l oo r  should 
be massive with rough porous 
surface. Thick carpets,  drapes, 
and padded c lo th  fu rn i tu re  help ' 
t o  t rap noise, t 
DO0 
! 
:, TEMPERATURE , 
- 
omfort Zones 
9 0 Legend : 
5 P S U  
Frr. 
o 10 PSIA-- - -- 
" 80 14.7 PSLA---- 8 
3 
U 
a 
$4 
a, 70 A i r  Flow Rate: 70 f 
a : Metabolic Rate: 458 to 700 B T U ! ~ ~  g : Clo Factor: -75 t o  1.0 
H Occupancy Time/Day: 2 Hours 5 60 
h 
$4 " P 50 3 !L--L-]---U G 4 0 5 0 60 70 
R e l a f  ive  Humidity , % 
- 
EXAMPLE COLOR SCHEME 
MONOCHROMATIC 
U a 
. U 
c 2 
.r( a e 
P 0 
P 
5 .  1 
rn 
5fe 5na 
5pg 
REMARKS:   he example shown 
here i s  an acceptable color  
R 
&I 
scheme f o r  the  defined mood 
a 
u and a c t i v i t y  l e v e l  of t h i s  
5 a r e a ;  however i t  should not 
be construed a s  the  s o l e  
d C 
FL a, solu t ion .  The Ostwald Color 
8 System i s  employed a s  a base- 
LJ 4 l i n e  reference  only. 
15na Warm co lo r s  with high i n t e n s i t i e s  
13kla enhance fee l ings  of excitement 
and low respons ib i l i ty .  
REPIARKS: Gym, t h e a t r e ,  d in ing area  and crew compartment a reas  a r e  
u t i l i z e d  fo r  r ec rea t ion  a c t i v i t i e s .  t 
I 
1. AREA : Library DESC; IPTION 
. ACTIVITY : LOW 
MOOD: Restful and Mental Concentration 
SOCIAL FACTOR: Public 
LIGHTING 
Fluorescent I I I I 
Light Source : 
1 30 1 20-30 1 10 
]surf ace' ~ e f  lectance . % 
Incandescent- 
Halogen Cycle, 
*--a. -.- 
(~aximurnl Desirable 
Light Level, Foot Candles 
Maximum1 Desirable] Minimum 
Ceiling 90 60-90 bU 
Walls I 70 140-70 135 1 
REMARKS: Lighting should be 
suitable for reading, either 
at a table or in a chair. 
Relaxing. 
Floors 
Furniture 
Draperies 
1 I I I I 
ACOUSTICS 
REMARKS: SIL levels below 50 db 
nuct be rnaintafrted, Intermittent 
and high-pitched noise sources 
must be avoided to promote rest- 
ful atmosphere and facilitate 
mental concentration. Thick 
carpets,'drapes, and padded 
cloth furniture help to trap 
noise. 
* 
. . .  
Comfort Zones 
Legend : 
5 PSIA 
10 PSIA-- - - - 
14.7 P S U - - - -  
Air Flow Rate: 50 fpm 
Metabolic Rate: 450 BTUfhr 
Clo Factor: .75 to 1.0 
. Occupancy Time/Day: I Hour 
40 
50 
6 0 
15-35 
35-50 
15-60 
10 . 
20 
15 
EXAMPLE COLOR SCHEME 
,NOCHROKATIC I - REMARKS: The example shown 
I I here is an acceptable color I ANALOGOUS 1 r, scheme for the defined mood 
W 
I 
U and activity level of this 
$ area; however it should not $ 2  be construed as the sole 
rc c solution. The Ostwald Color 
I ? :  System is employed as a base- 
0 4 line reference only. Colors 
3 ~ g  provide adequate illumination 
2 ic levels for sight tasks and cool 
hues evoke an atmosphere of 
relaxed restraint and high res- 
2onsibility. 
BEMARKS: The following recmendations are to be used for general 
guidance only; unless otherwise noted, the ares recommendations pertain 
to an artificial gravity environment. Mission 30-60 daysz.5 lin. ft. of 
shelves/man; 60-l20e 1. Of /man; 120-1040~ 2.0' /man. Minimum books/mission= 
mission duration (days). One lin. ft. of wall space= 6 lin. ft. of shelf 
space. One lin. ft. of shelf space= 7 books. Lin. ft, of books= approx- 
imately one square of gross area required for library. Ceiling height= 
7'-0". Key passageway dimensiong shown in schemat ic  layout. 
i 
AREA: Study --. 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY: Low 
MOOD: Rest ful  and Kental Concentration 
SOCIPL FACTOR: publ ic  
ACO'JSTICS 
REMAXKS: SIL levels  below 50 db 
must be -,eiotzinzd. X~teEZiittiZilt 
andhigh-p i tchednoise  sources . 
must be avoided to  promote r e s t -  
f u l  atmosphere arid f a c i l i t a t e  
mental concentration. Thick 
carpets ,  drapes, and padded c lo th  
fu rn i tu re  help' t o  t rap  noise. 
I Light Source : 
TEMPERATURE 9 
Comfort Zones 
9 0 Legend : 1 
5 PSIA Fr 
o 10 PSIA -- - - - 
" 80 Q) 14.7 PSIA---- 
: 
U 1 
sl 
70 A i r  Flow Rate: 50 fpm , I  Metabolic Rate: 450 BTU/hr 4 $ Clo Factor: -75 t o  1.0 
E-c Occupancy TFme/Day: 1 Hour i 5 60 I 1 
h 
k 
" 5 0 3 ~  
- 
4 0 5 0 6 0 70 
Rela  Live iIu:cidi ty ,  % 
REMARKS: Lighting should be su i tab le  
f o r  reading, e i t h e r  a t  a t ab l e  o r  
i n  a chair ,  Relaxing. 
t 
C- Incandescent- 
Halogen 
Fluorescent  
Item 
Ceil ing 
Walls 
Floors 
.Furniture 
Draperies 
Light Level, Foot Candles 
Minimum 
10 
Cyclq'Maximum 
30 
Desirab1.e 
20-30 
Sur face '~ef lec tance ,  % 
Minimum 
6 0 
35 
10 
20 
15 
Maximum 
90 
70 
40 
50 
6 0 
Desirable 
60-90 
48-70 
15-35 
35-50 
15-60 
EXAMPLE COLOR SCHEME 
REMARKS: The example shown 
here  is  an acceptable color  
scheme f o r  the  defined mood 
u and a c t i v i t y  l e v e l  of t h i s  
a rea ;  however i t  should not 
be construed a s  the  s o l e  
k 
0 solu t ion .  The Ostwnld Color 
P P 
3 System i s  employed a s  a bsse- 
m m u-4 l i n e  reference  only. 
Colors provide adequate i l lumi-  
na t ion  fo r  s i g h t  tasks  and cool 
hues evoke an atmosphere of 
15ia relaxed r e s t r a i n t  and high 
15ie  r e spons ib i l i ty ,  
REMAKKS: Not independent area. ~ r d v i s i o n s  fo r  study e x i s t  i n  
crew compartment and Library. 
AREA: Conference 
DESCRIFTION 
- 
AC'I':'BLW : ?:cderate t o  Low 
FI!OD : 31cn'i.al Coneen t r s t i o n  
SOCIM., ?I.CYOR: Pub l i c  
L i g h t  Source: * 
F l a o r e ~ c e n t  [ ~ i g h t  Level ,  Foot Candles 1 
and Ma:rimm 3 e s f r a b  e Minimum 
H S ~ ~ I  m i d e  EFz-l 
50-70 
~ & ~ R I ( s  : Ligh t ing  should be 
e 5 f f c i e n t  and fiincticnai. 
Colors  should be coo l  bu t  
s t b l a t i n g .  
- 
Walls  
F l o o r s  
Furnit:.sr e 
Machines 
REWRKS: 8IL  l e v e l s  below 60 d b  
must be meirrtciined t o  promote 
face-to-face zoiim&-&%cstic:-i. 
A ~ o i d  interm:ltrtent, high-pitched 
and u n l o c ~ l i z e d  n o i s e  sources, 
t h i c k  c a r p e t s ,  drapes,  and ?added 
c l o t h  f ~ r n i t u r e  can be used t o  
help trep noise .  
\ 
-- 
Comfort Zones 
Legend : 
5 PSI3 - 
10 FSIA -- - - - 
14.7 PSIA----- 
I 
Ail:  Flog Rate: 60 fpm 
Metabolic  Rate: 590 BTU/hr 
C30 E'ector: ,.75 to 1-0 
. Occupancy Time/Day: 2 t:ou-rs 
6 0 
35 
45 
45 
Rela t ive  i i u m i J i t y ,  % 
-40-60 
15-35 
20-45 
25 -45 
40 
15  
20 
20 
,-EXAWE COLOR S(;IIEME 
REMARKS: The example shown 
here is an acceptable color 
scheme for the defined mood 
and activity level of this 
area; however it should not 
be construed as the sole 
solution. The Ostwald Color 
System is employed as a base- 
line reference only. Warm 
colors add to stimulating 
atmosphere which lends itself 
to discussion and the exchange 
of points of view. 
MONoCHRmATIC 
U QI 
u 
0 
P P s c 2  
4ge 4ni 
4pn 
5~ 1 
VOLUME 
REMARKS: The following recommendations ere to be used for general 
guidance only; unless otherwise noted, the area recommendations pertain 
to an artificial gravity environment. Sufficient seating should be 
provided for the commander and 100% of department heads plus two seats. 
Interior dimensioos shown represent acceptable minimum passageway 
clearances. Gross area/man= 15 sq. ft. Ceiling heights 7'0". 
ANALOGOUS 
U Q) 
E u 
2 2 
4 1 a 
'a 
P P 
3 " t  
cn cn 
3ne 3pI 
3nl 
3 ~ 1  
h 
cO 
k 
u 
$ 
,-I 8 
U 
i 
3 .  
/ AREA: passageway 
MOOD: Physical Activity 
SOCIAL FACTOR: Public 
Light Source: , 
Incandescent - REMARKS: Lighting generally should 
be adequate to observe any obsta- 
Halogen Cycle cles. - Hallways provide transithor, 
between lighted areas; consequently, 
lighting and color should meet 
transition function. Lighting 
level should be no greater than 
115th of adjacent areas, 
ACOUSTICS 
REPIkRKS: SIL levels below 70 db 
should be maintained so as not 
to iriterfere wf . th  loudspeaker 
communication, Floors made of 
bare woods magnify impact noises, 
particularly in long corridors. 
Carpet with proper padding will 
absorb airborne sounds. 
- -- -- 
TEMPERATURE 
Comfort Zones 
90 Legend : 
Irc 5 PSIA 
0 .  10 PSLA----- 
" 80 e, 14.7 PSIA---- 
k 
3 
u 
a 
k 70 Air Flow Rate : 60 fpm 
a Metabolic Rate: 400 to 750 BTU/hr E 
I3 Clo Pector: -75 to 1.2 
Occupancy Time/Day: .5 Hour 2 60 
3 
a 
>, 
ru 
a 5 C  
R e l a ~ F v e  i ! u ~ ~ z i d i t y ,  % 
EXAMPLE COLOR SCHEME 
REMARKS: 'I%e.following reconmendations a r e  t o  be used f o r  general 
guidance only; unless  otherwise noted, the  area  recommendations p e r t a i n  
, t o  an a r t i f i c i a l  g rav i ty  environment. Zero-Gravity passageways based on 
" l imi ted  data,  
U 
C 
a 
G 
1-( 
E 
ca 
3ba 
Minor . Ma j o r  
Zero Gravity 
Minor Major 
'MONOCHXOMATI c 
- 
U Q) 
G .U 
cil z G 
*d 1 e 
73 0 
P P 
2 2 
2dc 31c 
3 1g 
- 
A r t i f i c i a l  Gravity 
C 
d i f f z r z n t  co lo r  schemes. 
- 
REMARKS: The example shuwn 
V O L ~ ~ T L ~  
mfioGOUS 
w al 
G u 
a (P 
E 
*.c 
e 
71 0 
a 2 a '
-- 4nc . 
4p i  
2 i c  
2 ~ g  
here- i s  an acceptable color  
h 
s4 
scheale f o r  the  defined mood 
a 
u and a c t i v i t y  l e v e l  of t h i s  
z a rea ;  however i t  should not  
, 
be construed a s  the  s o l e  
4 C solu t ion .  The Ostwald Color 
System i s  employed a s  a base- 
0 4  l i n e  reference only. 
1331a Neutral scheme c r e a t e s  an 
141i  expansiveness i n  narrow a reas  
and allows f o r  good t r a n s i t i o n  
i n t o  a reas  which w i l l  be of 
AREA: Chapel 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY : Low 
' NoOD: Restful and Spiritual Concentratio 
SOCIAL FACTOR: Public . 
,. 
>- 
LIGHTING 
/ 
fic highlighting of alter for focus 
of attention, Colors subdued. t 
I 
Walls 50 20-50 20 
Floors 3 5 15 -35 
, Light Source: 
REYMRS: Sn 1~'vels belo?? 50 db 
must be maintained. Intermittent: 
and high-pitched noise sources 
must be avoided to promote restful 
atmosphere and facilitate mental 
concentration. Thick carpets, 
drapes, and padded cloth furniture 
help to trap noise. 
UOG 
TE2PERATURE 
! 
9 0 Legend : : 
FY 
5 PSIA 
I 
0 10 PSIA----- 
" 80 14.7 P S I A - - -  OI 
i-I 3 4 
U 
a 
$ 70 Air Flow Rate: 60 fpm 
a Metabolic Rate: 400 
EJ 
a Clo Factor: .75 to 1.0 
!3 Occupancy ~ i r n e l ~ a y :  1 Rour i : 
60 4 
7 
m 
X 
k 
e 59 
Rela t fve  'rIund-dity, Z 
Incandescent- 
Ealogen Cycle 
Light Level, Foot Candles 
Maximmi Desirable, Minimum 
- I I 
. REMARXS: Lower subdued atmosphere 
for meditation; higher lighting 
levels for active worsilip, Speci- 
EXAMPLE COLOR SCHeME 
White l l p e  l l l a  
.L 
ANALOGOUS 
REMARKS: The example shown 
here i s  an acceptable color 
scheme fo r  the defined mood 
and a c t i v i t y  l eve l  of thf s 
area;  however i t  should not 
be construed a s  the  sole  
solution. The Ostwald Color 
System i s  employed a s  a base- 
l i n e  reference only. 
Colors used a re  those asso- 
ciated with re l ig ious  s igni-  
f igance. 
REMARKS: See Theater 
AREA: Gym 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY: High 
MOOD: Physical Activity 
SOCIAL FACTOR: Public 
/ 
*/- 
LIGHTING 
Light Source: 
R E ~ S :  General lighting for 
maximum use of area. Cool 
colors. 
Fluorescent, 
Mercury Vapor, 
Metal Halide 
Item 
Ceiling 
Walls: 
ACOUSTICS 
~ight Level, Foot Candles 
'~aximurnl Des irablel ~inimum' 
I I 
REMARKS: None 
30 1 20-30 [ 15 
~urface'~eflectance, % 
TElQERATURE I 
Comfort Zones 
90 Legend : 
Crc 5 PSIA 
o 10 PSIA -- - - - 
*'80 14.7 PSIA---- 
9) 
k 
1 I 
U 
a 
k g 70 Air Flow Rate: 80 fpm 
E Metabolic Rate: 750 to 1800 l3T~/hr  
(II 
C-c Clo Factor: .5 to 1.3 
Occupancy Tlrne/Day: 1.5 Hour 5 60 
3 
a 
h 
50 
I ielat ive Uumiditly, % 
Minimum 
60 
'Maximum 
9 0 
Desirable 
- 
70 40-60 I 35 
EYaPLE 'COLOR ScXEXE 
REMARKS: The example shown 
here is an acceptable color 
i2 scheme for the defined mood 
a 
u and activity level of this 
E area; however it should not 
be construed as the sole 
f-4 C solution. The Ostweld Color 
b! System is employed as a base- 
0 -4 line reference only. 
17ic Feelings of excitement and 
151c stimulation are accented by 
warm hues. 
u Q, 
C u 
z 
*rl 
E 
5 0 
P P 
1 3  
V) UJ 
5fe 5ng 
5pe 
REMARKS: The following recommendations are to be used for general 
guidance oniy; unless otherwise noted, the ares recommendations pertain 
to an artificisl gravity environment. 
A- size-for crews of 6-30 men on missions of.30-I80 days i02 sq. ft. gross 
B- size for crews of 6-50 men on missions of 180-1040 days 187 sq. ft. gross 
C- size for crews of 50-100 men on missions of 180-1040 days 289 sq. ft. gross 
D- -size for crews of 50-100 men on missiorls of 30-180 days 204 sq. ft. gross 
Ceiling Height= 7'0". 
I 
ANALOGOUS 
U Q, 
c u 
z 2 
-rl a E 
'u 0 
P P 
3  1  
UJ fO 
3fe 3ng 
3pe 
3 ia 
3ea- 
I AREA: Locker Room 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY : Moderate 
. MOOD: Physical Act iv i ty  
SOCIAL FACTOR : Public 
Light  Source : 
J!'luon?z3cent Light Level, Foot Candles 
Maximum1 Desirable1 Minimum 
Walls 1 50 120-50 1 2 0  1 
RE&S: General l i gh t i ng  f o r  
maximum use of area ,  Cool 
colors. 
Floors 
I 
Comfort Zones 
90 Legend : 
P4 
5 PSIA 
o 10 PSIA -- - - - 
" 80 14.7 P S I A - - 7 -  aJ 
2 
u 
a 
$4 
at 70 A i r  Flow Rate: 70  fpm 
a 
6 Metabolic Rate: 600 ~Tu/hr 
01 
E-c Clo Factor: 0 t o  1.3 
.Occupancy T i r n e / ~ a ~ :  .75 Hour ;fl 60 
5 1 I m 
>. I 
$4 I 
" 50j0 - 40 5 0 6 0 7 0 
R e l a t i v e  Bumidity, % 
3 5 15-35 15 
EXAMPLE COLOR SCHEME 
REMARKS: The example shown 
' .here is an acceptable' co lo r  
h 
k scheme f o r  the  defined mood 
Ell 
u and a c t i v i t y  l e v e l  of t h i s  
E area ;  however it should not  
be construed a s  the  s o l e  
c solution. The Ostwald Color 
t i  System i s  employed a s  a base- 
4 l i n e  reference  only. 
14nc Color should be of  warm hues 
which enhance skin  tones. 
MONOCHROMATIC 
U aJ 
- C  4.J 
a~ m 
2 B z 
'0 0 
P7 P3 
vi vi 
3dc 5ec 
5 gc 
REMARKS : See Gym 
ANALOGOUS 
u 9) 
U 
I d 2• -o - 
'w 5: 
a ro 
1 3 
vi vi 
51e 6ec 
6gc 
4e c 
4 s  
AREA: Theatre 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY : LOW 
MOOD: Restful  
SOCIAL FACTOR: Public 
LIGHTING 
/. 
,. . ' Light Source: 
, 
. Incandescent Light Level, Foot Candles REMARKS : General l i gh t i ng  conu 
and Maximum1 Desirable1 Min t r o l l a b l e  from high to off t o  
Fluorescent 1-1 I e e t  .needs of f i lm projection.  
ACOUSTICS 
Item 
Ceil ing 
Walls 
Floors 
Furniture 
Draperies 
Comfort Zones 
90 Legend : 
5 PSIA ! Crc 
o 10 PSIA -- - - - 
" 80 0) 14.7 PSIA---- 
k 
3 
U 
a 
$4 A i r  Flow Rate: 60 fpm 
? 
a, 70 
t Metabolic Rate: 450 B T U / ~ ~  
13 Clo Factor: -75  t o  1.0 
5 60 
1 
Occupancy Time/Day: 2 Hours. 
1 la 
I 
!'a 
k 50 
R e f  a t ive 'riuinidify, % 
Very low in t ens i t y  l i gh t i ng  as 
required t o  maintain sa fe ty  
when general l igh t ing  i s  o f f ,  
Relaxing colors. 
I 
8 
25 1 5-20 1 2  
Surface '~ef lec tance ,  % 
Minimum 
60 
30 
10 
15 
15 
Maximum 
9 0 
60 
3 5 
45 
60 
Desirable 
60-90 
35-60 
15 -35 
20 -40 
15-60 
- 
EXA1XPLE COLOR S- 
ANALOGOUS 
REF??YS: The example shown 
here i s  an acceptable color  
scheme f o r  the  defined mood 
and a c t i v i t y  l e v e l  of t h i s  
a rea ;  however i t  should not  
be construed a s  the  s o l e  
so lu t ion .  The Ostwald Color 
System i s  employed a s  a base- 
l i n e  reference  only. 
Warm co lo r s  wi th  high i n t e n s i t i e s  
enhance fee l ings  of excitement 
and low respons ib i l i ty .  : 
- -l_l___l_ 
VOLrnE 
I 
BWARKS: The following r e c m e n d a t i o n s  a r e  t o  be used f o r  general  
guidance only; unless  otherwise noted, the  area r e c m e n d a t i o n s  p e r t a i n  
t o  an a r t i f i c i a l  g rav i ty  environment. Suf f i c i en t  sea t ing  should be 
provided for 50% of the  crew, Gross arealman = 10-12 sq. f t .  
Ceil ing Height: 7'0"= 100-300 sq. f t . ,  7!6"= 300-500 sq. f t .  Key 
dimensions shown a re :  A-Minimum viewing dis tance;  B-Minimum screen 
s i z e ,  C-14a jor through paaaage, D-Seats (Center t o  cen te r ) ,  E-Sea ts 
(Back t o  back). 
AREA: Briefing Room 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY: Moderate 
MOOD: Mental Concentration 
SOCIAL FACTOR: Public 
LIGHTING 
Light Source: 
REMARKS: Lighting should be effi- 
cient and functional with emphasis 
in some areas. Projection type 
lighting may be required. 
Fluorescent 
and 
Ystal Halide 
Item 
Ceiling 
Walls 
Floors 
REMARKS: 8T.L levels below 40 db 
must be maintained to promote 
affective communicstion, Avoid 
intermittent high-pitched and un- 
localized noise sources. Thick 
carpets, drapes, and padded cloth 
furniture can be used to help 
trap noise. + 
Dw 
1. 
Light Level, ~oot-Candles 
Maximum1 Desirable1 Minimum 
I I 
TEMPERATURE 
70 1 50-70 1 20 
Surf ace' Reflectance , % 
Comfort Zones 
9 0' Legend : 
.Fc 
5 PSIA 
o 10 PSIA--- -- 
" 80 14.7 P S I A - - 7 -  
a) ! 2 
U 
a 
k 
a, 70 Air Flow Rate: 60 fpm 
a .  8 Metabolic Rate: 500 BTU/hr 
a) 
H Clo Factor: -75 to 1.0 
*" 60 Occupancy Time/D&y : 1 Hour ri 
3 
a 
Rela t ive  Humidity, % 
Minimum 
6 0 
50 - 
15 
Maxim~m 
9 0 
7 0 
35 
Desirable 
60-90 
50-70 
15-35 
EXAMPLE COLOR SCHEXE 
VOLUME 
,- 
fiE!.V.RKS: See conference rooin 
a-I 
E 
2 
'8 
a 
White 
MONOCHROMATIC 
4J 01 
U % a 
r( 3 e 
5 0 
a a 
~2 2 
15dc 15ic 
15ic 
- 
REMARKS: The example shown 
ANALOGOUS 
U 01 
C u z tv 2 
rl B -., 
-3, 0 
P P 
1 
VJ w 
-- 14ie 
14ic  
16fc 
16ie 
here is  an acceptable color  
9, scheme f o r  the defined mood 
a 
U 
and a c t i v i t y  l eve l  of t h i s  
area;  however i t  should no t ,  
fi m ,, be construed a s  the so le  
G solution. The Ostweld Color 8 P System i s  employed a s  a base- I 
u-4 l i n e  reference only. 
2 ea Cool colors recommended w i t h  
low con t ras t  and i n t ens i t y  t o  
cause the l e a s t  amount of dis-  
t rac t ion.  
I .AREA: Galley -4 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY: Moderate 
MOOD: Physical Act ivi ty  
SOCIAL FACTOR: Public I 
j 
1 
LIGHTING 1 i 
Light  Source: 
REVARKS: High-pitched noise sources 
interr"ere most with vcrlz. Clro~ti- 
uous high-pitched noise l eve l s  above 
90 db atst be pa r t i cu l a r l y  avoided. 
Ceil ing 
Walls 
Floors 
Furni ture  
I 
TEMPERATURE 
Comfort Zones 
REMARKS: For maintenance purposes 
area  must be clean and bright .  
Lighting should be c r i sp  and e f f i -  
c i en t  with emphasis over work areas. 
Light surfaces  w i l l  f a c i l i t a t e  u t i -  
Incandescent- 
Halogen Cycle, 
Fluorescent 
I tern 
Legend : 
5 PSIA 
10 PSIA----- 
14.7 PSIA---- 
I 
A i r  Flow Rate: 80 fpm 
Metabolic Rate: 700 BT'U/hr 
Clo Factor: 1.0 
Occupancy Time/Day: 1.5 Hours 
Rela t ive  'rlurnidity,  % 
ACOUSTICS d i r t  holding crevices o r  attachments. 
Light Level, Foot Candles 
l i z a t i o n  of l i g h t  i n  reaching cup- * 
boards, under counters, etc.  Loca- 
l i zed  l igh t ing  over dish  washing 
area  f o r  high degree of performance 
i n  inspecting clean dishes. Serving 
area should have deluxe color lamps 
t o  enhance appearance of food, 
Source equipment must be ea s i l y  main- 
Maximum 
50 
tained of 
~inimum 
60 
35 
20 . 
5 0 
Maximum 
90 
70 
40 
9 5 
Desirable 
70-90 
40-70 
20-40 
60-80 
Surface.Reflectance, % 
Desirable 
20-50 
~inimum' 
10 
EXAMPLE COLOR SCHEME 
REMARKS: Are& requirement of a c t i v i t y  i s  mission equipment 
dependent. 
i 
u 
6 
2 
a 
FI 
2ba 
3e a 
MONOCHROMATIC 
U al 
u I a 
4 
"g "Y 
u 0 
P P 
k! 2 
White 2hb 
2gc 
2ea 
lEM@ES: The example shown 
i here  is an acceptable co lo r  
ANALOGOUS 
U al 
c u 
0 2 
4 
B ; 'a 
P P 
3 
cn cn 
-- l%hb 
lkgc 
lkea 
3 gc 
scheme f o r  the  defined mood 
0 
u and a c t i v i t y  l e v e l  of t h i s  
a rea ;  however i t  should not  $.  'Q
alu be construed a s  the  so le  
F t  C solu t ion .  The Ostwald C o l ~ r  I! System i s  employed a s  a base- 
U-X l i n e  reference  only. 
14gc A f e e l i n g  of  cheer i s  created 
1 4 e ~  with warm colors  while main- 
t a i n i n g  high l i g h t  levels .  
AREA: Snack Bar 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY: Moderate 
MOOD: Restful  
SOCIAL FACTOR: Public 
LIGRTING 
~ i g h t  ~ & c e  : 
Incandescent- l~ipht  Level. Foot candles1 
Halogen Cpcle Maximum Desira e Minimum 
Fluorescent i l l  10 -3 0 
Item 
Cetling 
REMARKS: Lighting should be fes t ive  
and engaging. Color should be 
f l a t t e r i n g and relaxing. Righer 
l eve l s  f o r  maintenance and move- 
ment of people. Surface Reflectance, % ' 
'Maximuml Desirable1 Minimum 
9 0 I 60 - 90 1 60 
Walls . . 
Floors 
Furni t1x.e 
Draperies 
ACOUSTICS 
REMARKS: High-pitched noise sources 
must be par t i cu la r ly  avoided to 
preclude crew annoyance. Unloca- 
l i z sd  noise sources a re  more annoying 
than noise sources tha t  can be loco- 
l ized,  From standpoint of noise con- 
t r o l ,  idea l  wall,  ce i l ing,  and 
f l oo r  should be maesive, and po- 
rous. SLI, levels  below 60 db 
should be maistained. 
60 
3 5 
45 
6 0  
. Comfort Zones , 
Legend : 
5 PSIA 
10 PSIA---- -- I 
14.7 P S I A - - 7 -  
A i r  Flow Rate: 70  fpm 
Metabolic Rata: 500 BTU/hr 
d 
Clo Factor: .75 t o  1.0 
Occupancy Ttme/Day: I Hour I 
i 
Relati-ve ITumidity, % 
, 
35-60 
15-35 
15-45 
15  -60 
35 
15 
15 
15 
EXAMPLE COLOR SCHEME 
h 
u 
I 
3 
0 
4ca 
> 
i 
t'r,LT?E. --. - .  * 1 
I REMARK: Not independent area. Ut i l i zes  dining f a c i l i t i e s ,  food 
and beverage dispensers and dining tables  during non meal hours. 
REMARKS: The example shown 
here i s  an acceptable color I 
ANALOGOUS 
u QI 
u g a 3 
3 a 2 o
3 P 
cn en '
3gc 3pc 
31-15 3pa 
~ P C  
6pa 
MONOCHRWTIC 
scheme fo r  the defined mood 
and ac t i v i t y  level  of t h i s  (D U 
C area;  however it should not 
d c  8 2 solution. The Ostwald Color be construed a s  the sole  
System i s  employed a s  a base- 
U Q  l i n e  reference only. 
14ic  
1418 
a 
U 01 
u 5 0 
5 5 
k! 'E o 2 % 
en en 
5ge 4pe 
4pa 
AREA: Bathroom 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY: Low 
MOOD: Restful 
SOCIAL FACTOR: Private* 
," LIGHTING 5 
Light Source : 
Incandescent- 
Ralogen Cycle 
Fluorescent 
Item 
- 
Walls 
Floors 
Furniture 
Light Level, Foot Candles 
MaximumJDesirable~Minimum 
I I 
R E M A ~ S :  Definite use of deluxe 
colors for flattering appraisal 
of complexion and skin tones, 
Light specifically over lavatory ? 
area to provide adequate illum- 
nation for cleaning and shaving 
functions. Care should be taken 1 
to insure light reaching under- 
side of chin. Lower lighting 
levels sufficient in other 
ACOUSTICS 
REMARRS: A~noying pof.se sources 
. (intermittent, high-pitched, 
unlocalized) iiiiist be awoided, 
Comf orf Zones 
Legend : 
5 PSLA 
10 PSIk -- - - - 
14.7 PSIA---- 
Air Flow Rate: 40 to 80 fpm 
Netabolic Rate: 500 BTU/hr 
Clo Factor: 0 to 1,O 
Occupancy Tine/Day: -5  Hour 
Rc!ati.ve 'rIumidity, % 
>':Private wfthout compromise 
MONOCHROMATIC 
U 01 
G u 
8 2 
.,-I *-I 
g. ?: 
u 0 
a 4 
3 3. 
cn V) 
3dc .See 
5gc 
REMARKS: The following reccmnnendations are to be used for general 
guidance only; unless otherwise noted, the area recommendations pertain 
to an artificial gravity environment, The example layouts s h m  were 
developed Erm size and clearance figures presented in Section 11-E 
and fixture requirement recommendations presented in section 11-G. 
Ceiling Height= 6' 6.". 
EXAMPLE COLOR SCHEME 
ANALOGOUS 
U 01 
C u 
2 2 
*-I 1 'CI ; 
P rllr 
1 3 
V) V3 
5pe 6ec 
6gc 
4ec 
4ge ' 
u 
z 
c 
"g 
R 
3ba 
- 
RE3SARKS: The example shown 
here ia an acceptable color 
h 
&I 
scheme for the defined mood 
Q 
u and activity level of this 
area; however it should not 
be construed as the .sole 
A G 6olution. The Ostwald Color % I  System is employed as a base- 
0 4 line reference only. 
13 %la Wsrm hues used enhance skin' 
14 pc tones to generste feelings of 
health and well-being. 
111-4.4 AREA: Dispensary 
DESCRIPTION -! 1 
'ACTIVITY: Low ! 
MOOD: Restful  . I 
- SOCIAL FACTOR: Public 
LIrnING 
Light Source : 
Incandescent - R E ~ S :  Atmosphere should be 
clean and s t e r i l e .  Localized 
examination l i g h t s  should be 
color  -corrected and provide 
proper amounts of l i g h t  on 
spec i f i c  a r ea s  being studied. 
Provisions should be made f o r  
providing 500-100 f c  fo r  shor t  i 
duration operations and other 
Furnittare emergency pract ices ,  Deluxe 
t 
_j 
color  general l igh t ing  essen- . 
t i a l .  
ACOUSTICS 
REMARKS: SmIL l eve l s  should be 
maintained below 50 db, Annoy- 
ing noise sources ( in termit tent  
high-pitched, unlocalized) shou 
be especial ly avoided. 
TEMPERATURE 
Comfort Zones 
90 Legend : 
kl 
5 PSIA 
o 10 PSIA -- - - - 
" 80 14.7 PSIA---- Q) 
k 
3 
U 
(d 
k A i r  Flow Rate: 60 fpm 
i '* Metabolic Rate: 600 BTU/hr 
01 Clo Factor: 0 t o  1.0 
E-C Occupancy Time/Day: 2 Hours 
5 60 
7 
F4 
h 
so 
R e l a t i v e  H L L T ~ ~ ~ I ~ Y ,  % 
EXAMPLE COLOR SCHET.IE I 
Iba 
REMARKS: The example shown 
here is an acceptable color 
scheme for the defined mood 
and activity level of this 
area; however it should not 
be construed as the sole 
solution. The Ostwald Colcr 
System is employed as a base- 
line reference only. 
Colors are those generally 
accepted in hospitals which 
tend to sublimate feelings 
of depression. 
MONOCHROMATIC 
4-l Q) C u 
2 2 
.I4 a E 
0 0 
P P 
5 1 
rn rn 
lgc llc 
1% 
REM.ilLIKS.: The following recommendations are tc be used for general 
guidance only; unless otherwise noted, the area recommendations pertain 
to an artificial gravity environment. For missions which require a 
dispensary, direct access should be provided to a bath room and medical 
records, file or office. To make maximum utilizatiofi of the area it may 
be possible to have its function as a barber shop since the physical 
layout and wet-space requirements are similar and the frequency of usage 
for both would probably be low. Ceiling height is 6'-6".  
Gross Area= 85.5 sq. ft. t 
gfc.6fi  - 1 7 -  36"-q-- 30"~-;;? 
ANALOGOUS 
U P1 
C u 
2 m E;
'* 
0 
bi 
"Y 0 
P P 
3 3 '  
rn rn 
2gc 21c 
Z4gc 21g 
241c 
AREA: Laundry 
DESCRIPTIGN 
ACTIVITY: Moderate to High 
MOOD: Physical ~ctivit~ 
SOCIAL FACTOR: Public / i 
-LIGHTING 1 
,' 
Light Source: 
Incandescent- 
Halogen Cycle 
Fluorescent, 
Mercury vapor 30 1 20-30 
Item ~urface'~ef1ectance. % 
- 
Walls 
Floors 
Furniture 
REMARRS: General lighting should 
be uniform and adequate for the r' 
tasks. Inspection or mending 
area should be provided with- 
higher level for work perform~nce. 
ACOUSTICS 
REMARKS: None . .. 
TEMPERATURE 
Comfort Zones 
Legend : i 
5 PSIA 
10 PSIA -- - - - 
14.7 P S I A - - -  i -. 
Air Flow Rate: 80 fpm 
Metabolic Rate: 1000 ETU/hr 
Clo Factor: -75 to 1.0 1 
Occupancy Tirr,e/Day: .5 Hour i 
Relacive X u n i d i t y ,  % 
EXAMPLE COLOR SCHEME 
White 
MONOCHROMATIC :I 'u 4 O k  4 'u 0
9 
9 
V3 CA 
REMARKS: The example shown here 
i s  an acceptable color  scheme f o r  
t h i s  a c t i v i t y  mood; however it 
should not  be construed a s  the  s o l e  
so lu t ion .  The Ostwald Color System 
i s  employed a s  a base l ine  reference 
only. 
Adquate l i g h t i n g  i s  provided fo r  
s i g h t  tasks. Basic cool hues a r e  
conducive t o  f ee l ings  of spacious- 
ness ,  r e spons ib i l i ty ,  and tend t o  
make time pass more rapidly.  Low 
color  i n t e n s i t y  and value con t ras t s  
serve t o  compliment a t tent iveness .  
R-L7MmS .. 
. A r e a  requirement of a c t i v i t y  i s  mission equipment 
dependent. i 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY: Moderate t o  Low 
MOOD: Res t fu l  
SOCIAL FACTOR: Publ ic  
Light  Source : 
Fluorescent-  
Deluxe Colors 
Item 
t-ei=ing 
Walls 
Floors  
Furni t u r e  
Light Level, Foot Candles 
Maximum1 DesirablelMinimum 
I 1 
REMARKS: Deluxe color  lamps 
over barber c h a i r  positioiled 
f o r  adequate observation and 
work. 
ACOUSTICS 
REMARKS : High-pitched noise 
sources must be p a r t i c u l a r l y  
avoided t o  preclude crew annoy- .. 
ance. Unlocafized noise  sources 
a r e  more annoying than noise  
sources t h a t  can be local ized ,  
From standpoint  of noise  con- 
t r o l ,  i d e a l  w a l l ,  c e i l i n g ,  and .. 
f l o o r  should be massive and 
TEMPERATURE 
Comfort Zones \ 
Y" 5030 IL- 
LO 
I . i  
5 0 6 0 7 0 
Relative Kumidi ty  , % 
Legend : 
5 PSLA 
10 PSIA-- - - - 
14.7 PSIA---- 
A i r  Flow Rat;: 60 fpm 
Metabolic Rate: 600 B T U / ~ ~  
Clo Factor: .75 t o  1.0 
Occupancy ~ i t m e / ~ a y :  .5 Hour 
l b a  
I - -  - I ANALOGOUS 
REMARKS: The example shown 
here  . is  an acceptable co lo r  
scheme f o r  the  defined mood 
and a c t i v i t y  l e v e l  of t h i s  
a rea ;  however i t  should not  
be construed a s  the s o l e  
so lu t ion .  The Ostwald Color 
System is employed a s  a base- , 
l i n e  reference  only. Colors 
se lec ted  a r e  based on those 
general ly accepted i n  hospit-  
a l s  s ince  t h i s  area might serve 
as e dispensary. 
nm...~.,." E L F ~ L ~ ~ ~ :  Tks  fol:swing recu~,2;c2nc?sticz= arc tc be aaed f o r  generel 
guidance only; unless  otherwise-noted,  the  area  reconmendations p e f t e i n  
t o  an  a r t i f i c i a l  g rav i ty  environment. To make maximum u t i l i z a t i o n  of 
the  area  i t  w y  be poss ib le  t o  have i t  fucct ion  a s  s dispensary s ince  
the  physical  layout  and n e t  space requirements a r e  s imi la r  and the  
frgquezlcy a£ usage of both would probably be low.  Gross Area = 85.5 sq. f t .  
C&Ib.ng_ hefglit i s  6 '6" .  
. ./' 
3 -41 
I 
: .  
i - . . AREA:Equipment DE CRIPTION 
ACTIV1TY:Moderate 
M0OD:Physical Activity 
' SOCIAL FACT0R:Public 
LIGHTING 
Light Source : 
Xncandescent- 
Halogen Cycle, 
Fluorescent, 
Mercury Vapor 
Item 
Ceiling 
Walls 
Floors 
P~chines 
Control Panel 
Instruments 
Light Level, Foot Candles 
Maximum1 Desirable1 Minimum 
I I 
20 (10-20 ' I  10 
Surface'Reflectance, % 
Maximum1 Desirable1 Minimum 
9 0 160-90 ' 1  60 
REMARKS:General, low maintenance 
lighting equipment should be pro- 
vided. For emergency purposes 
lighting should have a secondary 
backup power source. Discharge 
types of sources may create stro- 
boscopic effects in rotating equip 
ment which might be dangerous, 
Instrument panels should be self- 
lighted or designed to minimize 
reflections in the panels from 
the overhead lighting. Equipment. 
colors should be coded to reflect 
8 I .  I I I ir use or d a w .  
ACOUSTICS 
Comfort Zones 
9 0 Legend : 
Er( 5 PSIA 
o 10 PSIA -- - - - 
" 80 a 14.7 PSIA---- 
$ 
U 
m 
k g 70 Air Flow Rate: 80 fpn; 
Metabolic Rate: 800 to 1600 BTU/hr 
Ii Clo Factor: .8 to 1.0 
Occupancy Time/Day: 2 Hours 5 60 
2 " 50300 - l - d - l  4 0 5 0 6 0 7 0 
R e l a t i v e  tltin!idfty, % 
E m  COLOR SCKEME 
White 
-~ 
ANALOGOUS 
REMARKS: The example shown 
here is an acceptable color 
scheme for the defined mood 
and activity level of this 
area; however it should not 
be construed as the sole 
solution. The Ostwald Color 
System is employed as a base- 
line reference only. Adequate 
lighting is provided for sight 
tasks. Basic cool hues are 
conducive to feelings of 
spaciousness, responsibility, 
and tend to make time pass 
more rapidly. Low color intcn- 
sity and value contrasts serve 
to compliment attentiveness. 
. , REMARKS: Area requirement of activity is miesion equipment 
.1 dependent. 
AREA: Maintenance 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITI' : Moderate 
MOOD: Physicel Activity 
SOCIAL FACTOR: Public 
, -'* ~ i g h t  Source : 
'- Incandescent- 
Halogen Cycle 
Fluorescent, 
BSercury vapor 1 100 1 50-100 1 30 
Item ISurface Reflectance. % 
Ceiling 
REMARKS: Localized higher l i gh t -  
ing leve l s  a r e  necessary over 
machining operations and a reas  
of f ine  d e t a i l  work. Care should 
be given to r e f l e c t  g lare  present 
i n  attempting t o  read specular 
metal machine tools. 
.- - 
Meximuml Desirable 1 Minimum 
9 0 1 40-90 1 40 
- 
Walls 
Floors 
Machines 
Control Panel 
Instruments 
ACOUSTICS 
REMARKS: None 
6 0 
40 
45 
40 
45 
TE3PXRATUM 
- 
Comfort Zones I 
Legend : 
5 PSIA I 
10 PSIA-- - - - 
14.7 PSIA---- 
A i r  Flow Rate : 80 fpm 
1 
Metabolic Rate: 800 t o  1600 BTU/hr 
Clo Factor: .8 t o  1 -0  4 Occupancy Time/Day: 2.5 Hour8 
1 
40-60 
20-40 
25-45 
20-40 
25 -45 
40 
15 
20 
20 
20 
EXAMPLE CCnOR SCHEME 
REMARKS: The example shuwn 
here is an acceptable color 
scheme for the defined mood 
and activity level of this 
area; however it should not 
be construed as the sole 
solution. The Ostwald Color 
System is employed as a base- 
line reference only. Adequate 
lighting is provided for sight 
tasks. Basic cool hues are 
conducive to feelings of 
spaciousness, responsibility, 
and tend to make time pass 
more rapidly. L m  color inten- 
sity and value contrasts serve 
to cmpiiment attentiveness. 
REMARKS: Area requirement of activity ,is miaction equipment 
dependent. 
111-5.3 AREA: Power 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY: Moderate 
MOOD : Physical  Act iv i ty  
/- 
SOCIAL FACTOR: Public 
LIGHTING 
Light  Source : 
Incandescent- REMASS: General, low maintenance 
l i g h t i n g  equipment should be pro- 
vided. For emergency purposes 
l i g h t i n g  should have a secondary 
backup power source, Discharge 
types of sources may c r e a t e  s t r o -  
boscopic e f f e c t s  i n  r o t a t i n g  
equipment which might be dan- 
gerous. Instrument panels  shorrld 
be se l f - l ighted  o r  designed t o  
minimize r e f l e c t i o n s  i n  the  panels  
Instruments froni the overhead l igh t ing .  
Equfpment colors  should be coded 
ACOUSTICS 
- 
Comfort Zones 
90 Legend : 
Frc 5 PSIA 
o 10 PSIA-- - - - 
" 80 a 14.7 PSU---- 
: '> 
U 
Ld 
&I 
a 70 A i r  Flow Rate: 80 fpm 
a 8 Metabolic Rate: 800 t o  1500 B T U / ~ ~  
0) 
E-c Clo Factor: .8 t o  1.0 
Occupancy Time/Day : 1 Hour 5 60 
2 " 593L' I !  I 1  
40 5 0 6 0 7 0 
R e l a ~ i v e  i h t d i t y  , % 
EXAMPLE COLOR SQEME 
White 
/ ANALOGOUS 
WLARKS: The example shown 
here is an acceptable color 
scheme for.the defined mood 
and activity level of this 
area; however it should not 
be construed ee the sole 
solutfon. 3le Ostwald Color 
System is enployed as a base- 
line reference only. Adequate 
lighting is provided for sight 
tasks. Basic cool hues are 
conducive to feelings of 
spaciousness, responsibility, 
I anKGnd to make Cime pass 
more rap!.dlg. Lmz c o l o r  inten- 
sity &rid v a k e  contzasts serve 
to compliment attentiveness. 
REMAl?kS: Azez requirement of activity i~ mission equipment ' 
dependent, 
AREA: Storage, Food 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY: Moderate 
MOOD : Physical Activity 
SOCIAL FACTOR: Public 
LIGHTING 1 
Light Source : 
~ncandescent-(lieht Level. Foot candles1 
Item 
Ceiling 
Walls 
Floors 
" 
Maximum1 Desirable1 Minimum 
1 I ' 
REMARKS: Lighting should be ade- 
quate for proper identification 
of products. Shelves should be' 
shallow for ease of seeing pro- 
*, 
ducts located on rear of shelf. 
Lighting should be utilitarian 
in nature, 1 
ACOUSTICS 
TEIQERATURE 1 
. , 
Comfort Zones 
Legend : 
5 PSIA 
10 PSIA -- "- - - 
14.7 PSIA---- 
! 
Air Flow Rate: 80 fpm 
Metabolic Rate: 750 BTU/hr 
Clo Factor:  .'8 to 1.0 
Occ~rpancy TFme/Day : - 5  Hour 
Re la t ive  Hurnidf.ty, % 
EXAMPLE COLOR SCHFJ?IE 
White 
&s: The example shown 
here i s  an acceptable color 
scheme for the defined mood 
and a c t i v i t y  l e v e l  of t h i s  
area; however i t  should not 
be construed a s  the s o l e  
solution. The Ootwald Color 
System i s  employed a s  a base- 
line reference only. Adequate 
l i g h t  i s  provided 
Neutral colors are recornended 
for storage areas. 
REMARKS: Phjrsical description o f  a c t i v i t y  i s  mission dependent. 
ANALOGOUS 
4J Q) 
s U 
4 2
"e .o 0
a 
3 3 
vr rn 
- - - . 
MONOC13R024ATI C 
i 
U aJ 
a &J 
a 3 3 a 
'0 0 
% s 
vr rn 
3cb -- 
3d c 
i AREA: Supply .- . 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY: Moderate 
MOOD: Physlcal Act ivi ty  
SOCIAL FACTOR: Public 
LIGHTING 
Mercury Vapor / 20 15-20 1 5  
Item I ~ u r f a c e '  ~ e f  lectance. % 
Light Source: 
Incandescent- 
Halogen Cycle 
Fluorescent, 
REMAES: Lighting should be ade- 
quate t o  provide i l lumination of 
storage and dispensiag areas  t o  
insure proper product i d e n t l f i -  
cation. If  color  i den t i f i c a t i on  
i s  important, color of sources 
should have high color rendering 
index. 
Light Level, Foot Candles 
,'Maximum1 Desirable1 .~inimum- 
I I 
ACOUSTICS 
REMARKS: Nane 
\ 
I 
Comfort Zones 
Legend : 
5 PSIA 
10 PSIA----- 
14.7 PSU---- 
A i r  Flow Rate: 70 fpm 
Metabolic Bate: 1000 BTUjhr 
Clo Factor: .8 to 1.0 
Occupancy TinejDay: 1 Hour 
Eels t i v e  iIurnf d i t g  , % 
60-90 
40-60 
Cei l ing 
Walls 
60 
40 
90 
70 
EXAMPLE CmOR SCHEME 
MONOCHROE4ATIC I 
I ANALOGOUS 
RE2fARKS: The example shown 
here.  i s  an acceptable color 
scheme f o r  the defined mood 
and a c t i v i t y  l eve l  of t h i s  
area;  however i t  should not  
be cot~strued a s  the  so l e  
solution.  The Ostwald Color 
System i s  employed a s  a base- 
l i n e  reference only. Adequate 
l igh t ing  i s  provided f o r  s igh t  
tasks. Easic cool hues a r e  
conducive t o  fee l ings  of 
spaciousness, r espons ib i l i ty ,  
and tend t o  makc time pass 
more rapidly.  Low cclor  inten- 
s i t y  and value con t ras t s  serve 
t o  ccq l ixcn t  attentfvenoss. 
' REMARKS: Ares requirement of a c t i v i t y  i s  miasion equipment 
dependent. 
AREA: Control Room 
DESCRIPTIGH 
, ACTIVITY: Moderate to Low 
MOOD: Mental Concentration 
SOCIAL FACTOR: Public f 
ACOUSTICS 
REMARKS: Annoying wise sources 
(intermittent, hi gh-pitched, 
unlocallzed) must be avoided to 
preclude interference with men- 
tal tasks, SIL levels below 60 
db must be maintained to promote 
close face-to-face communication 
From standpoint of noise control 
oO ideal wall, ceiling, and floor 
should be massive with rough 
TUWERATURE 
Legend : 
5 PSIA i i 
10 PSIA-- -- - - 
14.7 P S I A - - 7 -  1; 
Air Flow Rate: 60 fpm 
Metabolic Rate: 750 BTU/hr 1 
Clo Factor: .8 to 1.0 4 
, Occupancy Time/Day: 8 Hours; 
!. 
Relative Bumidity, % 
LIGHTING 
, / -* 
,/ Light Source: 
1 i 
REMARKS: Lighting should be t I 
efficient and functional with 
emphasis over spe~ific working 
areas. Higher levels should be 
provided over areas where speci- 
fic detailed work is being per- 
formed, e,g,, navigational, 
chart reading, etc. Colors 
should be cool but s timulading. 
Fluorescent- 
Deluxe 
Metal Halide 
Item 
. Ceiling 
Walls 
Floors 
Machines 
Control Panel 
Instruments 
Light Level, Foot Candles 
Minimum 
20 
Golors,Maximum 
70 
Desirable 
50-70 
Surface'Reflectance, % 
Minimum 
6 0 
40 
15 
20 
20 
20 
kaximurn 
9 0 
60 
3 5 
45 
40 
4 5 
Desirable 
60-90 
40-60 
15-35 
25-45 
20-40 
25-45 
REMARKS: Area requirement of activity is mission equipment 
dependent. 
b 
EXAME'LE COLOR StXEKE 
~ M O N O C H I R ~ T I  c 
J 
u 
C 
1 R 
White 
Rl3fARKS: The exanple shmo 
here is an acceptable color 
scheme for the defined mood t 
U 0, 
U I d a
B T3 e 0 
". V) 
15ba 15ea 
, l5gc 
15ga 
U 0) 
&I 
% .Pi s 
1 "a P, 
" tll 3 % V)"
19ba 19ea 
14ca 19gc 
14ea 
14gc 
-c__- 1bga 
Q 
W and sctivtty level of th5.n 
$l area; huwavcr it shwld not 
-( . s o l n t i m .  me o s t ~ ~ c l d  C o l c ~ r  $ 2  be ccjnatruad ae the s o h  
u gi 4 System is eniployed as a t ~ s e -  line reference cnly. Adequzte 
3ge lighting is provided for sight 
3ec tasks. Basic cool hues are 
3fe conducive to feeling3 of 
spaciousness, responsibility , 
I 
1 
. 
and tend to mike time psss 
m3re rapidly. L w  coler 22ten- 
sity arrd v e l ~ e  cuaCresis Serve 
I 
I to compliment attentiveness. 
VOLUME 
AREA: Communications 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY: Moderate to Low 
ACOUSTICS 
MOOD : Mental Concentration 
SOCIAL FACTOR: Public / 
*LIGHTING 
-/ 
/ - 
, ; Light Source: 
REMARKS: Annoying noise sources 
(intenittent, high-pitched, 
unlocalized) must be avoided to . 
preclude interference with mental 
tasks. SIL levels below 60 db 
must be maintained to promote 
close face-to-face connnunication. 
From the standpoint of noise 
control, ideal wall, ceiling and 
floor should be massive with 
roueh porous surface. 
Comfort Zones 
Legend : I 
5 PSIA 1 
10 PSIA -- - - - 
14.7 P S I A - - -  
Air Flow Rate: 60 fpm 
Metabolic Rate: 800 BN/hr $ 
Clo Factor: .8 to 1.0 
Occupancy Time/~ay: 8 Hours . ! 
Relative i+urnidFty, % 
REMARKS: Lighting should be ef- 
glcient and functional with em- 
phasis over specific working 
areas. Higher levels should be 
provided over areas where speci- 
fic detailed work is being per- 
formed; e.g., navigational, 
chart reading, etc. Colors, 
should be cool but stimulating. 
Fluorescent- 
Deluxe 
Metal Halide 
Item 
Ceiling 
Walls 
Floors 
Machines 
Control Panel 
Instruments 
Light Level, Foot Candles 
Minimum 
20 
~olors,~Maximum 
70 
Desirable 
56-70 
Surface.Reflectance, % 
Minimum 
60 
40 
15 
20 
20 
20 
haximum 
9 0 
60 
35 
45 
40 
45 
Desirable 
60-90 
48-60 
15 -35 
25 -45 
20-40 
25 -45 
EXAMPLE CCnOR StXEhB 
White 
l U X M K S :  The example shown 
here is an acceptable color 
h 
l.4 scheme for the defined mood 
9 
u and activity level of this 
area; however it should not I u. be construed as the sole 
,4 a solution. The Ostwald Color t $ System is employed as a base- Us line reference only. Adequate 
3ge lighting is provided for sight 
3ec tasks. Basic cool hues are 
3fe conducive to feelings of 
spaciousness, responsibil.ity, 
end tend to make time pass 
more rapidly. Low color inten- 
sity snd vtilue eontxasts serve 
I 
i to camplfment attentiveness. - 
REMARKS : Area requirement of activity ie misaion equipment 
dependent. 
i 
. . 
i AREA: Computer 
D~SCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY: Moderate to Low 
I MOOD: Mental Concentration 
SOCIAL FACTOR: Public 
Light Source: 
Fluorescent, l ~ i n h t  Level. Foot Candles1 REMARKS: Lighting should be e f -  
f i c i e n t  and funct ional  with 
emphasis over s p e c i f i c  working 
areas,  Higher l eve l s  should be 
I t e m  Surface Reflectance, provided over areas  where spec i f i c  
ACOUST%CS 
REMARKS: None 
- 
Ceil ing 
Walls 
Floors  
1Lachine s 
Control Panel 
Comfort Zones 
Legend : 
5 PSIA 
10 PSIA -- - - - 
14.7 PSIA---- 
A i r  Flow Rate: 60 fpn 
Ketabolic Rate: 700 ~TiJ/hr 
Clo Factor: .8 t o  1.0 
Occupancy Time/Day: 8 Bcurs 
de ta i l ed  work is being performed; 
e,g,, navigational ,  char t  read- 
ing, e tc ,  Colors should be 
cool but stimulating. 
~inimum' 
60 
40 
15 
20 
20 
Maximum 
90 
60 
3 5 
45 
40 
Desirable 
60-90 
40-60 
15-35 
25 -45 
20-40 
I 
EXAMPLE CmOR SCHEME 
REMARKS: Area requirement of activity is mission equipment 
dependent. 
u 
t 
c 
B 
n 
White 
MONOCHROMATIC 
U QI 
0 U 
(II (II 
a 3 B e 
0 z a 
c z  $ 
15ba 15ea 
15gc 
15ga 
REMARKS: The example shown 
~ O G O U S  
U 0) 
E U 
0 Q 3 B e. 
.D o 
,n ea M ua 
19ba 19ea 
14ca 19gc 
14ea 
A 14gc 
14ga 
* 
- here is an acceptable color 
scheme for tho defined mood 
Cg 
u and activity level of this 
i area; however it should not 
& 2 be construed as the sole 
.-I0 solution. The Ostwald Color 8 System is employed as a base- . 
" 4  line reference only. Adequate 
3ge lighting is provided for sight 
3ec tasks. Basic cool hues are 
3fe conducive to feelings of 
spaciousness, responsibility, 
and tend to make time pass 
more rapidly. Low color inten- 
sity and value contrasts szrve 
to cmplLvent ettent?.venes?, 
VOLUME - 
111-5.9 AREA: Shop 
- DESCRIPTION 
ACIX"JX: Moderate to Righ / 
MOOD : Physical Activity 
SOCI& FACTOR: Public 
TEMPERATURE 
Light Source: 
Comfort Zones 1 ! 
Legend : 
5 PSIA 
10 PSIA----- 
14.7 P S I A - - -  1 
Air Flow Rate: 80 fpm 
Clo Factor: .8 to 1.0 
1 
I4etabolic Rate: 1250 B?X/hr ; 
I 
Occupancy Time/~ay: 6 Hours 
R e l a t i v e  i i u m i d i t y ,  % ' 
REMARKS: Lighting should be ef- 
ficient and functional with em- 
phasis wer specific working 
areas, Higher levels should be 
provided over areas where speci- 
fic detailed work is being per- 
formed; e.g., navigztional; 
chart reading, etc. Colors 
should be cool but stimulating , 
Incandescent- 
Halogen 
Fluorescent, 
Mercury Vapor 
. Item 
Ceiling 
Walls 
Floors 
Machines 
Control Panel 
Light Level, Foot Candles 
Minimum 
20 
Cycle,Maximum 
70 
Desirable 
50-70 
Surface' ~ e f  lectance, % 
Maximum 
90 
6 0 
5 0 
45 
40 
' I  
Desirable 
65 -90 
40-60 
20-50 
25 -45 
20-40 
Minimum 
60 
40 
20 
20 
20 
EXAMPLE s- 
sity and value contraste serve i to compliment attentiveness. 
u 
t; 
co 
G 
REMARKS: Area requirement of activity is mission equipment 
dependent. 
MONomOMATIC 
U QI 
0 4J 
3 3 3 z 
R13WGvC3: The example shown 
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. White 
here is an acceptable color 
h 
L, 
scheme for the defined mood 
cg 
U and activity level of this 
area; however it should not 
be construed as the eole 
solution. The Ostwald Color d. 8 System is employed as e bese- 
0.4 line reference only. Adequate 
3ge lighting is provided for sight 
3ec tasks. Basic cool hues are 
3f e conducive to feelings of 
spaciousness, responsibility, 
PI 
i 
and tend to rake time pass 
more rapidly. Lm? color  inten- 
/ . . ,- ..C_..~l..~ - .&.... ..-. . I... .- . 
. . 
- .  
I 
AREA: Offices 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY: Moderate 
MOOD: Mental Concentration 
SOCIAL FACTOR: Public 
Light Source : 
Fluorescent, l~inht Level, Foot candles1 
Metal Halide (~a;imm~ e s  irablel Minimum1 
I I 
Furniture 
- Machines 
REMARKS: Lighting should be ef- 
ficient and functional with 
emphasis over specific working 
areas. Higher levels should be 
provided over areas where speci- 
fic detailed work is being per- 
formed~ e.g., navigational, 
chart reading, etc. Colors 
should be cool but stimulating. 
ACOUSTICS 
R E ~ S  : Annoying noise sources 
!intermittent, high-pitched, 
unlocalized) must be avoided to 
preclude interference with nen- 
tal ' tasks. SIL levels below 60 
db must be maintained to promote 
close face-to-face communication,: 
From standpoint of noise control, 
ideal wall, ceiling, and floor 
should be massive wfth rough 
. ,.I. 
Comfort Zones 
Legend : 
5 PSLA 
10 PSIA-- - -- 
14.7 PSIA---- 
! 
Air Flow Rate: 60 fpm 
Metabolic Rate: 700 BTU/hr 
Clo Factor: .'8' to 1.0 
Occupancy Time/Day: 8 Hours 
Rela t ive  Hurqid i ty ,  % 
I 
I I 
EXAMPLE COLOR SCHEME 
* 
,/ 
U 
g 
C .  
8 .  
C , .  
White 
REMARKS: The example ehown 
here i s  an acceptable color 
h 
k scheme for  the  defined mood 
cP 
u and a c t i v i t y  l eve l  of t h i s  
c area;  however i t  should not i l be construed as the so l e  
4 c solution. The Ostwald Color 
I?! System i s  employed as  a base- , 
U 4 l i n e  reference only. Adequate . 
3ge l i g h t  i s  providedfor s ight  tasks. 
3ec Basic cool hues are conducive t o  
3f e feelings of spaciousness and re- 
sponsibi l i ty .  Low color i n t ens i t y  
and value contras ts  servE ta compli- 
ment at tentiveness.  
REMARKS: The following recommendations a re  t o  be used fo r  general 
guidance only; unless otherwise noted, the area recommendations per ta in  
t o  an a r t i f i c i a l  gravity environment. Office area requirement must 
be determined on an individual bas i s  once the associated equipment 
and the task of the occupant(s) a re  defined. The three example lay- 
ou t s  shown represent guideline s i ze s  for  a s t a t i on  commander for  
missions with the following crew s izes :  A=6-30, B=3i-60, C=61-100 
Ceil ing Height-6'-6" 
Office A 
38 Sq. F t ,  Office B 
46 Sq. Ft. 
Office C 
72 Sq. Ft. 
AREA: Laboratories 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY: Moderate 
MOOD: Mental Concentration 
SOCIAL FACTOR: Public 
Mercury vapor 1 70 I 59-70 1 20 
Item /Surface- Reflectance. % I 
Light Source: 
Incandescent- 
Ralogen Cycle 
Fluorescent, 
REMARKS: Lighting similar to of- , 
fice areas, being efficient and 
functional with emphasis over 
work benches, Xf color is essen- 
tial in making identifications, 
sources with high color rendering 
index are necessary, Adequate 
lighting of exhaust hoods and 
I climate chambers should be pro- 
vided for proper observation of 1 experiments. - 
Light Level, Foot Candles 
MaximumlDesirablel Minimum 
I I 
Ceiling 
Walls 
Floors 
Furniture 
Machines 
I 
ACOUSTICS 2 
i 
REMARKS: Annoying noise sources, 
(intermittent, high-pftched, 
unlocaliaed) must be avoided to 
preclude interference with nen- 
tal tasks. SIL levels below 69 
db must be maintained to promote 
close face-to-face communication, 
From ~tandpoint of noise control, 
ideal wall, ceiling, and floor 
should be massive with rough 
~orous surf ace. 
Comfort Zones 
9 0 Legend : 
Cr 5 P S U  
o 10 PSIA-- - -- 
" 80 0) 14.7 PSIA---- 
2 
u 
(d 
!-i 
a, 70 Air Flow Rater 70 fpm 
0 4  8 Metabolic Rate: 1000 BTli/kr 
(U 
13 Clo Factor: .8 to 1-0 
f: 60 Occupancy TlmerDay: 6 Hours 
1 
rn 
>> 
k 
fa 52 
Rela t ive  Xufi~Ldity, % 
65 
50 
20 
3 5 
20 
I 
9 0 
70 
40 
85 
45 
70-90 
50-70 
20-40 
45 -80 
25 -45 
EXAMPLE moR SCKEME 
White 
REMARKS: The example shown 
her&.is an acceptable color 
scheme for the defined mood 
and activity level of this 
area; however it should not 
be construed as the sole 
solution. The Ostwald Color 
System is employed as a base- 
line reference only, Adequate 
lighting is provided for sight 
tasks. Basic cool hues are 
conducive to feelings of 
spaciousness, responsibility, 
and tend to make time-pass 
more rapidiy. Low color inten- 
sity and value contrasts serve 
to compliment attentiveness, 
VOLUME 
4 REMARKS: Aree requirement of activity is mission equipment 
dependent. 
AREA: Docking 
- 
DESCRIPTICN 
ACTIVITY: Moderate t o  High 
MOOD: Physical  ~ c t i v i t ~  
SOCIAL FACTOR: Publ ic  
i 
/- - Light Source: 
. Incandescent - igh t  Level, Foot Candles 
Halorren Cvcle ximuml Desirable1 Minimum 
Walls 60 40-60 40 
I 
REMARKS: Lighting should be ade- 
quate f o r  general sa fe ty ,  iden- 
t i f i c a t i o n  of products, move- 
ment of mater ia ls ,  and storage. 
Color coding would be useful  i n  
ident i fy ing and handling. 
ACOUSTICS 
- 
. . 
~ ~ S :  None 
no0 
. . 
Tl34PERATURE 
I 
Legend': 
5 PSIA I ! 
10 PSIA----- 
14.7 PSIA---- 1 
A i r  Flow Rate: 80 fpm 
Metabolic Bate: 800 t o  150C ~BTU/ 
Clo Factor: .8 t o  1.0 / 
Occupancy TinejDay: 3  ours: 1. 
Relarive Humidity, % 
EXAMPLE COLOR s- 
White 
ANALOGOUS 
REMARKS: The example shown 
here is an' acceptable color  
echeme f o r  the  defined mood 
and a c t i v i t y  l eve l  of t h i s  
area;  however it should not  
be construed a s  the  so l e  
solution. The Ostwald Color 
System i s  employed a s  a base- 
l i n e  reference only. Adequate 
l i g h t  i s  provided 
Neutral colors  are used i n  t h i s  
area because it i s  an area of 
t r ans i t ion .  
V O L m  
REMARKS: Phy'sical descr ip t ion of a c t i v i t y  i s  mission dependent. 
AREA: Photographic Support 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY : Low 
MOOD: Mental Concentration 
SOCIAL FACTOR: Public 
Light Source : 
Incandescent- 
&logen 9cle 
t 
REMARKS: Lighting must be capable 1: 
of being reduced below the sensi-i 
tivfty requirements of the films i 
and other photographic products 
being used. Adequate safety i i lights should be provided for ; 
the dark adapted environment. i 
i 
Xtem 
Ceiling 
Walls 
ACOUSTICS 
. . 
.- . 
REUS: Annoying noi~e sources 
(intermittent, high-pitched , 
unlocalized) must be avoided to 
preclude interference with mental 
tasks. SIL levels below 60 db 
'must be uiaintained to promote 
, 
close face-to-face cormnunication. 
From standpoint of noise cont~ol, 
ideal wall, ceiling, and floor 
OD should be massive with rough i 
.i 
- - . . . . - porous surface. t 
TEMPERATURE ? 
9 0 
! 
Legend : i 
5 PSIA 
10 PSIA----- 
80 14.7 P S U - - ' -  i 
! 
\ 
7 0  Air Flow Rate: 70 fbm 
Metabolic Rate: 700 ~Tu/hr 
Clo Factor: ,8 t o  1.0 
60 Occupancy Tine/Day: 4 I-Iours \ ,  
L / / l A  
5030 4 0 5 :! GO 7 0 
R e l a t i v e  iI t~mici! , ty ,  % 
30 0-30 0 
Surface'Reflectance, % 
Maximum 
YU 
60 
Desirable 
. -  
48-60 
Minimum 
6 U 
40 
EXAMPLE COLOR SQiEME 
REMARKS: The example shown 
here is an acceftable color 
scheme for the defined mood 
and activity level of this 
area; however it should not 
be construed as the sole 
solution. The Ostwald Color 
System is employed as a base- 
line reference only. Adequate 
lighting is provided for sight 
tasks. Basic cool hues are 
conducive to feelings of 
spaciousness, responsibility, 
and tend to make time pass 
more rapidly. Low color inten- 
sity and value contrasts serve 
tc cqliment attcntivccasa. 
REMARKS: Area requirement of activity is mission equipment 
dependent, 
d AREA: Animal Rousing I ESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY: Moderate 
MOOD: Physical Activity 
SOCIAL FACTOR: Public 
LIGHTING 
Item ~urface'~eflectance, % 
Maximum1 Desirable1 Minimum 
Ceiling 9 0 1 60-90 1 60 
Light Source: 
- 
Walls + 
Floors 
Machines 
Incandescent- 
Ralogen Cycle, 
Fluorescent, 
REMARKS: Lighting should be suf- 
ficPent for general hygiene pur- 
poses. Close inspection of ani- 
mals could be achieved with lo- 
calized lighting. Control of 
the lighting levels and spectral 
composition may be desirable for 
investigation and/or control of 
animal and plant growing cycles, 
Light Level, Foot Candles 
Maximum1 Desirable] Minimum 
I I 
ACOUSTICS 
REMARKS: None I # 
IREC'CWCY, Ik 
TEMPERATURE: 
Comfort Zones 
Legend : 
5 PSIA 
10 PSIA -- - - - 
14.7 P S I A - - -  
Air Flow Rate: 70 fpm 
Metabolic Rate: 800 BTU/hr 
Clo Factor: .8 to 1.0 
Occupancy T i m e / D a y :  3 Hours 
Rela t ive  Rrrmid i ty ,  % 
EXAMPLE COLOR SQEME * 
White 
REMARKS: 'ill@ exmple shown 
here is an accqtable color 
schme for the defined mood 
and activPty level of this 
area; ho~evar it shmld not 
be construed so the sole 
solution. The Ostwald Color 
System is employed as a base- 
line reference only. Adequate 
lighting is provided for sight 
tasks. Basic cool hues are 
conducive to feelings of 
spaciousness, responsibility, 
and terrd to make time pass 
more rapidly. Law color inten- 
sity and value contrasts serve 
-tr. ~crr_nplf~tr;?rlL e ctPnt-~~nes~. 
VOLUME ' 
REMARKS: Area, requirement of eetivity is mission equipment 
dependent. 
AREA: Agricultural  Study Area 
DESCRIPTION 
ACTIVITY: Moderate 
MOOD: Physical Act ivi ty  
SOCIAL FACTOR: Public 
/ 
Light Source: 
ACOUSTICS 
REMARXS: None 
000 
Incandescent - ight  Level, Foot Candles 
Halogen Cycle ximurnlDesirablelMfnimum 
Fluorescent, I I - 
Mercury vapor 
Item 
ing 
Walls 
Floors 
Machines 
TEMPERATURE 3 
.REMARKS: Lighting should be suf- 
f i c i e n t  f o r  general hygiene pur- 
poses. Close inspection of an i -  
Comfort Zones 
90 Legend : 1 
ry 
5 PSIA 
o 10 PSIA -- - - - 
- " 8 0  14.7 P S I A - - -  
P) 
k 
1 
u 
1 
a) 
k g 7 0  A i r  Flow Rate: 70 fpm 
B Metabolic Rate: 800 ETU/hr 
ar Clo Factor: .8 t o  1.0 I 
I3 
Occupancy T i ~ e / ~ a y :  6  our$ 60 r( 
s 
FS 
h 
2 50 
mals could be achieved with loca- 
l ized l ighting.  Control of the  
l igh t ing  leve l s  end spec t ra l  com- 
posi t ion may be desi rable  f o r  in-  
ves t igat ion and/or c o n t r o l ~ o f  
animal and p l an t  growing cycles. 
50 I 5-50 11  
Surface '~ef lec tance ,  % 
Minimum 
6 0 
3 5 
15 
20 
-~aximum 
9 0 
60 
3 5 
45 
Desirable 
- 
35-60 
15-35 
25 -45 
ZE COLOR s- 
REMARKS: The example shown 
here is an acceptable color 
scheme for the defined mood 
and activity level of this 
area; however it should not 
be construed as the sole 
solution. The Ostwald Color 
System is employed as a base- 
line reference only. Adequate 
lighting is provided for sight 
tasks. Basic cool hues are 
conducive to feelings of 
spaciousness, responsibility, 
and tend to make time pass 
more rapidly. Low color inten- 
sity and value contrasts serve 
to complimerlt attentiveness. 
KS: Area requirement of.abtivity is mission equipment 
3ent. , 
AREA: Air Locks 
DESCRIPTION 
- 
ACTIVITY: Moderate to High 
MOOD: Physical Activity 
SOCIAL FACTOR: Public 
./- 
LIGHTING I 
Light Source: 
REMARKS: Same considerations as A 
be designed for transition aa- 
I for hallways. Lighting should 2 
pects of area. . 1 
C 
1 
Instruments 
REMARKS: None 
+ Comfort Zones 
Legend : 
5 PSIA 
10 PSIA -- - - - 
14.7 PSIA---- 
Air Flow Rate: 60 f m 
Metabolic Rate: 85f BTU/hr 
Clo Factor: ' - 8  to 1.0 
Occupsricy Time/Day: 1 Hour 
EXAMPLE COLOR SCIIEME 
REMARKS: The example shown 
here i s  an  acceptable color 
c scheme f o r  the defined mood 
cp 
u and ac t i v i t y  l eve l  of t h i s  
E area;  however it should not be construed a s  the so le  
o solution. The Ostwald Color 
%! System i s  employed a s  a base- 
u e l i ne  reference only. Adequate 
l i g h t  i s  provided 
- - Neutral colors are  used i n  t h i s  
area because it i s  an area of 
t ransi t ion.  
VOLUME 
ANALOGOUS 
u 01 
E u 
a a C 
*.I ii .; 
'u 
0 P 
rn 3 m 3
- - -- 
.. 
RENARKS: Physical description of a c t i v i t y  i s  mission dependent. 
U aJ 
C u 
3 2 
*.I B :: 
w 0 
P P 
% 2 
3cb -- 
3dc 
IV UTILIZATION O F  HANDBOOK 
1. 0 Introduction 
The handbook may be used a s  a reference source for 
background data and concepts regarding the nature and 
importance of various elements of habitability, Sectiorl 
11, and for general guidacce a s  to how the elements of 
habitability may be applied to specific mission activities 
and combinations thereof, Sections 111 and IV respectively. 
Section 11, General Design Criteria, may be used to gain 
a basic understanding of the nature and importance of the  
habitability elements discussed herein. These elements 
are: 
a 
A. Lighting 
B. Acoustics 
C. Temperature 
D. Color 
E, Volume I 
4 
I 
I 
F. ~ e x t u r e  and Design ! 
G. Hygiene i 
H. Dual Room Usage I 
I. Gravity 
J: Interrelated 
Environments ' 
An understanding of these elements i s  'an ingredient 
essential to making decisions regarding the application 
of concepts and guidelines presented in this handbook 
to actual mission design situations. 
Section 111, c r e w  Area Criteria,contains general guide- 
line s and example s pertaining to the application of the 
data and concepts presented in Section 11 to specific ac- 
tivity areas.  It is emphasized that these guidelines a r e  
general in nature and must be used with discretion. 
Section IV, Paragraph 4.0, presents a system for 
applying the concepts and guidelines presented in Sections 
11 and 111 to the development of rough mission models. 
The limitations of this system reflect the general nature 
of the handbook as well a s  the state of the a r t  relating to 
]?>an's finder standing of habitability. 
2.0 Limitations of Study 
_,.- 
--+-- For a number of the habitability elements researched, 
meaningful data, essential to the establishment of min- 
imum desirable standards; do not exist. This i s  due 
both to the state of the a r t  of identifying and quantifying 
the elements of habitability, the lack of terrestrial 
models relevant fo space flight conditions, and to the 
intangible nature of many of the elements considered. 
An excellent example of an element for which very little 
data exist is'dual room usage' and the effect of specific 
variations in the level o r  type of dual room usage on 
habitability. T. M. Fraser refers to these elements 
a s  the 'Intangibles of Habitability' in his 1968 study for 
NASA of the same title. As he states in conclusion, 
"the intangible will tend to remain intangible and in 
fact the problems they create may never be defined 
but progressively succumb to the evolutionary devel- 
opment of long-ranged spacecraft. " Elements which 
have cZassically been. considered to be the ex~1usive: 
domain of the arts: e. g. configuration and inter- 
relationships of space, and the effects of lighting and 
surface treatment such a s  color, texture and pattern 
on the interpretation o'f these spaces have relied strictly 
on subjective type data for guidance, For these ele- 
ments there is  no absolute o r  ultimate combination 
which will ensure the habitability of a habitat. A singXe 
o r  fixed solution in fact would be self-defeating in that 
it would most likely add to the monotony of the environme 
! 
Reliability of Guidelines ' 
Due to the limited amount of meaningful data pertain- 
ing to the effects of extended mission durations on man, 
various intangible habitability elements and interrela- 
tionships of same, as  well a s  the reactions of average 
men to confined situations, the guidelines contaihed 
herein should be used for general guidance only. 
It i s  expected that these guidelines may well undergo 
considerable change a s  man's exposure to long duration 
extraterrestrial missions increases, 
I 
nt. 
4.0 Mission Model Development . 
4.1 , General 
,---- 
./ 
/ /-- As discussed in paragraph IV-3.0,  i t  i s  not possible 
/ to develop an accurate mission model for all  combin- 
ations of mission parameters since insufficient data 
exist in the areas of activity, volumetric requirements 
and dual room usage to compute accurate figures. The 
following example therefore, illustrates only a system- 
atic approach to this problem which, with accurate 
environmental data input, should provide a quick method I 
1 
of computing approximate habitability needs. I 
4.2 Procedure 
To utilize the handbook to develop an approximate model 
for a specific mission the following six steps a re  used: 
1. Determine the missioncompatibility rating. 
2. Determine the acceptable compartmentation 
level and suitable activity combinations . 
3. pigure the area requirements for the individual 
activities. 
4. Apply the efficiency factor to activity area 
requirements. . 
I 
5. I?igure the area requirements for combined activities. 
1 
6. Determine which activities in each activity combination 
has the most stringent habitability standards for lighting, 
acoustics, temperature and color. 
4. 3 Sample Calculation 
Example mission parameters: 4. 6 
I 
Crew size - 12 
Miss'ion duration - 90 days per crew 
Gravity level - zero 
Atmosphere - 14.7 psia 0 i - N 2  
Station Life - 10 years  
Step 1: Mission Com~latibilitv Rating 
Refer to figure II-H-1 to determine the mission com- 
patibility rating. As shown by the dotted lines i n  figure 
IV-I, -! the mission compatibility rating for  the sampl e 
mission is 2. 
Figure IV- I 
Compatibility Rating A s  a Function of Crew Size 
and Mission Duration 
Rating: 
1 j Most Effective 
5 = Least  Effective 
Mis sion Duration (Days) 
4.3.2 Step 2: Work Sheet Selection 
../' 
-/- 
Select the work sheet appropriate to the mission 
compatibility level. .Work sheets for computing 
approximate volumetric requirements and for noting 
dominant lighting, acoustic, temperature and color 
standards for each area- a r e  provided on pages 4- 8 
to 4-12. Each of the five work sheets i s  laid out to 
reflect the compartmentation recommendations for 
a specific compatibility level a s  established in  Section 
II-H, Dual Room Usage. For the sample mission, a 
compatibility 'level I1 chart is shown in Figure IV-2. 
filled i n  with data derived from Section III of the 
Handbook. 
Step 3: Apparent Area 
The a rea  requirements for the individual, activities a r e  
recorded by the user in the left hand column. These 
figures a r e  determined by referring to the appropriate 
crew areas  in Section IIf. Beczuse s f  the gcneral nature 
of the handboolc, a r ea  figures a r e  providedfor only those 
a r eas  in  which furniture units were not mission dependent 
(unknown machinery, etc. ) 
Step 4: Actual Area 
By multiplying the apparent a rea  need for each activity by 
, 
the efficiency figure listed in the second column from the 
left, the actual a rea  need for that activity a r e  determined. 
4. 3. 5 Step 5: Total Area 
I 
, . The actual a rea  needs a r e  now combined to determine the 
total a rea  needs for each activity combination. These 
figures a r e  added together and multiplied bfr the average 
floor to ceiling height to determine a rough volumetric 
' requirements for all of the activities considered. 
I 
4. 3. 6 Step 6: Dominant Environmental Standards 
Refer to Sectioz 111 to determine those areas  within 
each activity combination which haire the most stringel~t 
standards for lighting, acoustics and temperaiure. 
The activity having the dominant standard in each area 
should be checked in the appropriate column. 
 he dominant activity in each activity combination 
,-/' is listed first on the worksheet within each activity 
group. 
The color scheme for a combined activity area is gen- 
erally selected to compleheht the character of the 
. dominant activity in  the area. 
Figure IV-2 
Example Mission Worksheet 
MISSION WORKSIEET - I1 (Example) 
MISSION PARAMETERS : 
crew size: 12 cavity ~ e v e l  : 0 
Mission Duration: /oYPlq;eAtmosphere : ~RS/ 
C 
MISSION WORKSHEET - I 
MI s SION-PARAMETERS : 
Crew Size: Gravity Level: 
Mission Duration: Atmosphere: 
BZISSION WORKSHEET - I1 
MISSION PARAMETERS:. / 
Crew Size: Gravity Level : - 
Mission Duration: Atmosphere: 
MISSION WORKSHEET - I11 
MISSION PARAMETERS : 
Crew Size: Gravity Level: 
Mission Duration: Atmosphere: 
MISSION WORKSHEET - IV 
MISSION PARAMETERS: 
.ir' Crew Size: Gravi ty Leve 1 : 
Mission Duration: Atmosphere : 
ACTIVITY 
COMBINATIONS 
Apparent 
Area 
Efficiency 
Factor 
Actual 
Area 
Tota: 
Area 
Dominant 
, Environmental Standards 
MISSION WORKSHEET. - V 
/ 
NISSIOH .PluuIaTERS : 
i- 
. Crew Size:  Gravity Level: . 
_..- " - ~ i s e i o n  Duration:, . . 
. . 
Atmosphere .:' 
>." . ' . . . 
